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A STUDY, BY THE CROP SURVEY METHOD, OF FACTORS 

INFLUENCING THE YIELD OF POTATOES? 

EARLE V. HARDENBURG 

Almost from the date of their establishment, practically all state and 
federal experiment stations in this country, as well as many foreign 
stations, have tested, by diverse methods, the relative influences of factors 
affecting the yield of potatoes. A review of the abundant literature of 
the subject shows that a majority of these tests concern the influence of 
seed and fertilizers on yield. This fact, further substantiated by the 
results of the study herein reported, indicates that, with the exception of 
climate and soil, seed and fertilizers are the most vital factors affect- 
ing yield. Because of the widely differing environmental conditions under 
which the tests have been conducted, it is possible in only a.limited degree 
to draw definite conclusions from a summary of the results. Furthermore, 
a large part of the literature fails to supply much detailed information 
as to the methods used in the experiments, and gives little if any considera- 
tion to factors affecting yield other than the one principally concerned 
in the respective tests. This means that most of the evidence available 
to date is of only limited application. 

A comparison of the conclusions reached and the recommendations 
made by experiment stations, with those warranted by actual practice as 
found on farms in a potato-growing region, is therefore of considerable 
value. Such a comparison is, to some extent, made possible by the 
use of the survey method of collecting and studying data on the influ- | 
ences affecting the yield of potatoes. The survey method has accordingly 
been applied to the study of such factors in several potato sections of 
New York, and the results are herein compared with those obtained 
experimentally. As an additional check on the conclusions drawn, 
the biometrical method as applied by Rietz and Smith (1910)? has 
also been used in studying those factors which, according to the sur- 
vey method, appear to affect the yield to the greatest extent. The survey 
method of studying crop production, wholly aside from the agricultural 
methods involved, has proved to be a most valuable means of determining 
the actual practice thruout the State, and has aided in correcting many 
false ideas of long standing concerning cultural methods used with this 
crop. 

The collection of data was begun in the summer of 1913 and continued 
thru the summer of 1914. In 1913, 330 records of the 1912 potato crop 
were taken from as many potato farms on Long Island, and 360 records 

1 Also presented to the Faculty of the Graduate School of Cornell University, February, 1919, aa a major 
thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy. 

2 Dates in parenthesis refer to Bibliography, page 1274. 
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1144 EarLtE V. HARDENBURG 

of the same year’s crop were obtained from that number of farms in 
northern Steuben County. In 1914, 300 records were similarly taken for 
the 1913 crop in Monroe County, and 300 in Franklin and Clinton Counties 
combined. This gives a total of 1290 records for the crops of 1912 and 
1913. Each record was in the form of a filled-out survey blank, a 
sample of which is included at the end of this paper, and was as complete 
as possible in the details listed. Because of the similarity of regional 
conditions and of cultural practices, the counties surveyed were studied 

we mat: 
o EY eel 

aes. 

Fig. 125. REGIONS INCLUDED IN THE POTATO 
SURVEY 

as four distinct sections, as follows: (1) Long Island, including the potato- — 
growing areas of Suffolk and Nassau Counties; (2) Steuben County; (3) 
Monroe County; (4) Franklin and Clinton Counties. The location of 
these areas is shown in figure 125. These regions were selected, not 
because they include the counties of highest total production, but because 
they represent typical and distinct centers of potato production in the 
tate. 
The importance of potato production in a region is probably best 

indicated by figures showing the percentage of total crop acres devoted 
to this crop and the average potato acreage per farm. A summary of 
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the scope of the survey and the status of the industry during the years 
1912 and 1913 is given in table 1. Of the four regions surveyed, the 
potato crop is regarded as of most importance on Long Island and of least 
importance in Franklin and Clinton Counties. 

TABLE 1. Summary or THE Four REGIONS SURVEYED 

| 
Iino |) etsy Per 

cent of | cent of | cent of Average sy nee 

Average total Stee crop | potato “per 
Number erence size of age a eee Pee | acreage acre ; x 

oe Bice Pee surveyed oes potatoes, | potatoes, | potatoes, | faa aoe 
(acres) for for for the | sur- sur- 

; farms farms county | , al ae 
sur- sur- (1909 7 (bushels) 

veyed veyed census) oye: 

Long Island, in- 
cluding parts of é 
Suffolk and 
Nassau Coun- 
LLCS cress rade lke 1912 330 | 8,188.16 65.0 37 44 23.0 24.8 nlp fiayee5) 

Steuben County..| 1912 360 | 5,301.10 145.8 10 18 Shae} 14.7 136.4 
Monroe County. .| 1913 300 | 3,728.25 TEES 11 15 8.0 12.4 126.2 
Franklin and Clin- 

ton Counties...| 1913 300 | 2,160.00 169.5 4 10 aya! 7.2 179.3 

THE CROP SURVEY AS A METHOD OF RESEARCH LW 

From its inception in this country, agricultural teaching has depended 
largely on textbooks, collateral references, and the published results of 
experiments. There is still a considerable lack of practical information 
which can be supplied only by protracted experimentation or by the 
study of large numbers of survey records in the regions concerned. Fre- 
quently problems arise which local experiments fail to solve because of 
the impossibility of handling the work on a sufficiently extensive scale. 
Large numbers of records might very often be the means of discovering 
the common causal factor prevailing thruout a region, thus furnishing the 
solution of the problem or at least a working basis for its solution. A 
typical illustration of this is furnished in the investigations on pecan 
rosette by MeMurran (1919). Pathologists had previously been unable 
to account for the cause or to recommend measures for the control of 
this disease, which was so prevalent thruout the pecan orchards of the 
Southern States. MeMurran, by taking records of many orchards in 
the various pecan regions of the South, discovered that the disease was 
almost entirely absent in the orchards of the rich river bottom- ands, 
and from this observation he deduced that the cause of the disease lay in 
certain soil deficiencies. 

The farm-crops survey aims first of all to search out the actual facts 
concerned in the production of a given crop in a given area. This informa- 
tion, obtained in sufficient quantity, may then be regarded as statistics 
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from which to determine the most beneficial influences and _ practices. 
The survey idea was first launched in New York by Dr. L. H. Bailey, 
under whose direction horticultural studies were made thruout the State. 
In 1903 Professor John Craig started an orchard survey campaign in west- 
ern New York. Such of these surveys as were completed have been 
published as Cornell bulletins (Warren, 1905, a and b; Cummings, 1909; 
Martin, 1911). Under the direction of Dr. G. F. Warren, the survey idea 
was extended to include the farm as a whole, with the result that whole 
farming areas, with the farm as a unit, have been studied in what are 
called farm-management surveys. The results of such studies have also 
been published as Cornell bulletins (Warren and Livermore, 1911; 
Thompson, 1915). Montgomery (1913), in discussing crop surveys, states 
that their primary function is to determine how to grow the crop, while 
farm-management surveys aim to determine when to grow the crop. 
Warren (1914) attests the value of agricultural surveys by saying that there 
are many kinds of agricultural information that can be found only by 
survey methods, since the conditions in question exist only on the farms. 
He states further that agricultural knowledge, to be of most value, 
should be the result of both survey studies and experimental tests. 

The accuracy of survey methods depends very largely on such factors 
as the personality of the man procuring the records, the manner in which 
questions are asked, the number of records obtained for each region studied, 
the unit used as a basis in the study of a factor, accuracy in tabulation, 
and the final interpretation of results. The more extensive the record to 
be obtained, the greater is the number of records necessary for final 
accuracy. The principal faults in much of the survey work to date lie 
in the attempt to include too much detail and in the use of too few records. 
Warren (1914) is of the opinion that ordinarily 1000 records should be 
used, tho 500 may be enough in some cases. However, the necessity of 
such large numbers depends somewhat upon the scope of the survey. 
By the law of averages, large numbers tend to eliminate individual errors. 
Spillman (1917) has said that the accuracy of any average depends on three 
things: first, on freedom from bias; secondly, on the number of items from 
which an average is obtained; and thirdly, on the accuracy of the individual 
items averaged. Considering the limitations of much of the experimental 
evidence to date, large numbers of survey records are undoubtedly pro- 

’ ductive of as nearly accurate results as are obtained by experimental 
work. As emphasized by Warren (1914), the region surveyed should be 
an agricultural, not a political, unit. Furthermore, the records should be 
taken only during a normal year unless records are to be obtained for con- 
secutive years. Unfortunately for this study, the year 1912 was at first 
drier than normal, but the abundant rain which fell late in the growing 
season chused some blight rot; 1913, however, was a more nearly normal 
year. 
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BIOMETRY AS APPLIED TO CROP-SURVEY DATA 

Biometry as a science is beginning to have wide application, wherever 
sufficient data make its application possible, in the solution of problems 
involving the study of the interrelation of factors or the study of cause 
and effect. Until the present time, biometry has been used mainly only 
in the study of inheritance and in the correlation of characters in large popu- 
lations of plants and animals. Its use has been thus limited because only in 
such studies have conditions been so controlled that none but the factor or 
factors under observation could affect the results, and because it has been 
possible to use large numbers of individuals for such investigations. 
Biometry should have a place in the study of crop-survey data wherever 
large numbers of records are involved, in order that the coefficient of 
correlation may serve as a check on the conclusions otherwise drawn and 
that it may furnish, thru its frequency table, a description of the prevailing 
practice in the region in question. 

Tolley (1917) states that the coefficient of net correlation affords a 
good means of determining the net effect of each of several factors bearing 
on a result, or of eliminating the effect of other factors when it is desired 
to find the true relationship between any two. Applying biometrical 
methods to farm-survey data on fattening baby beef, Tolley has shown 
how the gross apparent correlation between any two or more factors may 
be substituted in a derived formula and the net correlation of any two 
factors thereby deduced. 

A biometrical analysis of some of the more influential factors involved in 
this study has been made, altho, owing to the relatively large numbers of 
records used in each study, only the gross correlation has been computed. 
Aside from the actual significance of the coefficients obtained, much 
information of descriptive value relative to the frequency of a given 
practice may be found in the frequency distribution tables. One of 
the chief functions of biometry is description. It affords a means of 
classifying a group of individuals not possible by any other means. 

THE TAKING OF RECORDS 

Five men constituted the party employed in the taking of records in 
1913. This made it possible for four of the party to travel thru the 
potato regions in pairs while the fifth man copied and checked each day’s 
records. In this way, any discrepancies in the records could be checked 
up by a return visit to the grower or by discussion within the party. A 
data on the 1913 crop were taken in 1914 by two men. 

As previously noted (Spillman, 1917), the ‘value and accuracy of survey 
data depend largely on freedom from bias. This may well apply to the 
selection of farms to be observed. Therefore it was decided that for these 
surveys the only limitation in the selection of a farm was to be in the 
acreage of the crop produced the previous year.’ This limitation was set 
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at a minimum of 5 acres, tho a very few records were taken on farms 
having a production area of only 4 acres. The reason for the establish- 
ment of this minimum limit lies in the assumption that growers of acreages 
smaller than 5 are probably not growing potatoes in a manner comparable , 

. to the average of the region. The data on cost of production, tho obtained 
at the same time and indicated on the survey blank, are not a part of this 
study. The subject of cost has been studied by Fox (1919), formerly of 
the Department of Farm Management at Cornell University. 

DESCRIPTION OF REGIONS SURVEYED 

For a better understanding of the environmental conditions under 
whieh the potato crop was produced, a brief description of climate, soil, 
topography, elevation, length of growing season, market facilities, type 
of farming, land values, and status of potato production, is given for each 
of the four regions surveyed. Unfortunately, of the regions concerned, 
only Monroe and Clinton Counties have been soil-surveyed by the United 
States Department of Agriculture. More detailed knowledge as to these 
environmental influences may be obtained from figures 126 to 129. 

ont 
STATE oF NEW YORK 

PREPARED BY THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
CALE - 1 INCH 49 MULES, 

<~LEGEND-—> asl 
Lines af equal elevation Ht 
” -Days between killing frosts x aes 

be Sl 
ye, RES 

UMMA Over’ 2000" E600 -/o00 surveyed 

(C___l7o00’-2000' [Ml Ze/ow soo’ 4ITEATS 

Fig. 126. ELEVATIONS OF THE REGIONS SURVEYED 
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LONG ISLAND 

Most of the potato crop in Suffolk County is grown east of Riverhead 
on both the north and the south shores of Long Island. The Long Island 
Railroad furnishes the transportation facilities for practically all of the 
surplus crop of this region. Most of the roads are improved to a high 
degree. Thus the time required for shipments to reach New York City 
need not be over one day and no delay is necessitated by transfers to 
other railroads. 

Fic. 127. GROWING-SEASON RAINFALL (IN INCHES) 
IN REGIONS SURVEYED 

Nearly all of the crop in Nassau County is grown north of a line drawn 
east and west thru the central part of the county. Most of the surplus 
crop of this county is transported directly, in heavy wagons and motor 
trucks, to the Wallabout and Harlem Markets in Brooklyn. 

The greater part of Long Island is of marine deposit formation, the 
elevation ranging from a point at about sea level, in the Hampton section, 
to an altitude of nearly 300 feet in some places on the north shore. The 
average elevation of the potato fields surveyed was 65.5 feet. Due to 
the low elevation of the south shore, the crop is exposed to heavy sea fogs 
which make conditions favorable to the development of late blight. The 
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topography is in general fairly level, tho the slightly rolling lands along 
the north shore gradually rise until they merge into prominent hills along 
the Sound. 

The potato sections of Long Island show an average growing-season rain- 
fall of from 16 to 20 inches, which is somewhat higher than that of most of 
the potato sections of New York. Rainfall seldom limits production here. 
The tempering influence of the Atlantic Ocean affords a growing season of 
approximately 200 days between killing frosts, which is greater than that 

Fic. 128. LENGTH OF GROWING SEASON (IN DAYS) 
IN REGIONS SURVEYED 

R00 

of any other section of New York. The growing season on Long Island 
is fully a month earlier than that in the other three regions under dis- 
cussion. 

The soil of most of the potato-growing areas of Long Island is of a sandy 
texture, topped by silty loam in layers of varying thickness. This is 
counter to a rather common impression that the Long Island crop is pro- 
duced in sandy soil. The greater part of the central section of the island 
does consist of sand, and this supports little vegetation aside from scrub 
oak and pine. That the potatoes are grown mainly on the Sassafras 
series of soil is shown in figure 129. 
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¢ 

The importance of the crop on Long Island is shown by the fact that no 
regular system of crop rotation is practiced, potatoes being grown for 
several successive years on the same land. In order to maintain the 
humus content, cover crops of rye are turned under each spring. The 
commonest practice is two to four years of potatoes, the land being cover- 
cropped to rye over winter. Along the north shore, where a rotation 
is sometimes used, wheat seeded to clover and timothy follows potatoes, 
the hay being grown from one to two years before the sod is plowed for 
corn, cabbage, and cauliflower. Potatoes then follow these cultivated 

ag pte ed 

i a te IR NE 

Fic. 1380. HARVESTING IRISH. COBBLERS IN NASSAU COUNTY IN JULY 

The large immature vines should be noted 

crops. Wheat and hay are the principal rotation crops on the southern 
shore. 
Much double-cropping is practiced in Nassau County, the early potatoes 

being harvested in July and the second crop in late August and early Sep- 
tember. Land producing a first crop of potatoes is commonly planted to 
turnips, beets, carrots, or other root crops, or is set to cabbage for the fall 
market. Rye is used here also as a cover crop. A field in which Cobblers 
were harvested one day and turnips were planted the next day, is shown 
in figure 130. 
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Land values are higher on Long Island than in the other potato sections, 
partly because much of the land in Nassau County is held for real-estate 
purposes and partly because of its geographical advantages and adapt- 
ability for potato production. The values range from $100 an acre in 
Suffolk County, to $1000 an acre, real-estate value, in Nassau County. 

The average size of the farms surveyed was 65 acres, of which 37 per cent 
was in potatoes. On the average, 44 per cent of the total crop acreage 
was in potatoes, while the average potato acreage per farm was 24.8. 
The potato crop is relatively more important in the farming system here 
than elsewhere among the regions surveyed. 

The number of records taken on Long Island was 330, representing a 
total of 8188.16 acres planted to potatoes in 1912. The average yield 
per acre, on the farms surveyed, was 175.5 bushels. 

STEUBEN COUNTY . 

The area of most intensive production in Steuben County lies in its 
northeastern part, along the Cohocton River valley and in the hill sections 
on each side. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Erie Rail- 
road handle the potato shipments. Local buyers take most of the crop 
from the grower, buying it either at harvest time or on contract. They 
store it in temporary warehouses along the railroads or ship it direct. 
Because of the unevenness of topography and the heavy nature of the 
soil in this county, the highways are often so poor that the movement of 
the crop from field or cellar to the shipping point is seriously handicapped. 
For this reason, most of the crop is moved at the times when the 
roads are in the best condition. Much of it is shipped to New York 
and Philadelphia, but the variety Spalding’s Rose 4 is sent to Florida 
as seed. 

The elevation of the surveyed fields ranged from 1200 to 2100 feet, the 
average being 1659.2 feet. This wide range in elevation has considerable 
influence on the development of the potato crop, as is indicated by this 
study. A large part of the total crop is produced on hillsides of varying 
slope, the incline often being so steep as to limit the use of heavy machinery; 
on the other hand, many of the best potato fields are found on the level 
table-lands at the highest elevations. 

Northern Steuben County has an average growing-season rainfall of 
from 16 to 18 inches, which is sufficient for maximum crops. Because of 
the heavy nature of the soil, years of abnormally large rainfall often cause 
much loss from blight rot. The growing season between killing frosts 
averages 150 days, and is usually sufficient to mature the crop. Because 
of better air drainage and cooler average temperatures, the crop is often 
later and the yields are larger on the farms at the higher elevations. This 
was not the case in 1912, however, as is shown later in the discussion of the 
influence of elevation. 
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Five soil series are principally concerned in the area studied in Steuben 
County, as shown by figure 129. Nearly half of the crop of 1912 was grown 
on Lordstown silt loam, which gave a higher average yield than any other 
series. In elevation this soil series is next to the Volusia series, which is 
found only at the highest elevations. Tho both of these soil series are 
naturally low in fertility, the highest average yield was obtained on the 
Lordstown series, while the lowest average yield was produced on the 
Volusia series. The soils on the hilltops are largely derived from shale and 
sandstone; the valley soils, altho naturally higher in fertility, contain 
more stone and gravel. 

Relatively long and fixed rotations are used in Steuben County, the com- 
monest being potatoes, oats, hay two years. Frequently the sod is left 
until long past its profitable stage for hay, with the result that the humus 
content remaining for the potato crop to follow is seriously depleted. 
Farms on which the sod was left down for the shortest period of years 
showed the highest yield, and vice versa. Sometimes wheat followed 
oats in the rotation, giving two successive years of grain. The wheat was— 
used as the nurse crop. These farms showed .a higher average yield of 
potatoes than did the farms usmg only one year of grain. This may have 
been due to the additional residual fertilizer left from the second year of 
grain, or possibly to production on better soil than is ordinarily devoted 
to potatoes. Buckwheat, in which Steuben County ranks second according 
to the United States census of 1909, is commonly used to follow old sod 
land that is beng broken for potatoes or to break virgin land recently 
cleared. On the smaller potato farms, corn for grain or ‘silage i is grown in 
the rotation with potatoes. 

Land values are as low in Steuben County as anywhere in New York, 
for much of the land is infertile and rough, and little of it has been sold 
or rented in recent years. The estimated values ranged from $25 to $80 
and more an acre, the average being about $50. The average size of the 
farms surveyed was 145.8 acres, 10 per cent of this being in potatoes. The 
per cent of total crop acres per farm in potatoes was 18. The average 
yield per acre on the 360 farms surveyed, which represented a total of 
5301.1 acres of potatoes, was 136.4 bushels. 

MONROE COUNTY 

The potato section of Monroe County covers most of the region east, 
west, and south of Rochester. Potatoes are an important crop on most 
of the farms south of the fruit belt that extends across the northern border 
of the county abutting on Lake Ontario. Excellent railroad facilities pro- 
vide transportation for the marketing of the crop, loading stations being 
located on the New York Central, the Lehigh Valley, the Delaware, 
Lackawanna & Western, the Erie, and the Buffalo, Rochester, & Pittsburg 
Railroad. 
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Elevation is not an influential factor in this region, since its variation 
is only between 400 and 1000 feet, the average being 592.5 feet. In general 
the topography is gently rolling, and in only a very few places is it suffi- 
ciently uneven to affect production or the usual cultural practices. 

The growing-season rainfall is somewhat less than that of the other 
regions, ranging normally from 14 to 16 inches. However, it is seldom 
insufficient for maximum production. Due to the tempering influence of 
Lake Ontario, the average growing season is 165 days, which is somewhat 
longer than that of the other regions except Long Island. 

The soils on which the potato crop is produced are principally of the 
Dunkirk and Ontario series, as shown in figure 129. Altho both of these 
soils are naturally fairly fertile, a study of comparative yields shows that, 
other things being equal, the Dunkirk soils gave the higher production. 
The soil map of Monroe. County shows an especially wide range in soil 
types within each of these series. - 

The cropping system of this region is usually a four-years rotation of 
potatoes and grain or another crop, oats, wheat, hay. Corn is most 
commonly chosen as the additional cultivated crop to be raised with 
potatoes, tho beans and cabbage are sometimes used. The value of potato 
land ranged from $50 to $250 an acre, the average acre value being $150. 
The farms surveyed averaged 112.07 acres in size, 11 per cent of the total 
acreage being in potatoes; and the importance of the crop is emphasized 
by the fact that 15 per cent of the crop acreage is in potatoes. The average 
yield per acre of the 1913 crop, for the 3728.25 acres of potatoes on the 
300 farms, was 126.2 bushels. 

FRANKLIN AND CLINTON COUNTIES 

The areas of production in Franklin and Clinton Counties are two: one 
consists of a broad, level stretch of fertile valley land along the St. Law- 
rence River, extending across the northern end of Franklin County and 
over into Clinton County; the other consists of hill and valley farms 
on each side of the Saranac River, in central Clinton County. In both these 
areas the potato lands extend back into the foothills of the Adirondack 
Mountains. Most of the production centers in Franklin County are located 
along the Rutland Railroad, while the Delaware and Hudson Railroad 
handles most of the crop of Clinton County. The greater part of the sur- 
plus is marketed in the eastern seaboard markets after the early crops of 
Long Island, New Jersey, and the South have been sold. A thriving 
trade in seed potatoes has been developed with Long Island, New Jersey, 
and southern points. 
Being in close proximity to the Adirondack Mountains, this region has 

a wide range in elevation. It varies from 300 to 1850 feet, the average 
for the farms surveyed being 1038.2 feet. The excellent yields obtained 
at the higher altitudes are due largely to the cool climate there afforded. 
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In spite of the range in elevation, very little of the crop is produced on 
anything but level land. The farms along the St.. Lawrence River valley 
are generally level or gently sloping toward the river, and most of the crop 
in Clinton County is also grown on fairly level fields, either in the Saranac 
River valley or on top of the foothills of the Adirondacks. 

Due to the northerly latitude of this region the growing season is rela- 
tively short, the average period between killing frosts being 150 days. 
Elevation and latitude are jointly contributing factors for an ideal potato 
climate conducive to late maturity of the crop. As a rule the growth is 
stopped by frost, resulting in a crop more or less immature at harvest 
time. This gives a product of excellent seed value and keeping qualities. 
The growing-season rainfall averages from 14 to 18 inches, the mountain 
areas receiving the greater precipitation. The rainfall is uniform thruout 
the growing season, each month averaging 3 or more inches. 

Most of the soils of this region are a fine sandy loam and are included 
in the Ontario, Caloma, and Terrace soil series. The Ontario series com- 
prises the area along the St. Lawrence River, and the Caloma and Terrace 
soils comprise most of the area in central Clinton County (fig. 129). The 
Ontario series is largely of sedimentary origin and its fertility is rather 
higher than the average; while the Caloma and Terrace soils are mainly 
of glacial drift formation and are of only mediocre fertility. 

The commonest system of cropping is a five-years rotation of potatoes 
and corn, oats, ‘hay three years. The corn is used mainly for silage. 
Hops have been regarded as a relatively important cultivated crop in the 
Franklin County area until recently, when low prices, disease, and com- 
petition with the western crop caused a decided decrease in acreage. At 
present, potatoes are the chief source of cash income in this district. Land 
values here are similar to those in Steuben County, the range being from 
$10 to $100 an acre, with the average at about $50. 

The average size of the farms surveyed was 169.5 acres. Only 4 per 
cent of the total acreage, and 10 per cent of the crop acreage, was in 
potatoes. The average yield per acre on the 300 farms surveyed, repre- 
senting 2160 acres, was 179.3 bushels. i 

METHOD OF STUDYING SURVEY DATA 

As previously pointed out, one of the handicaps in any effort to de- 
termine, by an analysis of survey data, the absolute influence of a single 
factor on yield, lies in the difficulty of separating the influence of other 
factors from that of the one in question. This is a necessary step, how- 
ever, in insuring accuracy and a correct interpretation of results. A 
preliminary study of factors influencing potato yield in Steuben County 
in 1912 (Hardenburg, 1915 b) indicated that the most important factors 
were the amount of seed used per acre, the value of manure and fertilizer 
employed per acre, and the frequency of bordeaux spraying. The results 
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of the present study have borne out that conclusion. Therefore, in con- 
sidering the influence of a given factor on yield, an effort has been made 
to eliminate as far as possible, or at least to give due credit to, other con- 
tributing factors. 

Since the study of each region concerns but a single year, too definite 
conclusions must not be drawn in interpreting the data presented. De- 
pending upon the normality of the season in which the crop was grown, 
the degree of influence of a given factor-may or may not be maintained 
under average conditions. Tho cultural practices are not usually varied 
radically from one year to another, differences in the length of the grow- 
ing season. in the average growing-season temperature, and in rainfall, 
tend to affect the influence of those practices. Therefore it will not be 
possible to answer, in any appreciable degree, many of the questions 
that will be raised. The consideration of experimental results is there- 
fore of value in furnishing background for the study of each factor. As 
stated by Warren (1914), there are questions that can be answered only 
by a study of the results obtained on farms, and other questions that can 
be answered only by the results of experiments. 

Little attempt has been made to discuss any potato literature except 
that pertaining to seed, fertilizers, and planting, these being obviously 
the most influential factors under the grower’s control. In reviewing the 
literature, one is impressed by the large quantity available and by the 
meagerness and unreliability of the data given to substantiate the state- 
ments. 

THE STUDY OF FACTORS 

CLIMATE 

A brief review of climatic conditions in each of the surveyed areas has 
been given, not because of any definite influence on the crop under con- 
sideration, but to make clearer the normal conditions to which the crop 
is subject. Facilities for taking weather data in each of these regions 
are not yet sufficient to allow of any attempt at the correlation of rainfall 
and temperature with yield for a given year. 

In general, the average growing-season temperature to which the crop 
is subject has a marked influence on the vitality of that crop as used for 
seed. Briefly, high temperatures tend, to produce devitalization. Long 
Island growers obtain average yields ranging from 150 to 250 bushels per 
acre from new Maine seed, but the use of the same stock for seed a second 
year results in greatly inferior yields, as is indicated in figure 131. The 
same principle is demonstrated in the rather common practice of introduc- 
ing seed from northerly latitudes, a practice which is justified on the basis 
of better yields, as is shown in the tests cited under the caption Source 
of seed. 
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Fie. 131. GROWTH VARIATION BETWEEN NEW AND ONE-YEAR-OLD MAINE SEED STOCK ON 
LONG ISLAND 

The photograph shows also the characteristic topography of potato lands in Suffolk County 

Valuable studies of the influence of, weather on the yield of potatoes 
in Ohio for a period of fifty-five years have been made by Smith (1915), 
and a similar study for a period of twenty-six years has been made in 
New York by Fox (1916). The relationship of both growing-season 
rainfall and temperature, in both States, is expressed in terms of the 
coefficient of correlation (r). A comparison of these coefficients shows 
that July is by far the most critical month with respect to these factors, 
in both Ohio and New York. The coefficient of correlation between tem- 
perature and yield is in most cases negative for both States, indicating 
that yield is inversely proportional to increase in temperature. So far 
as rainfall.is concerned, the correlation for Ohio is positive and fairly 
large, indicating that rainfall is ordinarily a limiting factor in yield. The 
correlation of rainfall and yield in New York, on the other hand, is negative, , 
showing that years of high rainfall are years of low yield. The average 
growing-season rainfall for the potato sections of New York, previously 
given as ranging from 14 to 20 inches, is evidently sufficient for this crop. 
‘The negative coefficient of correlation is probably a reflection of the fact 
that years of highest rainfall in New York have been years of severe loss 
from blight rot. 
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ELEVATION 

Elevation as a factor influencing production has been determined from 
the figures shown on the topographic sheets of the surveyed areas pub- 
lished by the United States Geological Survey. As far as possible, the 
location of the potato fields for which data were taken was indicated on 
these topographic sheets at the time of taking the data. The chief 
difficulty in determining the absolute influence of elevation lies in the 
fact that*increase or decrease in elevation is usually accompanied by a 
difference in soil type. A study of elevation, therefore, really involved 
also the consideration of both climate and soil. The writer is not aware 
that any test has ever been made in which either one or the other of these 
factors was studied with the other factor eliminated. 

Progressive increases in altitude and in latitude are similar in that each 
is accompanied by a reduction in temperature. The United States 
Weather Bureau, in computing temperature equivalents, makes use of the 
principle that every 300 feet rise in altitude is accompanied by a reduc- 
tion in temperature of one Fahrenheit degree. 

Influence of elevation on Long Island 

Elevation cannot be considered a potent factor in the Long Island area, 
for its highest point does not greatly exceed 200 feet. Many farms along 
the south shore of Suffolk County are below sea level, the sand dunes 
alone keeping out the sea. A typical Long Island potato field is shown 
in figure 131. The relation of elevation to yield in 1912 is shown in 
table 2: 

TABLE 2. Reuation oF ELEVATION TO YIELD ON 327 Lone IsLAND Farms IN 1912 

Average | Average 
Average amount value of 

Elevation Number yield of seed manure sehen eae 
(feet) of farms | per acre used and (feet) 

(bushels) | per acre | fertilizer 
(bushels) | per acre 

‘L-=- §i)ge e Re eer ra 157 178.3 12.9 $35.31 26.4 
XO). = TO) enw ae tenn eeeterat nines 87 1Sitiro 120 Phat 64.8 
ODES OME. oe a kM ee: § 53 184.3 12.4 32.20 1-2 
EOS ZU Dees Seer erine matece nae 22 188.8 122 33.01 167.7 
PAUOATIGKOVER. cis... Le alee ck Sack 8 196.3 13.4 31.65 218.1 

ANGLIN Sheree cite nce Rededy Se te set bee BVA hema eye ee MeN abel eee aches MAN bee cs ie oe 

ANU tae Tae & I SR RO eabe | DOE at ee 175.3 12:5 $32.39 >| 65.5 
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Altho there is no proof in table 2 that the yield increases with an increase 
in elevation, there is a slight indication that this may be true. The farms 
located at 50 to 100 feet elevation had a lower yield than those at the 
lowest elevation, partly because they received less seed and _ fertilizer 
than any other group. Furthermore, the farms at the lowest elevation 
received slightly more than the average amount of seed and fertilizer per 
acre. It is improbable, however, that the wide difference in yield between 
the two groups at the lowest elevations was due entirely to differences 
in amount of seed and fertilizer. There may have been some basic reason 
why the 87 growers at the 50-to-100-feet elevation used the least seed 
and the least fertilizer, which would account in part for the lower yield. 
No such reason is apparent. however, from the data at hand. 

Influence of elevation in Steuben County 

The average elevation of the farms visited in Steuben County is greater 
than in any other of the regions concerned in this survey, it being 1659.2 
feet. The elevation varies from 1200 to 2100 feet, a range of 900 feet, 
and within this range there is a considerable variation in the soil types, 
as is shown later in table 13 (page 1770). A summary of the average 
yields obtained at various elevations is given in table 3: 

TABLE 3.. ReEwation oF ELEVATION TO YIELD ON 355 STEUBEN County Farms In 1912 

Average Average 
Elevation Number yield ea ere 

(feet) of farms per acre ae q fe ey 
(bushels) per acre (feet) 

(bushels) 

D200 SOO eee es occ eucnsaeqebe ae srancre ie 9 148.8 24.6 1,243.6 
SOO A OO Me. a.) tee ciel eee 36 156.6 13.1 1,336.0 
TAOOES 00 oS saeco dy < Beastie 39 129.7 20.5 1,426.2 
P50 SM GOO spe a uals. eee ease 46 136.4 20.0 1,530.4 
NGOOS SOOTY  fascvh tena esate 46 133.9 24.1 1,630.2 
TOO AUSOO cer vik vals pester 63 131.6 29.0 acral 
SOO LS OOM eee ken ete <a fae 61 138.3 30!.7 1,829.7 
LG OO 200O RS coin. OS aise eee 34 134.6 27.9 1,920.4 
740,00) 1110, Dspace ones eset Renn: Ae ee 21 124.7 ir) 2,033.4 

AI treullaaseee re heer ak eee et yon suoes tes none Pata BMPLEN hl fix icc ees eee aN Sh Ue Se ESL ty fall Res Gases alloc ‘0 og 

FAVELA OD CMe ARIS ers a ota here nities ena ene ae ene 136.4 24.2 1,659.2 

A general tendency for yields to decrease as elevation increases is 
ndicated by table 3. This is counter to the expected influence of altitude, 
and may be explained by the fact that the soil at the higher altitudes of 
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this region is heavier and of lower natural fertility. Further evidence 
of this condition is found in the figures showing a greater percentage of 
unharvested yield due to blight rot, which is so common in these heavier 
soils, at the higher elevations. 

The Green Mountain, or white-sprout, type of potato withstands less 
heat than does the Rural, or blue-sprout, type. Where the growing- 
season temperature is relatively cool, as in Franklin and Clinton Counties 
and on Long Island, the white-sprout type is therefore more common. 
In Steuben County, of 94 farms growing the white-sprout potatoes, 61 
per cent were located above 1660 feet elevation and only 39 per cent were 
located below this level. Of 239 farms growing the blue-sprout type, 
50 per cent were above and 50 per cent were below 1660 feet elevation. 
There is some tendency, therefore, to grow more of the white-sprout type 
at the cooler altitudes. 

Influence of elevation in Monroe County 

The range of elevation in Monroe County is between 400 and slightly over 
800 feet. Little opportunity is therefore afforded to study the influence 
of this factor in this region. The figures in table 4, interpreted in the light 
of average seed and fertilizer used, show that elevation has some tendency 
to increase yield. 

TABLE 4. Rexation or ELEVATION TO YiELp on 296 Monrog County Farms 1n 1913 

Average pyoraee f Average 
Elevation Number of yield eae eet value of 

(feet) farms per acre = manure and 
(bushels) ae fertilizer 

At OO rape rica a are sis, dabicinedckakee : 30 130.5 12.6 $14.03 
00) = GODS Roe cee Secs ane 107 122.8 12e5 11.20 
OD =. 70,0) Sea sees ack eae eee ete 129 116.0 12.4 10.86 
KOO SOO Met Shia ks | acinwin nana 23 165.2 1225 11.56 
(SOO) Eel ONS coma oro RDI Rene eae v 225.4 14.7 11.39 

TRG BI| ox NS Roh Ree 296 EE re eisteae tee rag ee ae oe ey raced Pees Carer nea 

PAW CTI CHM NEES Sap AS Baie ee so cla alanine ret ok WPgoal 1255 $11.34 

Influence of elevation in Franklin and Clinton Counties 

A variation of over 1500 feet elevation in the farms in Franklin and 
Clinton Counties affords excellent opportunity for the study of the influence 

- of elevation on yield. The summary given in table 5 shows a rather marked 
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‘TABLE 5. ReLaTION OF ELEVATION TO YIELD ON 290 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON CouNTY 
Farms 1n 1913 

Average 

Average amount oe e Awernoe 

Elevation Number yield of seed manure Seyamee 
(feet) of farms | per acre used 

and (feet) 
(bushels) (anes fertilizer 

BOO = GOOF nukes 5 eee ao nese 33 154.8 11.6 $12.90 AS vie 

GOO TSO0 ee ee 2 Mee 19 154.9 10.9 ileal 697.1 
SOO 1000 eek See ee 31 185.1 eee 13.09 895.5 
OOO SaZO Ors oo ee ee sre ones 47 184.0 Ziel 13.10 1,094.4 
ZOO AO ee ere eis nee eet 101 179.1 Pe 122 1,296.9 
TAO = WGOO se. teen ele ee 42 191.0 Pda) Bi, 1,468.6 
LHOO=AMSHO LNs lene ele aac ilZi 193.4 11.8 14.13 1,709.7 

oy 2)] abe TP Cs Dane aS Pele OO i eae eee SoH ay TR Sole 2a nl 

INVACARE an Be ER eh os Mika: erry G Wied IE) $12.91 1,038.2 

influence of this factor. With the amounts of seed and the value of manure 
and fertilizer used approximately equal, the best yields were produced at 
the higher mountain elevations. 

Since the increase in elevation for this region is accompanied by a con- 
siderable variation in soil type, a part of the increase in yield at the higher 
levels may be due to the latter factor. However, since Franklin County 
has not been soil-surveyed, it is impossible here to measure accurately 
the influence of the soil. Very little difference in soil type was evident 
between the Dover fine sandy loam of the lower elevations and the 
Caloma fine sandy loam of the higher elevations in Clinton County. 

CROP ROTATION 

The benefits of crop rotation to a heavy-feeding cultivated crop such as 
potatoes have long been recognized. The crop survey as a means of com- 
paring various rotations in a given region, however, has very limited possi- 
bilities, for in the older farming regions the same general type of rotation 
is followed thruout. Very few tests have thus far been made by the experi- 
ment stations to determine the most suitable place in the rotation and the 
best length of rotation for potatoes in a given region. Probably the most 
valuable work has been done by Hartwell and Damon (1916) in their 
twenty-years comparison of different rotations of corn, potatoes, rye, and 
grass, at the Rhode Island Station. The principal feature of this work 
lies in a comparison of four-, five-, and six-years rotations of potatoes, 
rye and rowen, grass, corn, the grass being left down for from one to three 
years. No stable manure was used, but complete commercial fertilizers 
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were added to the sod each year. In the matter of fertilizers, Hartwell 
and Damon’s experiment is not comparable to farm practice in New York, 
where little or no commercial fertilizer is ever used, stable manure being 
generally applied, instead, as a top dressing, during the last year of sod 
or perhaps just before plowing for corn or potatoes. The average yields 
per acre of potatoes obtained by Hartwell and Damon, in the rotations 
including grass for one, two, and three years, were 200, 199, and 223 
bushels, respectively. It appears that their commercial-fertilizer treat- 
ments were sufficient to maintain a maximum condition of sod thruout the 
three years. 
A test on the influence of various fertilizers on potatoes, conducted at 

the Rothamsted station, is reported by Hall (1905). In this test the crop 
was grown for twenty-six consecutive years on the same land, and under 
each treatment the yields declined during the later as compared to the 
earlier years of the test. Long Island is the only section in New York 
in which the crop is grown without rotation, and it is only the in- 
creased use of fertilizers that has maintained yields there. Not only is it 
difficult to get sufficient stable manure for the potato crop on Long Island, 
but many growers do not find it economical to haul fertilizer in this form so 
great a distance as would often be necessary. Consequently, each year 
more than a third of the growers sow a cover crop of rye after potatoes. 
Some use the cover crop every year, while others use it only every second 
or third year, and some not at all. In the consideration of the influence of 
cover crops on yield, only those fields are included on which a cover crop 
was grown in the fall and winter preceding the potato crop. In table 6 
the average yields that are obtained directly after cover crops, are com- 
pared with those obtained when no previous cover crop had been used. 

TABLE 6. Reuation oF Cover Crop To YIELD ON 313 Lone Is~taAnp Farms In 1912 

Average everane f Average value 
Tat t Number yield eben of manure and 
aera a of farms | per acre | ® te Bae fertilizer per 

(bushels) (ae acre 

OV ETACLODM Tate cts oon ee eee: ASI alae 12.6 $32.61 
No cover crop....... aire eo ar eee TED an meleidires 12.5 32.25 

ei tell eens se Essie, out hry sta opel sa Abs, 6-5" B31 Sal eee cl |e cis Roe lin orocide waco ae 

LETS 5. Se ita oa aM Ae Ro Ue 175.5 1225 $32.40 

The figures given in table 6 should not be construed to mean that cover 
crops are not beneficial to the potato crop on Long Island, because the 
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yields obtained in the group listed as not using a cover crop may have been 
produced on farms which used a cover crop two or three years previously 
or on farms whose soil was naturally higher in organic content. Granting 
this, the data on cover crops for Long Island are not sufficient to indicate 
either advantage or disadvantage accruing from its use. It is true that 
in 1912 growers who had not sown a cover crop the previous fall did not 
attempt to supplement the soil fertility by using more fertilizer. This 
in itself may indicate that, in the main, only those growers who actually 
needed the cover crop to maintain yields were the ones who used it. 

The rotations followed in Steuben County, consisting usually of potatoes, 
grain, and hay, vary principally in the number of successive years that 
the hay and the grain are left on the same ground. Commercial fertilizer 
is applied lightly at the time of planting potatoes, and, altho what stable 
manure is available is put on the sod to be plowed for potatoes, there 
is seldom enough to cover the entire potato acreage. The yields of hay are 
largely dependent on the residual fertilizer left from that applied directly to 
the grain crops. Thus in the longer rotations, in which sod is left down for 
three or more years, only a poor supply of root and stubble residue is left 
to supply humus to the potato crop. A comparison of the influence on 
the yield of various types of rotations in this region is shown in table 7: 

TABLE 7. Rewation oF Rotation To YIELD on 240 StreuBEN County Farms 1n 1912 
a 

Manure or fertilizer on Manure or fertilizer on No manure nor fertilizer 
part of acreage entire acreage used 

' Average | Average 
Rotation Average | amount Average ee Average | amount 

Num- yield of seed | Num- yield Cost Ol | Num- | yield | of seed 
ber of per used ber of per - Pe a ber of per used 
farms acre per farms acre font | farms acre per 

(bushels)| acre (bushels) liz aS (bushels)) acre 
(bushels) Ize | (bushels) 

Potatoes, grain, hay.. 13 177.0 10.9 8 189.1 | $10.51 | 1 150.0 7.5 
Potatoes, grain, hay, 

LAER adnate o cates 117 134.9 10.3 58 150). 1 13.98 7 106.2 9.6 
Potatoes, grain, hay, 

lots hig, 1a’: heen eee 62 PY 7/ 10.0 26 135.0 LRG 3 103.6 10.5 
Potatoes, grain, grain, 

lathes Lehre gob eos 25 150.1 9.2 12 160.9 VS BAS erate Ml Socgrenekenewtt | ke eee 
Potatoes, grain, grain, 

hay, hay, hay..... 11 143.0 8.8 5 160.2 20.34 i 50.0 8.8 

Eliminating the factors of seed and fertilizer as given in table 7, the yield 
consistently decreased with each successive year that the sod remained in 
rotation. This shows the tendency of the seeding to become thinner and of 
less value as a source of humus for the potato crop, the older it becomes. 
The figures for the last two rotations in the table — which differ from the 
first three in that they contain two years of grain instead of one, and from 
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each other only in the number of years of successive hay crops — show 
a higher average yield of potatoes with them than with the first three. 
This may be due to the additional residual fertilizer left from that applied to 
the extra year of grain, or to the factor of naturally better soil as indicated 
by the tendency to produce more grain. 

The type of rotation commonest in each region is indicated by the figures 
in table 8 on the percentage of total crop acres occupied by each crop 
listed. No fixed rotation is indicated for Long Island, where potatoes are 
grown for a varying number of successive years on the same land. The 

TABLE 8. Reuative ImporTANCE OF Crops ON FARMS SURVEYED 

Per cent of crop acres 

Crop Franklin 
Long || Steuben Monroe and 
Island County County Clinton Average 

Counties 

LSE cichola eee Le Mena are ron eae 12 42 24 59 34.25 
IROtATOGS are Shyc cit a eee ece as 43 18 15 10 21.50 
O22 deca aes O REE ae 2 21 iby 19 14.75 
Cornwforonainee nee oe 15 1 6 1 5.75 
AVVALTG brea ay, WE MLNS Nea tee id : 5 3 14 0 5.50 
Orehardeqen sg ices .6": Ses ae anes 0 1 8 2 PY TKS 
JRE sae con's Gk SAE ae ee 1 4 4 1 2.50 
Cormformsilage. 5... es. .s. ues 1 0 2 4 ei, 
Wabbaene eee cla ul scone tacts 4 0 3 0 Ws 
SCE UECOLM mien.) eis canes 5 0 1 0 1.50 
IBCAN Sessler moe 1 0 4 0 1.25 
BUC Kw heaten ethene sus bec Si 0 + 0 i 125 
@anliflowera cas doe fac 5 0 0) 0 1.25 
[Banleyame each asad iter ee: 0 2 1 1 1.00 
Gardemitrucks midis ces Gris 4 0 0) 0 1.00 
iBrusselsssproutse se. 4 Ace 2 0 0 0 0.50 
(Compfortoddernss- ach ee 0 1 0 1 0.50 
ANVIL CTE 87 WON da 0 1 I 0 0.50 
JERSEYS), CN) Pia OR ey 0 1 0 0 0.25 
Ostcrandiarleyanec ss. oo 0) 1 0 0 0.25 
SUD ATs OUST ey ie tan nto ie. 0 0 0 1 0.25 

figures for Steuben County indicate a rotation of potatoes, oats, hay 
two years; those for Monroe County, a rotation of potatoes with corn or 
beans or cabbage, oats, wheat, hay one to two years; and those for Franklin 
and Clinton Counties, a rotation of potatoes with corn, oats, hay three 
years. S 

A review of the experimental literature on the influence of crop rotation 
in potato production shows a striking preference for either grass, or a 
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legume productive of considerable vegetative growth, as a crop to precede 
potatoes. This is evidence of the efficient use which the potato crop is 
able to make of this form of organic material. Such legumes as cowpeas, 
soybeans, and crimson clover commonly precede potatoes in the Southern 
and the South Atlantic States, while timothy, in combination with red or 
alsike clover, is used generally thruout the principal potato States. Alfalfa 
is considered the ideal legume to precede potatoes in the alfalfa belt of the 
West. The root and stubble residue from these crops not only contributes 
to the food requirements of the potato, but also improves thé aeration, 
the temperature, and the moisture-holding ability of the soil. 

Generally speaking, the rotations of the three regions aside from Long 
Island are long enough not to serve as factors limiting yield except as the 
type of rotation may affect fertilizing practices. Inasmuch as the avail- 
able stable manure is not usually applied for the benefit of the hay crops, 
and the residual organic fertility is not thereby maintained or improved, 
the sod residue commonly turned under before potato planting is usually 
less valuable after a three-years stand than after a stand of shorter 
duration. 

VALUE OF LAND 

The farmer’s estimate of farm land values is very often not based on 
productive value, altho this factor, together with the distance from rail- 
road and city and the salability of the farm, usually enters into the appraise- 
ment. A correlation of estimated value with average yields will show, 
in a measure, the extent to which productive ability of potato land enters 
into its evaluation. App (1916), studying the factors that influence 
farm profits on potato farms in Monmouth County, New Jersey, found a 
consistent tendency for farm acre values to decrease as distance from the 
railroad increased. His similar conclusions with respect to crop acre 
values and labor income, however, do not seem warranted from the data 
given. 

The figures obtained on land values in the regions surveyed represent 
the estimated selling value of potato land only. A more important factor 
than the distance from the post office, which was ascertained and used 
in making this estimate, would have been that of the distance from the 
nearest city, village, or railroad. 

Apparently, on Long Island, land valued up to $550 an acre is yielding 
an increased crop with the increase in value (table 9). However, it is 
true also that the increase in land values is accompanied by the use of 
more seed and more fertilizer, and by more spraying for blight. These 
combined factors would easily account for the consistent increase in yield. 
The farms showing a land value of over $550 an acre are located prin- 
cipally in Nassau County, at a considerable distance from the post office, 
and are appraised at their real-estate value. In fact, much of the land 
has been sold at fabulous prices for real-estate purposes and is now rented 
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TABLE 9. RELATION OF VALUE OF LAND To YIELD ON 330 Lone IsLtanp Farms In 1912 

ae Niverace Toe Amount | Value of | Per oe 
: manure 0 

Value bee . a ene pom seed used and farms 
fanmast (bushels) vee per acre | fertilizer using 

Gailes) (bushels) | per acre bordeaux 

bessthaniG2o0s sc... ce hes 118 147.0 De PAI $30. 24 24 
S250 =PA0O MS & Scicas ws cnlase- 132 184.7 D8) 12.6 33.50 45 
FADO SH a0 ise cece cone 8 PY 196.7 2.8 1330) 35.24 52 
NAO mil Ghia oar oaoeeeeede 53 191.9 5.6 WAZ Beil | 11 

Notalteeperier cists ottteee a ss ac, SOU RN lash: see picon: hora eae Mt eco .o eel ME Nor sea All ces cst Ate 

JANEIRO S ced Bons Gh ate SES SOT USC 17/5} 5153 3.0 12.5 |~ $32.49 | 32 

back to the original owner who is again growing potatoes on it. Some- 
what less seed and fertilizer are used on these farms, and less spraying is 
done on them. ; 

In Steuben County, potato land valued up to $80 an acre gives increased 
yields with the increase in value (table 10). Tho the amount of seed used 

TABLE 10. Rewation or Vauuse or LAND TO YIELD ON 360 STEUBEN CouNTY FARMS 
In 1912 

Average | amount | Value of | Per cent 
Num- | Average | distance tia ae er ot 

Vv ber yield from S eS S 
alue of reve Gat seed used and farms 

fatcns ans pea per acre | fertilizer using 
Guiles) (bushels) | per acre | bordeaux 

DD PAO ner. ee eee oe 46 110.2 ome ey 1) b327/ CB 4 
GQ EA ISO) ae Ape 2 le Oy eats a ie Talal 134.1 4.2 10.4 9.01 6 
PHO pOU mre ach tte Mma ee ae 76 139.4 3.6 10.1 10.86 8 
POOH POM ee, ore dae cette 44 144.4 3.6 10.4 11.80 0 
PROPS OP ccd a epecvote Aes On. bree 42 148.2 2.9 10.3 12.29 0 
SaQeanglovellenene 4 eee. 41 145.1 2.5 oes 10.31 5 

ALONG. ates See en ae eNcr St SOY [it eirch 3 he coe lhe etete acer Hl prenete tec ana ee eave | Dera ens 

ISGP TET Clie hs hee ee Re 136.4 3.8 10.1 | $10.14 5 

per acre is about the same thruout, there is a tendency to spend more in 
manure and fertilizer for the higher-priced land. The real reason for 
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this is doubtless the relative cheapness with which manure and fertilizer 
can be handled by the growers nearest the villages. The increased yield 
of the higher-priced land may be due in part to this increase in the value 
of manure and fertilizer used. Land values decrease as the distance from 
the post office increases, in Steuben County. Distance, in fact, may 
largely determine the valuation of potato land. 

In Monroe County, as in Steuben County, the yields increased with the 
increase in land values (table 11), the yield increase being accompanied by, 

TABLE 11. Rewation oF VALUE OF LAND TO YIELD ON 297 Monror County FARMS IN 

ee | econ pila Amount | Value of | Per cent 
See of manure of 

Value re yield coe seed used and farms 
f 2 (aut hels) ah per acre | fertilizer using 
anne sae (miles) (bushels) | per acre | bordeaux 

S250 = 91 OOM Sa 2 eke: Pai 103.4 4.3 1 $10.86 19 
SOO olSOR noe agence cannes 145 128.3 2.6 12% 5 10.09 23 
SISOS S200 sere etek heck 69 130.6 WB WZ 12.02 35 
S200 S250 cctet cuties thnks 56 129.3 2ES 13.0 14.10 18 

Dotalier ct wes mevisee ates tats 742 Glad (PS (aera cei Mea oh se lourlae doar ee ate lly tet ono dn 

PCIe te en, eal Men 127.0 2.6 12.5.4) “S10.33 24 

TABLE 12. Rewation or Vautue or LAND To YrieLD ON 300 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON 
County Farms 1n 1913 

INuiaet) Avenace sree Amount | Value of | Per cent 

Val ber yield from of saa of alue of nereere none seed used ; ie farms 
per acre | fertilizer using 

farms | (bushels) fone (bushels) | per acre | bordeaux 

t jal KOs Seek, See one ae 29 160.2 4.2 10.2 $12.35 0 
D251 pe 0) eRe iets Siencis 105 173.4 3.5 Tihs 33 13.73 0 
Lata) Ue DR Ie bles BSE Sree Cree 114 189.0 Dall 12.9 12.79 2 
Duomo LOOK err steers 42 178.2 Pe 1283 11.83 0 
PLOOKandtoversa eee 10 176.9 1.6 13.0 15.02 10 

FTO Gals ered ambient he a SOD Mh cctececreg sahil See egiet erat eae eee cae eae 

ATV ERA Chen ee te ett RE OIE ee 179.3 3.4 12.0 $13.01 1 
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and doubtless largely due to, an increase in the amount of seed and in 
the value of manure and fertilizer used. Here also the land values tend 
to decrease as the distance from the post office increases. 

In Franklin and Clinton Counties there is a tendency to spend more 
for seed, fertilizer, and spraying, on the farms having the higher-valued 
potato land (table 12). This expenditure is apparently justified on 
land valued up to $75 an acre. Above that point, the average yield did 
not increase even with increased expenditure. This may be taken as an 
indication that such land was valued at more than its productive ability 
would justify. These more valuable farms are situated near Peru, in 
Clinton County, and are thus highly valued because of their location in 
the apple section of northern New York rather than on the basis of their 
adaptability to potato culture. 

SOIL 

It has not been possible to study the influence of soil on yield on Long 
Island and in Franklin and Clinton Counties. Altho Clinton County 
has been soil-surveyed, it is included .in the tabulations with Franklin 
County, and the records taken were insufficient to justify the making of 
such a study on Clinton County alone. The Monroe County soils map, 
published by the United States Bureau of Soils, has been used in correlat- 
ing yield and other factors with the soils of that region. 

Professor E. O. Fippin, formerly of the Department of Soil Technology 
at Cornell University, accompanied by the writer, made a reconnaissance 
soil survey of the surveyed area in Steuben County in the summer of 1916. 
Professor Fippin’s familiarity with soil mapping in New York enabled 
him therefor to sketch the boundaries of the various soil types and series 
a the topographic sheets previously used in locating the surveyed potato 
fields. 

Nearly half of the crop in Steuben County is grown on the Lordstown 
soil series at an average elevation of 1718.2 feet. As indicated in table 
13, the highest average yield was obtained on this soil series in spite of the 
fact that only an average amount of seed was used and somewhat less 
than the average value of manure and fertilizer. In contrast to this, 
the Volusia soil series, located on the hilltops at an average elevation of 
1785.5 feet, yielded the lowest average yield of any series in spite of the 
fact that about the average amount of seed was used and more than the 
average value of manure and fertilizer. The principal difference between 
these two soil series lies in the somewhat darker color and the better 
ox dized condition of the Lordstown series. It is true that the soils of 
this region become lighter in texture and of higher gravel and stone content 
as the valleys are approached. This condition is probably blamable, 
at least in part, for the higher percentage of blight rot on the heavier soils 
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at the higher elevations, as indicated in table 13. Altho very little spray- 
ing for blight was done in 1912, it was noted that the fields which were 
sprayed returned a higher average yield than those which were not sprayed, 
irrespective of the soil type. Apparently, depth of planting and date of 
planting are not influenced by soil type. 

TABLE 13. Rewatron or Sort Type To YIELD ON 293 StruBEN County Farms In 1912 

| 

Average | Average | Average 
Average} unhar- | value | amount Per Average| Aver- 

Num- | yield vested of of seed | cent of | depth age | Average 
Soil type ber of per yield | manure] used farms of date | elevation 

farms acre per and per using | planting 0 (feet) 
(bushels)| acre ferti- acre |bordeaux| (inches) plant- 

(bushels)} lizer | (bushels) ing 

Volusia silt loam 
and loam....... 36 115.9 By). $10.79 10.2 3.4 |May 17| 1,785.5 

Lordstown siltloam} 151 144.8 25. 
ib 0 
2 9.35 10.9 6 3.1 |May 19/} 1,718.2 

Wooster = gravelly 
losime< ahs aacee 19 126.9 16.0 11,22 9.2 0 3.2 |May 17] 1,637.9 

0 2 

7 7 

Kot neal yee Gonos 59 142.1 24. 11.76 10.1 3.0 |May 22} 1,496.5 
Chenango gravelly 

ORION ere see 28 140.4 23 9.25 11.0 3.1 |May 18] 1,364.6 

SIRO tall atcayteea tors folate QOS wl acer g.aces pill gnay aroyaueneds It cedehcccesce Wall) iereneeea treat Ime ae ueae eee Oreo Geena | (eee 

PAVELSE CAT aie celiitoiers isis 139.6 25.1 $10.08 10.6 4 | 3.1 |May 19] 1,642.8 

In the area surveyed in Monroe County, four soil series are concerned— 
Ontario, Dunkirk, Clyde, and Genesee. In all, fourteen soil types are 
involved, but because of the small number of farms on some of these types, 
only those shown in table 14 are used in correlating soil with yield and 
other factors. On the basis of seed used, of value of manure and ferti- 
lizer, and of percentage of farms using bordeaux, the Dunkirk fine sandy 
loam and the Dunkirk fine sand are naturally the best for potatoes from 
the standpoint of yield, among the types considered. Altho in 1913 
nearly half of the crop in the surveyed area was grown on Ontario fine 
sandy loam, under at least average cultural treatment, it gave the lowest 
average yield per acre of any series studied. As indicated in the summary 
of table 14, the soil types of the Dunkirk series seem to give higher yields 
than those of the Ontario series. The average amount of seed, fertilizer, 
and spraying was about the same in both series. Here, as in Steuben 
County, depth and date of planting do not seem to be influenced by any 
difference in soil type. The average elevation of the two soil series sum- 
marized is almost identical. In brief, with more seed, more fertilizer, 
and a higher percentage of area sprayed with bordeaux, the Ontario soils 
yielded 20 bushels per acre less than did the Dunkirk soils. 
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TABLE 14. Rewation or Sor Type To Yievp on 253 Monror County Farms 1n 1913 

Average | Average | 
Average value amount Per Average 

Num- yield of of seed | cent of depth Byereue Average 
Soil type ber of per manure used farms of ate | elevation 

farms acre and per using planting of | (feet) 
(bushels) | fertii- acre bordeaux | (inches) planting 

lizer (bushels) 

Dunkirk fine sandy 
LONI ee eee 20 186.6 $11.45 12.4 15 2.9 | June 14 659.3 

Ontario fine sandy | 
LOSI Aaa ar Ate ev 124 122.0 11.09 12.6 19 | 2.9 | June 3 595.2 

Dunkirk gravelly 
loam eeeh: thas 32 123.1 9.83 12.0 25 3.1 | June 7 586.2 

Ontario loam....... 52 124.2 12.99 13.0 6 | 3.3 | June 6 582.0 
Dunkirk eravelly 

sandy loam. . t iil 17 / 9.01 11.0 27 3.3 | June 8 573.6 
Dunkirk fine sand.. 14 137.2 11.24 12.4 21 3.7 | June 7 515.0 

MRO GAGA ANS ero ae sy Las Mel Rarer eRe Eee REIS Call le Aeroloae Hl Lccreeeracadl| ote oma te Sri] os ks ayes lh cs canoes 

Asveragre sais fone 2 tli cccae 128.3 $11.31 125 17 3.1 | June 6 591.0 

Summary 
Ontario series....... 176 122.7 $11.65 PZ 27 3.0 |} June 5 591.3 
Dunkirk series...... id 142.6 $10.42 12.0 il7/ 3.2 | June 10 590.5 

PLOWING 

The study of plowing as to its bearing on yield is treated under two head- 
ings — time of plowing and depth of plowing. The average date of plow- 
ing was obtained by averaging the actual dates of plowing for each region. 
It is recognized, of course, that this date will vary from year to year, 
depending on seasonal conditions. The only region in the State in which 
fall plowing was done to any appreciable extent was Franklin and Clinton 
Counties. To determine the depth of plowing, the grower was in each 
case asked to give his estimate of the actual depth, in inches, which he 
plowed for potatoes. 

Time of plowing 

For many years, such advantages as increased liberation of plant food, 
elimination of injurious insects, and improved soil texture, have been 
pointed out in favor of fall plowing. Very little experimental evidence 
has been presented, however. Dickens (1914) has furnished data covering 

two years of work at five substations in Kansas, all showing a decided 
increase in yield on fall-plowed as compared to spring-plowed land for 
potatoes. A summary of the data on the season at which potato land 
was plowed in each of the surveyed regions in this study is given in 
table 15: 
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TABLE 15. Prr Cent or Potato Lanp FALL- OR SPRING-PLOWED IN THE AREAS SURVEYED 

Franklin 
Long Steuben Monroe and 

Time of plowing Island, County, | County, | Clinton 
1912 1912 1913 Counties, 

1913 

LEM Casts a Ee ats tok Were ai, meme es aD Is z 0.33 57.0 
Partitallandypantisprinee ee ee een ee Del 8.0 0.00 16.0 
PRIN Gite rae, Smee en Pe ene as cep 96.4 90.3 99.67 27.0 

The average dates of spring plowing in 1912 for Long Island and for 
Steuben County were April 3 and April 29, respectively. The average 
dates of spring plowing in 1913 for Monroe County and for Franklin and 
Clinton Counties were May 15 and May 12, respectively. No speculation 
as to the reason for the greater proportion of fall plowing in Franklin and 
Clinton Counties is offered, but it is presumed to be due as much to weather 
conditions for the year as to labor competition with work on other crops. 
The comparative yields on land plowed at the different seasons in Franklin 
and Clinton Counties are shown in table 16: 

TABLE 16. ReEwation or Time oF PLOWING TO YIELD ON 300 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON 
County Farms 1n 1913 

Average Average 
Num- | Average | amount value of | Average 

st ber yield of seed manure acreage 

Time of plowing of per acre used and of 
farms | (bushels) | per acre eh otat 

(bushels) fertilizer | Potatoes 

TREES OS ee ene ne a ee ILA 183.7 12.4 $12.81 Tes 
Part fall and part spring......... 48 173.9 ° 11.6 14.47 (OP 
ROPES erate pare Sia eer sean ass hecho oe 81 173.2 1 12.46 Uae 

otal ene trryy seeker re aloe es BOOK 4) espe ete a eae le ee ee ae eee 

PAN GLE Caring aes eR WR RM eich [MEE Nhe dee 179.3 12.0 $13.01 hae 

In view of the fact that about a bushel more of seed and a slightly higher 
value of manure and fertilizer were used on the fall-plowed land, the dif- 
ference in yield of 10.5 bushels per acre in favor of fall plowing may not be 
entirely due to a difference in the time of plowing. There is no indication 
that fall plowing is commoner on the larger potato acreages, since the 
average acreage was the same in all three groups. 
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Depth of plowing 

It might be expected that a crop such as the potato, which develops 
underground and is subject to varying conditions of soil moisture and 
soil texture, would be influenced by the factor of depth of plowing. How- 
ever, no actual experiments with this problem have come to the writer’s 
attention. Dickens (1914) states that shallow plowing has given the best 
results on loamy soil at the Kansas station. Stone (1905) states that 
at the Cornell station, deep plowing on the Dunkirk gravelly soil gave the 
best results. Generally speaking, shallow plowing has been recommended 
for heavy soils and deep plowing for light soils. 

The possibility of drawing definite conclusions from a study of a factor 
depending so much on the grower’s estimate and on only one year’s results, 
is necessarily limited. This is one of the factors that for its ultimate solu- 
tion must depend upon carefully controlled experiments on a given soil 
type in each region concerned. From the following discussion of the regions 
herein considered, it would appear that depth of plowing is an important 
factor only on soils of either extreme of texture — deep planting increasing 
the area for tuber development in heavy soils, and providing for planting 
at the moisture-table depth in light soils. 

Depth of plowing on Long Island 

Altho the soils of Long Island are noticeably lighter than those of any 
other potato region in the State, a marked correlation of depth of plowing 
with yield is evident in table 17. An increase in the depth of plowing was 
accompanied by the use of more seed and fertilizer per acre and a greater 

TABLE 17. Revation oF DeprTu oF PLOWING TO YIELD ON 328 Lone ISLAND Farms IN 1912 

Average : Average 
Num- | Average | amount Sie number 

Depth of plowing ber yield of manure | ° times 
(inches) of per acre | seed used and sprayed 

farms | (bushels) | per acre fertilizer with 
(bushels) bordeaux 

IDET ee moo e be Sta mo ooee 26 163.7 11.4 $30.01 Zep 
ORME ENTS & Anin iten Aoirs avcye: 60 162.9 TG 30.53 3.0 
Galera nee aca chee 119 173.8 12.8 Be 3.0 
TESS AR ces AN Gee fete Cee eee 65 174.1 12.9 33.65 3.3 
oe Oe rye Wearls: gti US Cc Seige utd S rae 36 188.6 Pao 7 35.26 3.4 
OFS GOVT Aree ete alan er eore 22 202.1 12.9 32.13 3.6 

ARO GS eee eso atte eo arate Lia cations Dice icles Mette eres. ler cew ance [a as Me oto ota tneh a fan 

Averave Ors yINCHESt at Soe ap bstlerell iiss ae 175.6 12.5 $32.42 3, Il 
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frequency of spraying. These factors contributed in some degree to the 
greater yield apparently resulting from the deeper plowing. In answer 
to the question whether the deeper plowing was accompanied by deeper 
planting, it may be stated here that, whereas the Long Island fields were 
plowed at about the same average depth as those of the similarly light 
soils of Franklin and Clinton Counties, the average depth of planting was 
deepest on Long Island, and shallowest in Franklin and Clinton Counties, 
of the four regions. Apparently, deeper plowing on Long Island is to be 
advised. 
By virtue of its descriptive value as well as its value as a means for 

measuring correlation, the biometrical method has been applied to this 
factor of depth of plowing for Long Island, as also for the other regions, 
and the result is shown in figure 132. The correlation coefficient, r, here 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

eee a coe ly ee b al 4 ale a a 
N wD i S N io) i (=n) N in) i S 

— —_ — — N N N N isa) 

A 3 1 1 2 1 5 
we 4 1 9 5 2 21 
a= 5 Pees ihe 12 6 10 5 2 Le DGo 
Eee G ar Oy meas, oilas pS o0 +5) 1G aan Odean melee 8 8 5 119 
= oa | De wats A AG 1 12 5 7 3 65 
ae 3 5 5 ii 3 8 4 1 1 1 1 | 36 
Or) 4 1 1 1 8 1 on 1 15 
= 10 1 2 1 1 1 6 
a 11 0 
a 12 1 1 

1 Or 227 37 81 42 60 27 23 13 8 3 328 

r = 0.159 + 0.036 

Fic. 132. cORRELATION OF DEPTH OF PLOWING AND YIELD ON 328 LONG ISLAND FARMS IN 1912 

has the value 0.159 + 0.036. Inasmuch as the coefficient is positive and 
is more than three times its probable error, it shows a significant degree of 
correlation between depth of plowing and yield. Present-day biometri- 
clans are now well agreed that the significance of a coefficient is measured 
not alone by its absolute value, but in the light of its consistency with 
coefficients of other series or other years and its probable error. 

Depth of plowing in Steuben County 

In contrast to soil conditions on Long Island, the soils of Steuben County 
are the heaviest of any of the four regions. Nevertheless, a rather marked 
positive correlation between depth of plowing and yield is shown in table 
18. In this region, as on Long Island, the growers who plowed deeper 
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TABLE 18. ReEuation or DEPTH OF PLOWING TO YIELD ON 360 StEUBEN County FARMS IN 
1912 

_ Average Average Average 
: Number yield amount of | value of 

- Depth of plowing of per seed used | manure 
(inches) f 

arms acre per acre and 
(bushels) | (bushels) | fertilizer 

Ake (0. othe he Ra MRT eater one) oe eR AP Se ec 52 125.8 9.9 $ 8.59 
Del, baer GaN Gta Seatate sien ae eN eR Ce 258 136.2 10.1 10.39 
Saal ere co eet case be Mica: Sisk coke cheers 50 149.4 10.4 10.54 

CHO Gallepecteterersts ye nape heehee Sew Nace wo.anb atom e SEA 31.0, 0 aba ene 1 Maron i enna FAS Bot Re co 

PANY CL AGS Wt GRIT CMOS Uy a5) ass ayets ski 5 Su cnar Seed SEIN Oe eel ke ae 136.4 10.1 $10.06 

for potatoes were inclined to plant more seed and to use a greater value of 
manure and fertilizer. The difference in yield of nearly 24 bushels per 
acre resulting from a difference of 4 inches in depth of plowing is evidently 
due, in part at least, to the increase in depth of plowing. The coefficient 
of correlation shown in figure 133 is 0.190 + 0.034, a value expressing 

Yield per acre, in bushels 
Yen) S Yon} > io} S uw S uD SS) ten} S en) = io) 

Be ea Sh eer a GB Re ees acc 
HO le, Piece eG Me cla ae 

N uw t~ eS} N Yen) ~ oS N ue ti oS N Ten) 
— I e Saal N N N N wD oD oD 

Eg 4 See anya. v4 
ac 5 ie A CST ais lw oy 44 
8 6 Pte} BL. BR DR ISI 4 3 133 
ase al 2 i) AS S19 26s = 26in 8 4 4 126 
Famer! ol 2 iH ly 6 6 1 3 il 47 
Aas 9 1 1 1 3 

2, By oG (64°) 73 78" 52. 238 97 310 0 ZO Oe aaleataGO 

r= 0.190 + 0.034 

Fig. 1383. CORRELATION OF DEPTH OF PLOWING AND YIELD ON 360 STEUBEN COUNTY FARMS IN 
1912 

significant correlation. Most of the crop in this region is grown on soils 
underlain at rather shallow depths with more or less impervious strata. 
Deeper plowing under these conditions would tend to enlarge the area 
adapted to maximum tuber development. 

Depth of plowing in Monroe County fs 

The soils of Monroe County may be considered intermediate in texture 
between those of Long Island and those of Steuben County. As arule, they 
are deeper than those of the latter region. A study of table 19 shows no 
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TABLE 19. Rewation oF Depry or PLOWING TO YIELD ON 261 Monror County Farms 
IN 1913 

Average | Average 
_ | Average 

Depth of plowing . pe yield Aa ef value of 
Gachicn) Ber 0 sagas: seed use manure 

arms (onehels) per acre and 
(bushels) | fertilizer 

Th NPAT Sa VAs NRL eee So "AT 136.4 Wiest $11.95 
ORE. ORR UREN concent, Rev ty. ae, Ata Rise 1h 93 134.2 12.2 10.97 
SO cae eat Ree eer coe aes es ahaa cde Me a tslal a gage tye 90 132.5 12.7 12.05 
Olan GhOvieLen at eae cee eee 31 145.0 14.5 11.42 

ARNO kts cy cy ctrl aeRO EEE EE TER aE REC os ce 7A) ol Wee dateneeentrn s [ane cnc csuty aed lettin altho. ove 

AW eEragen OONNCheS se lee elites 1 ae na eis 135.6 12.6 $11.57 

apparent relation between depth of plowing and yield. With approxi- 
mately the same fertilization for each depth of plowing, the slight tend- 
ency for increased yields at the deeper plowing may easily be attributed to 
the larger amount of seed planted. 

The coefficient of correlation shown in figure 134 is 0.006 + 0.039. Both 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

GS ek ae ee ow weed et eer eMnC as nace 
oe ee a meee er AO ny coh eu eS 

eee ae ee ECTS eae) se nee oo 
eae 1 1 
ee 5 1 1 2 
eG 2 2, 89) 20 Nee seane Aca? 52 
Sah DO nO) 024, TSS ISS RRO ane 1| 100 
Eaeecuiely, ole 16.30" 11, 20) is* tomes 1 106 
a. 9 Die mdegs) (Bow 66, 9 Oyen a ieee 33 
A 10 1 Ndi 1 5 

1 37 88" 70) 50. 60 2840S 2 A Se AO, whe ee Terai 
r= 0.006 + 0.039 

Fic. 134. CORRELATION OF DEPTH OF PLOWING AND YIELD ON 299 MONROE COUNTY FARMS 
In 1913 

the coefficient and its probable error indicate a lack of relationship between 
depth of plowing and yield for this region. Apparently the minimum 
depth of plowing was sufficient for maximum production in Monroe 
County soils. 

Depth of plowing in Franklin and Clinton Counties 

The figures shown in table 20 indicate that depth of plowing does not 
influence yields in Franklin and Clinton Counties. Tho the amount of seed 
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TABLE 20. Re.ation or DepruH oF PLowING TO YIELD ON 299 Farms IN FRANKLIN 
AND CriiInton CountTiEs IN 1913 

Average | Average | 
Num- | mapreee amount of | value of 

Depth of plowing ber of ae Phe seed used | manure 
(inches) farms tb hel ) | per acre and 

usie'’s) | (bushels) | fertilizer 

Cs I Se a aA oN Ok a ee Lee ep 23 175.5 ilil.8 $14.51 
Iss) (he. Fe Ran ameat og aye p Oy Rachael Se Oke ERE I aE eM ences 70 180.3 11.4 3% 
Gi ia SU So oes EIS 0 ea Oy ag Ae OO a 118 179.2 W833 13233 
eS ne ea ON TE Ret cahst eine Sey stn me ty 52 180.4 11.9 13.38 
SS ORR Re ae CNS de nec uae eerie 36 179.6 11D 7 12BOV 

“ING KEI st atl cop oecid Alten pA Cee Se Racaeetaeas od ZOO as see eethilg Cee EAH. Pyne See, 2 

ANCHE OE NONE gis rete ne eels ovis al (owas re 179.3 12.0 $13.01 

planted was increased slightly as the depth of the plowing was increased, 
the amount of fertilizer used was not increased. Consequently there would 
be ample opportunity for any influence of depth of plowing to be reflected 
in the yields under this method of study. The coefficient shown in figure 
135 is 0.028 + 0.039, and indicates no relationship between the depth of 
plowing and the yield. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 
(=) Ye) (=o) ie) S te) (an) wd i=) 
iS) N Ton) ~ jan) N uw it S) 
inl re rm mH N AN N N wo 

SE yA onli see, OWA) econ ta eee 
I~ SI N Ye) it~ S N ie) rt 

a — re od N N N N 

Eg 4 1 1 3 6 8 1 2 1 23 
ara 5 5 Seu valde lamer tO 6 3 5 2 70 
‘= 6 DNS) me eOBes aden Oe LG] ETS) Dc kee 118 
a as 2 5 8 eet AOR il 8 1 52 
3 3 8 1 4 4 5 6 5 4 2 1 32 
29 1 1 1 1 4 

12 226) X55 VG ase (2oun et 5 299 
r = 0.028 + 0.039 

Fic. 135. CORRELATION OF DEPTH OF PLOWING AND YIELD ON 299 FRANKLIN AND 
CLINTON COUNTY FARMS IN 1913 

MANURE AND FERTILIZER 

The commercial-fertilizer industry, as a country-wide enterprise, began 
in the Eastern States and dates from about 1860. Previous to that time, 
the potato crop depended for its plant food largely upon the natural 
available supply of the soil, supplemented by applications of barnyard 
manure. Manure has been recommended by many experiment stations 
as perhaps the best source of nitrogenous plant food for this crop. How- 
ever, as the acreage increased in the East and the soils became more 
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impoverished, the need for a commercial source of plant food became 
imperative. Today there are few crops which require more and respond 
better to fertilizer than do potatoes, tho even yet commercial fertilizer 
is used very little on the newer potato lands of Michigan, Wisconsin, and 
Minnesota. From the beginning of the fertilizer industry, hundreds of 
tests have been conducted by the eastern state experiment stations to 
determine the influence on the yield of potatoes of such factors as the 
amount of fertilizer used, its analysis, and the time and method of its 
application. According to Whitney (1910), 1769 such tests were conducted 
between 1868 and 1908, a period of forty years. Of all the tests made 
up to 1908, nearly 72 per cent fall within the ten-years period from 1890 to 
1900. ‘Twenty-three States contributed to these tests, and about 57 per 
cent of the total were made in New York, Ohio, and New Jersey. Whitney 
states that it is impossible to draw conclusions even from an average of simi- 
lar experiments among those listed, since the variation in the yields of check 
plots of individual experiments sometimes ranges as high as 900 per cent. 

The crop survey has been found to have its limitations in the study of 
such questions as best analysis, best amount, or best source of ingredients, 
of a fertilizer to be used for potatoes. It is generally impossible to get 
information from the grower as to the analysis or the source of the elements 
of the fertilizer he has used. Many growers who were questioned had 
been more impressed by the brand name or by the price paid for the 
fertilizer than by its analysis. An attempt to correlate the amount of 
fertilizer per acre with the yield resulting was found impracticable with- 
out knowledge of its analysis, owing to the fact that large applications of 
a cheap fertilizer might be no more than equivalent to small applications 
of a high-grade fertilizer. Furthermore, many growers used manure 
in place of fertilizer, or vice versa, while many others used both on the 
same acreage. The study of the influence of manure and fertilizer on 
yield in the surveyed regions has therefore been made on the basis of the 
combined value per acre of manure and fertilizer. Estimates of the value 
of the manure used, made by the grower, and the prices he paid for fertilizer, 
have been used. In determining the proportion of the total value of the 
manure received by the potato crop, depending on the time and place of 
its application, 50 per cent of its value was charged if it was applied directly 
to the potato crop, 30 per cent if it was applied to the crop just preceding 
the potatoes, and 20 per cent if it had been applied two years before 
potatoes. This evaluation of residual manure is not based on exact 
experimental knowledge, but is presumed to represent the approximate 
availability of stable manure for successive crops. The Department 
of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management at Cornell University 
estimates that, on the heavier soils, 40, 30, 20, and 10 per cent of the 
value of manure is received by the first, the second, the third, and the 
fourth crop after its application, respectively. On lighter soils, which 
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are more subject to leaching, probably a charge of 50 per cent to the first 
crop would be more nearly correct. A uniform basis of evaluation has 
been applied in this study. , 

Home-mixed fertilizers 

Potato growers have never adopted the practice of mixing their own 
fertilizer, even in the regions where potatoes are raised on a very extensive 
scale. The advantage of using home-mixed fertilizers has usually been con- 
sidered to lie in a saving in cost rather than in an increase in yield. Woods 
and Bartlett (1909) compared several home-mixed fertilizers with a 

- common ready-mixed commercial fertilizer of the same analysis. They 
found only a very slight advantage, on the average, in favor. of the home- 
mixed fertilizers. 

In table 21 is shown the relative extent to which home mixing is practiced 
in the regions surveyed. ‘These figures indicate that an average of about 

TABLE 21. Per Cent or Growers Ustnc Homs-mMrxep FERTILIZER ON POTATOES 

Franklin and 
Long Island Steuben County Monroe County Clinton 

Counties 

6 5) 10 1 

5.5 per cent of the potato growers in New York mix their own fertilizer 
for potatoes. A comparison of the various ingredients which constitute 
the home-mixed fertilizers used in these four regions is given in table 22: 

TABLE 22. Per Cent or Growers Ustine Various INGREDIENTS IN HOME-MIXED 
FERTILIZERS 

Franklin 
Long Steuben | Monroe and 

Ingredient Island, County, | County, Clinton 
1912 1912 1913 Counties, 

1913 

INRA ER OM SOME Mri tay eye rtots fc skeeie 6 oe) se cdeie 95 26 3 100 
NCIC NOSPHELE tire cee meres tee es corte cence 90 » 84 100 75 
Miumiaterompovashy gts anise. dace. eheve sate 95 62 87 100 
Page Cheek sce See a Mace ate aetis deh oe eps 95 0 10 0 
Bloodyandktan kale. ete aee cutee oltre cate aa: 5 0 13 0 
DricgeDlOOd try. erccrara.9 thee iah-sc.ceeke abaya =) oe 6.5 10 0 10 0 
Bonemmen] mga. some testicals eave itens heretics core 10 5 0 25 
Nitrate of soda and dried blood............ 0 60 10 0 
Pulfateraisnotashien = «wi. oO hetero iterba eae ne 5 21 13 0 
Riawarock phosphates ale ser eine sae ieee 10 5 0 0 
BST SOLA oreyite arc taveneces ste shets meet eas eget. oe tate 55 0 0 0 
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The percentages shown in table 22 indicate that on Long Island, nitrate 
of soda and tankage are used almost universally as the sources of nitrogen 
in home-mixed fertilizers. As is typical of coast regions, much fish scrap 
also is used for its nitrogen content. Acid phosphate is the principal 
source of phosphoric acid, altho ten per cent of the growers who mix their 
own fertilizers on Long Island use bone meal, and an equal number use 
raw rock phosphate, for the phosphoric acid supply. Of the potash supply 
95 per cent comes from muriate of potash, and the remaining 5 per cent 
comes in the sulfate form. 

In Steuben County, nitrate of soda and dried blood used together was 
the main source of nitrogen, no tankage being used by the five per cent of 
growers who mixed their own fertilizer. Phosphoric acid was obtained by 
eighty-four per cent of these growers from acid phosphate, and five per cent 
obtained it from bone meal. More sulfate of potash was used in this 
region than in any of the other regions surveyed, altho 62 per cent of all 
the potash was obtained in the muriate form. 

One-tenth of the growers visited in Monroe County mix their own 
fertilizer. About an equal number of these growers obtained their nitro- 
gen supply from dried blood and from tankage. A few used nitrate of 
seda. All of these growers obtained their phosphoric acid from acid 
phosphate. Muriate of potash was used by eighty-seven per cent of the 
growers, while thirteen per cent used the sulfate form for potash. 

Only one per cent of the growers in Franklin and Clinton Counties 
practiced home mixing. These men used only nitrate of soda for nitrogen 
and muriate of potash for potash. Acid phosphate was the principal 
source of phosphoric acid, altho a little bone meal was used. 

Summarizing for the four regions, it is seen that nitrate of soda is the 
commonest source of nitrogen. Generally, however, there is a tendency 
to mix nitrate of soda with either dried blood or tankage to furnish nitrogen 
in both a quickly and a slowly available form. Acid phosphate and 
muriate of potash are the principal sources of phosphoric acid and potash, 
respectively. 

Quantity and value of fertilizer 

The optimum amount of fertilizer for any crop necessarily depends 
on three principal factors: the available supply of plant food in the soil, 

- the feeding requirements of the crop, and the net return per unit invested 
in fertilizer. Of these, the first two are usually measured by the yield 
per acre, regardless of cost, while the last is too often neglected. Macoun 
(1905) has shown, by a large number of analyses, that a 200-bushel yield 
of potatoes (exclusive of the tops) removes an average of 40 pounds of 
nitrogen, 20 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 70 pounds of potash, per acre 
of soil. This is about the same amount of nitrogen and phosphoric acid, 
but twice as much potash, as is removed by comparable yields of wheat 
and corn. 
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Whitney (1910) summarized the many fertilizer experiments on potatoes 
in this country as to the influence of increasing the amount of fertilizer. 
So far as nitrate of soda, acid phosphate, and muriate of potash, used singly, 
are concerned, no consistent increase in yield has resulted from increasing 
the amount up to 500 pounds per acre. Increasing the amount of complete 
commercial fertilizer up to a ton and more per acre has, on the contrary, 
consistently increased the yields. The figures shown, however, would 
indicate that the increase in yield caused by amounts exceeding a ton has 
not been profitable. The same conclusions can be drawn regarding the 
use of manure in these experiments up to an amount not exceeding 20 
tons per acre. 

One of the oldest and best series of fertilizer experiments on potatoes, 
covering many years, was begun on Long Island in 1895, by the New York 
Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva (Van Slyke, 1895). Com- 
parison of the yields from the use of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 pounds of 
fertilizer, up to-1898, showed that it was not profitable to use more than 
1000 pounds per acre. The tests in 1898 showed 1500 pounds to be the 
most profitable amount. The curve of relation between the cost of fer- 
tilizer and the yield of potatoes, altho irregular, shows a positive correla- 
tion. Jordan (1900), reporting on a continuation of these Long Island 
tests in 1900, showed that whereas the highest yields were obtained with 
2000 pounds of fertilizer per acre, the greatest net gain from the crop 
resulted when only 1000 pounds was used. Rane and Hall (1904), at the 
New Hampshire station, found that 1500 pounds of commercial fertilizer 
was the most profitable amount to use, whether or not normal applica- 
tions of manure were used. Greater amounts of fertilizer, either with or 
without manure, were not profitable. Kohler (1910), in a triplicate series 
of plots conducted at the Minnesota station in 1910, showed that under 
Minnesota conditions it would not pay to use more than 800 pounds 
of iertilizer per acre, and in most of his tests 650 pounds gave the highest 
gain. The gain in yield from the elements used singly was almost negli- 
gible, their efficiency showing only when in combination. Kohler recom- 
mended the use of commercial fertilizer only when the supply of stable 
manure became insufficient in quantity. The experiments of Zavitz 
(1916) at the Ontario station, covering cooperative and station tests for 
five and three years, respectively, show a gain in yield, in most cases, 
resulting from an increase in either the amount or the value of the ferti- 
lizer used. Manure and fertilizer in combination, and manure alone, 
gave the greatest yields per acre and formed the cheapest fertilizer in 
both sets of exper iments, not counting the cost of freight and application. 
So far as profit is concerned, therefore, the results of the Ontario experi- 
ments must be discounted. General experience has shown that the 
high cost of handling stable manure for potatoes on a large scale is often 
prohibitive. 

e 
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Manure and fertilizer used in the four regions 

There is considerable variation in the amount of manure and fertilizer 
used in the four regions surveyed. On Long Island, where the crop is 
grown successively on the same land,,it is necessary to use large amounts of 
fertilizer in order to maintain the yields. In table 23 are given data 
concerning the use of manure and fertilizer in the four areas surveyed. It is 
obvious from this table that the use of manure on potatoes is closely asso- 
ciated with, and largely dependent upon, the dairy industry. 

TABLE 23. Summary oF MANURE AND FERTILIZER USED IN THE FouR REGIONS SURVEYED 

Average 
Per cent value Per cent | Average | Percent | Average 

of per acre of amount | of amount 
growers | of manure! growers of | growers of 

Region using and using fertilizer using manure 
manure or | fertilizer | fertilizer per manure per 
fertilizer | on farms on acre | acre 
or both using potatoes Poe apie (tons) 

them 

Hong sland: as). 100 $32 .42 100 1,922 | 21 | 5.2 
Steuben County.... 95 11.00 39 270) || 93 12.2 
Monroe County.... 100 14.84 65 406 98 Kayes 22500) 
Franklin and Clinton 
Countless. eee 99 13.14 76 516 || 79 11.0 

| 

The first column of percentages in table 23 includes not only the growers 
who applied manure or fertilizer directly to potatoes, but also those who 
applied manure or fertilizer to the crop preceding potatoes, the potatoes 
receiving a certain percentage of value from the residue. On this basis, 
the average value of manure and fertilizer used on Long Island was more 
than twice that for the Monroe and the Franklin and Clinton County 
areas, and nearly three times that for the Steuben County region. The 
second and third columns of percentages in the table represent the 
growers who applied fertilizer and those who applied manure, respectively, 
directly to the potato crop. (The reader is referred to page 1178. for the 
method used in, evaluating manure.) It may be noted that manure is 
used directly for the potato crop by almost every grower in Steuben and 
Monroe Counties, while on Long Island only one grower in five uses it 
in this way. Growers on Long Island do not find it so practicable because 
of the expense of handling it for large acreages, the danger of scab infection, 
and the insufficiency of the supply for their fertilizer needs. In Steuben and 
Monroe Counties, manure is almost invariably applied to the sod land 
previous to plowing for potatoes. It is so-applied also, but to a lesser 

r 
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extent, in Franklin and Clinton Counties, altho here much manure is 
applied to new seeding and some is applied to oats. 

It is evident from table 23 that the region in which only a small propor- 
tion of the growers use fertilizer on potatoes is also the region in which the 
least fertilizer is applied to an acre. The average application of manure 
per acre in each region shown in the table, is reckoned not on the basis of 
those acres alone which received manure, but on the basis of the total 
potato acreage of those farms where manure was applied. Thus, on Long 
Island, manure is applied to only a small proportion of the total potato 
acreage per farm, while in the other regions most of the acreage is covered. 
The amount per acre averages nearly 10 tons, tho the rate varies from 
10 to 20 tons. 

The extent to which fertilizer and manure are used in Monroe County 
and in Franklin and Clinton Counties is fairly similar. The least fertilizer 
is used in Steuben County. Whether more could be used profitably in any 
of these regions is discussed in the subsequent studies. 

Value of manure and fertilizer on Long Island 

Inasmuch as the amount of seed used has been found to be a very 
influential factor in determining yield, this factor is eliminated as far as 
possible in the studies of other factors. Therefore, in studying the influence 
of the value of manure and fertilizer on yield, the records were first sorted 
into groups, according to the value of manure and fertilizer, and were then 
resorted according to the amount of seed used, as shown in table 24: 

TABLE 24. Renation or VALUE OF MANURE AND FERTILIZER TO YIELD ON 330 LONG 
IsLtAND Farms In 1912 

Less than 12 | From 12 to 14 | 14 bushels and 
bushels of seed | bushels of seed more of seed | Average of totals 

per acre | per acre per acre 
| 

Value of manure (oN Average Average Average 
pes fertilizer per Num- | yield | Num- | yield | Num-| yield | Num-| yield 

ber of per _ ber of per ber of per ber of per 
farms acre | farms acre farms acre farms acre 

(bushels) (bushels) (bushels) (bushels) 

Less than $30..... Ve OVS 155.5 43 15721 , 13 176.4 | 123 158.9 
$380-$40.. 2.0.05... 58 172.1 60 174.0 38 196.2 156 180.1 
$40 and over...... A eke: 182.7 23 187.5 14 22271 51 198.0 

1s aS ae a me a ( pete RAT UN y Nyiee re eee EO eae ae 

Average: ......... | ree 166 (Oil > a 1702, Be 157. ea)un 175.5 
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With the amount of seed used remaining constant, the yield was increased 
in every instance by an increase in the value of manure and fertilizer used. 
Furthermore, the yields were apparently sufficiently increased by the use 
of fertilizer to the value of at least $40 an acre, to make such applications 
profitable. It is evident that the maximum limit of fertilization in 1912 
did not exceed the point of optimum profit. 

The correlation between value of manure and fertilizer, and yield per 
acre, for this region is significantly ex pressed by the positive coefficient 
0.244 +-0.035 shown in figure 136. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

S ten} S ie) i=) ie) S ie) (S) wm S wD 
Yon) i i N Ton} I~ (S) Yow) ™~ (=) lon | 

De a, ea Sete Gap al vas / sie lan 
Gah lacy (ae era tear a aes tae a SA teat ese) Speers 

a — — mc N N NX N ine) 

$11-$15 1 1 
& $16-$20 i Se 6 
-~ $91-895 Oe De Oats 2 3 1 70 
—E  $26-$30 SF a6 Oni els el wail G ten oes oll alk 1 2 71 
= $31-$35 Libre Ot kay ceeds el oer mela swe Ae oalilyee pelt A ce eee 97 
ZS ., $36-$40 2 aes NPS OMahESS RQe ete le tee, ee 44 
& & $41-$45 1s ORB SE OPE FS pn 23. 
2 = $46-$50 Be ae? ty eal 1 8 
= 5 $51-$55 1 eset Lge 5 
2’ $56-$60 1 1 2 
..  $61-$65 1 1 2 
2 $66-$70 0 
@ $71-$75 0 
O $76-$80 1 1 

LG 27 38 Si As GO! 27 O86, aot eases 330 

r= 0.244 + 0.035 

Fic. 136. coRRELATION OF VALUE OF MANURE AND FERTILIZER, AND YIELD, ON 330 LONG 
ISLAND FARMS IN, 1912 

Value of manure and fertilizer in Steuben County 

In Steuben County the value of manure and fertilizer has been studied 
ina similar way. As appears in table 25, however, little manure and fertili- 
zer is used here. Altho the average results indicate an increase in yield 
from the use of as much as $50 worth of manure and fertilizer per acre, 
the increased yield from applications of more than $20 worth per acre was 
not sufficient to cover the extra cost of the fertilizer. Therefore, in spite 
of the relatively small amount of fertilizer applied in this region, there may 
be other factors that limit the profit possible from larger applications. 
The coefficient of correlation between this factor and yield, for this region, 
is 0.289 + 0.033, as shown in figure 137. 
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TABLE 25. RELATION oF VALUE OF MANURE AND FERTILIZER TO YIELD ON 155 Farms 
IN SteuBEN County In 1912 

From 6 to 10 From 10 to 14 | From 14 to 18 
bushels of seed | bushels of seed | bushels of seed wae of 

per acre per acre per acre 

Value of manure 

and fertilizer per Average Average Average Average 
acre Num- | yield | Num-| yield | Num-]| yield | Num-| yield 

ber of per ber of per ber of per ber of per 
farms acre farms acre | farms acre | farms acre 

(bushels) (bushels) (bushels) (bushels) 

$ 4-$12 0c... DAS || UPA xe 41 148.0 5 | 182.8 71 144.4 
$12-$20.......... 21 141.3 20 | 162.4 83 || Bie Jl 51 160.0 
$20-$50.......... 11 134.9 17 | 16278 BI Pala) 33 166.4 

POtalee vere oe Are tcnt = Syl ine seed I eta siea 15DA [vests or 

AW ERAD Cations y camel s.c et WEB || sb aoe 15 5y25 | ey Ce PAIR aeucrer USS I5r/ 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

ee aga ie eure farcie= WSU rer Se ue cect S| = SS Ss fS GS Sl Gs Ge Ga Ge 
9 Samm ne aap eel ers ea eee ee ee 

a © Ss Sat SS a Se Se oS we we SS So 2 = SS S GS aS eS Ge Go 
i} 

& $01 1 1 

Sp $5). 1 2 yO) RE IGS ile ae) Ul 90 

= o $ 6-$10 Eo Ol 222" 29) 429 S18 F124 ee 119 

= 8 $11-$15 ay ls} 8 14o “Sivek e224 1 1 65 

z i $16-$20 1 1 iin (icc ee: ey arse 30 

& a $21-$25 je ae ae PAE. Ralge 23 
2 8 $26-$30 7 as ie 1 8 
2 $31-$35 1 2 1 + 

oS $36-$40 A tee | 1 

a =$41-$45 0 

&  $46-$50 ices Z 

1 Sunoa Gl TOV Tae Soe aes: tO eto Ole 2: OP On ir vas 

r = 0.289 + 0.033 

Frc. 137. CORRELATION OF VALUE OF MANURE AND FERTILIZER, AND YIELD, ON 343 STEUBEN 

COUNTY FARMS IN 1912 

Value of manure and fertilizer in Monroe County 

The influence of manure and fertilizer in Monroe County is marked, and, 

except in a few cases where too few records were available, the results are 

consistent under constant amounts of seed used. It is evident from table 

26 that not enough manure and fertilizer was used in this region so that the 
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point of diminishing returns was reached. The yields increased sufficiently, 
up to the highest value of manyre and fertilizer used, to warrant the cost. 
Evidently it would be safe to recommend the use of larger amounts on 
potatoes in this region. The positive coefficient of correlation shown in 
figure 138 is 0.258 + 0.036, a value significant and consistent with the 
coefficients for the other regions. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 
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r = 0.258 + 0.036 

Fig. 138. CORRELATION OF VALUE OF MANURE AND FERTILIZER, AND YIELD, ON 300 MONROE 
‘ COUNTY FARMS IN 1913 

Value of manure and fertilizer in Franklin and Clinton Counties 

A constant increase in yield for each increase in value of manure and 
fertilizer used, is shown in table 27 for the Franklin and Clinton County 

TABLE 27. ReLation or VALUE OF MANURE AND FERTILIZER TO YIELD ON 290 FRANKLIN 
AND CLINTON County Farms IN 1913 

Less than 12 | From 12 to 14 | 14 bushels and KA f 
bushels of seed | bushels of seed more of seed i 7 ee 9 

per acre per acre per acre as 
Walle Gr macnn |e | 
and fertilizer | Average Average Average Average 

per acre |Num-| yield | Num-| yield | Num-| yield | Num-]| yield 
_ ber of per ber of per ber of per ber of per 
farms acre farms acre farms acre farms acre 

(bushels) (bushels) (bushels) (bushels) 

| 

Less than $10.....! 40 149.2 35 182.1 19 174.8 94 167.1 
SIO pleat. ees 40 164.2 39 187.3 26 199.9 105 181.4 
$15 and over...... 43 170.4 27 190.0 21 OPAL Gf 91 188.2 

TROBE forces tater is ey Pistol Beets Oe || ae eee GOs ees 290 ad here 

AW erage iii cmpn |) fe ae Ia) AN edasieuare TSG S2u eee: LOSFOR | ce 178.8 
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region. The increase in yield obtained by growers using $15 worth or more 
of manure and fertilizer, over that obtained by growers using less, was 
sufficient to warrant the extra cost. Only twelve growers in this region 
used more than $25 worth of manure and fertilizer per acre. In view of 
the decreasing rate of increase in yield between the last two groups, 
it is doubtful whether a larger expenditure than $25 an acre would have 
shown a profitable increase. The correlation coefficient for this factor and 
yield, as shown in figure 139, is 0.169 + 0.038. This indicates a significant 
relation, but one not so strongly marked as that for the other three regions. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

Ss a 5 rc = ni re 7 = 
— al — mm N N N N oD 
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ee $21-$.5..| 2 7 3 4 2 1 1 20 
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2 $11-$15 | 5 3 21 15 38 14 8 5 en fw itt 
as $16-$20 | 1 6 8 110 6 7 9 3 as 
ax $21-$25 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 13 
— & $26-$30 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 8 
Sis $31-$35 1 1 
25 $36-$40 2 2 
oO” $41-$45 1 1 

11 Di 49 52 76 38 26 14 5. 26208 
r = 0.169 + 0.038 

Fic. 139. CORRELATION OF VALUE OF MANURE AND FERTILIZER, AND YIELD, ON 298 FRANKLIN 
AND CLINTON COUNTY FARMS IN 1913 

Analysis of fertilizer 

The average potato grower of New York is even yet none too familiar 
with the significance of fertilizer analyses. As previously stated, it was diffi- 
cult to get information as to the analyses of the brands used, many of the 
growers having been more impressed by the price paid or the brand name. 
Most of the fertilizer experiments for some years have justified the practice, 
as found in the surveyed regions, of using fertilizers in complete form for 
potatoes. 

Aside from the more fundamental physiological processes stimulated by 
each of the essential plant-food elements in plant growth, nitrogen func- 
tions principally in producing foliage, phosphorus in hastening maturity, 
and potash in increasing starch production. These elements in combina- 
tion naturally maintain a balance of value in successful potato production. 
Whitney (1910), in summarizing fertilizer tests on potatoes up to 1908, 

showed that: (1) there has been a consistent increase in the average yield 
of potatoes with the increase in the number of minerals used in mineral 
fertilizers; (2) there has been a similar increase in the average yield from 
an increase in the number of minerals used in combination with organic 
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fertilizers; (3) the use of organic fertilizers in combination with minerals 
resulted in higher average yields than resulted from mineral fertilizers 
alone; and (4) manure and commercial fertilizers produced higher average 
yields than any other type of fertilizer. Ballou (1910) and Gourley (1910) 
substantiate these general conclusions in reporting the results of a fifteen- 
years comparison of nitrate of soda, acid phosphate, and muriate of potash, 
used both alone and in combination on potatoes. These tests have shown 
that, altho the-cheapest cost of increase per bushel was obtained from the 

use of acid phosphate alone, the greatest profit per acre resulted from the 
use of the complete fertilizer. The Rothamsted station, in England 
(Hall, 1905), experimenting for twenty-six years and using five varieties 
of potatoes on a series of ten plots, compared the yields from plots receiv- 
ing ammonium salts alone, nitrate of soda alone, superphosphate alone, 
and mixed mineral fertilizer. The average yields resulting from these 
treatments varied in the order listed, ranging from the lowest yields with 
ammonium salts to the highest yields with mixed mineral fertilizer. Since 
these plots grew potatoes successively for twenty-six years, and since 
potatoes yielded less with nitrogenous fertilizers than with mineral 
salts alone, it was concluded that ‘‘ the potato finds a difficulty in obtaining 
ash constituents rather than nitrogen from an impoverished soil.’”’ Balen- 
tine (1894) conducted greenhouse experiments to compare the foraging 
power of the potato plant for phosphoric acid, with that of other crop plants. 
He used identical amounts and forms of nitrate and potash fertilizer, 
but varied the phosphatic form. He compared the results from equivalent 
amounts of phosphoric acid in mostly insoluble forms with those from the 
soluble form and with the check in each crop series. The results showed 
that the potato plant is not able to make use of this element in the insoluble 
form nearly so well as do wheat, corn, peas, and turnips. 

Because of its importance in stimulating the vigor and yield in the 
crop and in satisfying the feeding requirements of the plant, potash had 
occupied the most important place in potato fertilizers up to the time 
when this survey was made. Rane and Hall (1904) compared the yields 
from plots containing 5, 10, and 15 per cent of potash, respectively, and 
those from plots containing no potash at all. They found that at the 
New Hampshire station, altho the yield was increased up to 15 per cent 
of potash, the most pr ofitable results came from the 10 per cent of potash 
in a complete fertilizer. Several years later T. C. Johnson (1916) com- 
pared complete fertilizers differing only in that they contained 3, 5, and 
7 per cent, respectively, of potash. He obtained the best results from the 
5-per cent fertilizer, since that containing 7 per cent of potash seemed to 
retard maturity and decrease the yield. Conner (1906), at the Florida 
station, compared complete fertilizers containing 7, 8, 9, and 10 per cent 
of potash, respectively. Tho this was but a one-year test, the check 
plots averaged nearly as high yields as did the plots receiving potash, 
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which indicates that probably potash is not a limiting factor in the soil 
at the Florida station. 

Under the recent war conditions, growers in the Eastern States were 
forced to do without potash or to use less. Woods (1918), at the Maine 
station, has attempted to determine the possibility of obtaining satis- 
factory yields without this element. His average results for the three 
years 1915, 1916, and 1917 show that, whereas fairly good yields have 
been obtained with no potash, the yield has been increased 26 bushels 
an acre by the addition of 3 per cent of potash. The additions of 5 and 8 
per cent of potash have given practically no increase above that from 3 
per cent. The high percentage of potash previously used in Maine was 
evidently not needed, or else the soil had become temporarily stocked 
with a surplus. Chemical analyses have shown that the sandier soils 
of the coastal plain are more deficient in potash than the heavier soils ° 
farther inland. This fact and the more intensive cultivation of potatoes 
probably account for the larger amounts of potash previously used in 
these regions. It might be supposed, therefore, that yields of potatoes 
cannot long be maintained without this constituent. The recent studies 
of Dr. Oswald Schreiner, of the United States Department of Agriculture, 
on potash hunger in the Aroostook potato region in Maine and in the 
Norfolk potato truck areas, bear out this conclusion. The writer has 
recently observed marked examples of potash hunger in the potato fields 
of Long Island. Evidently the shortage of potash is beginning to be felt. 

Of the two principal forms of potash — muriate, or the chloride form, 
and sulfate — the muriate has always been the more commonly used on 
this crop. The reasons for this are the greater cost and the lesser supply 
of the sulfate form. It is occasionally stated, tho the point does not 
seem to be borne out by much experimental evidence, that the chlorine 
in muriate of potash is detrimental to quality in the potato. There has 
generally been little difference between the two forms as to the yield 
resulting. Rane and Hunt (t897), in a one-year test, used 87 varieties 
of potatoes and obtained a very slight advantage in favor of muriate of 
potash. Many years later, Brooks (1914) obtained an increase in yield of 
11 bushels per acre in favor of the sulfate form, with an additional improve- 
ment in quality. 

The experiments of Conner (1906) show results from the use of various 
amounts of ammonia and of phosphoric acid in complete fertilizer, which 
not only are inconsistent but also show average yields not essentially 
different from those from the check plots. T. C. Johnson (1916), com- 
paring the results from 2, 4, and 8 per cent, respectively, of phosphoric 
acid in complete fertilizer, found the best results from the 8-per-cent 
analysis. His results with varying amounts of nitrogen were incon- 
clusive. Woods (1918), in a test to compare nitrogenous fertilizers in 
combinations of nitrate of soda, ammonium sulfate, and organic forms, 
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thru the years 1914 to 1917, inclusive, found practically no advantage 
for any one form over another. 

Altho many different analyses of fertilizers were used in 1912 and 1913 
in the surveyed regions, the majority of growers in each region were 
buying fertilizers of the same analysis. In table 28 are shown the analyses 
of the fertilizers in commonest use at that time, in the four regions: 

TABLE 28. Commonest ANALYSES OF FERTILIZERS USED IN THE FouR REGIONS 
SURVEYED 

Franklin 
Long Steuben Monroe and 

Rank Island, County, County, Clinton 
1912 1912 1913 Counties, 

1913 

(Wsedtboysmaioninvesrc.. een ete 3-8-7 2-8-10 2-8-10 2-8-10 
Second in amount used........... 4-8-7 0-10-8 0-10-8 0-10-8 
Third in amount used............ 5-8-5 0-8-10 0-8-10 | 0O-8-10 

Because of the higher percentage of nitrogen in the fertilizer used on 
Long Island, this region has used a higher grade of fertilizer than any of the 
other regions. The extra nitrogen has been used to maintain this element 
in view of the heavy draft on it caused by the continuous potato culture. 
The greater use of manure and sod residue in the other regions has furnished 
the nitrogen lacking in the additional fertilizer used. Aside from the 
nitrogen content, the fertilizers used in the four regions have been similar 
in analysis. 

Method of applying fertilizer 

The method of applying fertilizer to potatoes is a question not well 
worked out because it is complicated by, and dependent on, such factors 
as soil type, amount of fertilizer used, and method of planting the crop. 
The question as treated here relates to (1) the depth of applying the 
fertilizer relative to the seed pieces, (2) broadcasting as compared with 
drilling, and (3) time of application relative to time of planting the crop. 
Obviously, fertilizer should be applied at that depth which will afford it 
a constant supply of moisture to make it available to the root system of 
the potato plant. As this depth is less in heavy soils than in light soils, 
both fertilizer and seed are generally applied less deeply in heavy than in 
light soils. Since the root system of the potato plant normally develops 
laterally to a radius of from 18 to 24 inches, the question of depth of appli- 
cation would seem more important than that of whether the application 
should be by drill or broadcast. The question of time of application must 
depend on the availability of the fertilizer used and the seasonal distri- 
bution of rainfall. 
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Taft (1892) reported the comparative yields obtained by placing ferti- 
lizer above and below the seed piece in a year of light rainfall. All plots 
gave a gain of from 14 to 34 bushels per acre in favor of the applications 
below the seed piece. Taft and Coryell (1894) reported on the same 
test covering three years and using complete fertilizer on three varieties. 
The results were all in favor of the application of fertilizer below the seed 
piece, the gain being from 25 to 40 bushels per acre. Munson (1894) 
compared the relative efficiency of applying fertilizer by the Rural-New- 
Yorker trench system, in which the fertilizer is placed in mellow earth two 
inches above the seed, with the method of applying it to the surface and 
harrowing in. Not enough difference in yield was obtained to pay for 
the extra labor of making the trench required in the former method. 

Rane and Hall (1904), replicating plots three times, compared yields 
from fertilizer applied above and below the seed, both with and without 
the use of stable manure. They obtained in all cases an average difference 
of 18 bushels per acre in favor of the shallow applications. No mention 
was made of the rainfall available that year. 

Van Slyke (1895), at the New York station, compared potato yields 
grown under 1000, 1500, and 2000 pounds of fertilizer per acre, respec- 
tively, applied both broadcast and in the drill row. In all cases in which 
1500 pounds or less was used, the drill-row applications gave the better 
yield by about 10 bushels per acre. When 2000 pounds was applied, there 
was a difference of 17.5 bushels per acre in favor of broadcasting. This 
difference was probably due to a slight injury to the seed pieces caused 
by contact with the fertilizer applied in the drill row, for the stand in the 
latter case was rather uneven. Rane and Hall (1904), using 1500 pounds 
of fertilizer per acre, compared the yields obtained by applying all in the 
hill with those from applying half in the hill and half broadcast. No 
check plots, and only three plots altogether, were used, but a small yield 
favoring the half-and-half method was obtained. The gain, however, 
was due to a larger yield of culls under this method. Hall (1905), in 
reporting the experience of the Rothamsted station, stated that phosphoric 
acid and potash should generally be applied in drills, but that kainit 
should be applied broadeast. Jordan and Sirrine (1910) compared these 
two methods of application at three points on Long Island during the years 
1905 to 1908, inclusive. Altho the differences were small in all cases, 
there was an average gain of 3 bushels per acre in favor of the drill method. 
Applications of 500, 1000, and 1500 pounds, respectively, were compared 
under each method. Woods (1917), using 1000 pounds and 1500 pounds 
of fertilizer, respectively, all broadcast, all drilled, and a part used either 
way with the remainder applied after the crop was up, found differences 
favoring the drill method but no greater than might be expected as within 
experimental error. The greatest average difference between the two 
methods, thru the years 1914 to 1916, inclusive, was 6 barrels in favor 
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of drilling. Woods concluded that nothing is to be gained by the practice 
commonly followed in Maine, of applying some fertilizer along the row 
at the first cultivation, for this method is less convenient and apparently 
no more efficient than applying all the fertilizer in the row at planting time. 
Much variation in the method of applying fertilizer has been observed 

in the surveyed areas. Wherever machine planters were used, the ferti- 
lizer was generally applied with these. On Long Island, however, where 
98 per cent of the crop was planted by machine, nearly forty per cent of the 
growers applied the fertilizer broadcast, using a grain drill or a lime sower 
before planting. Tables included in the study of this factor show that 
most of the fertilizer not applied thru the planter was applied broadcast 

_ before planting. Generally this means an application only a few days 
prior to planting the crop. 

Without exception, on Long Island a higher average yield resulted from 
the broadcasting of fertilizer before planting (table 29). This difference in 
favor of broadcasting is in part due to the greater quantity of seed usually 
planted when this method is used. But the difference is sufficient to be 
significant. Furthermore, the growers in the first fertilizer group who 
broadeast the fertilizer, used less seed than did those who applied the 
fertilizer in the drill row. Apparently the average of nearly a ton of 
fertilizer per acre used in this region in 1912, was more efficient when broad- 
cast than when drilled. 

There are rather too few farms included in each of the groups for Steuben 
County (table 30) to allow any definite conclusions to be drawn. The 
differences in yield apparently due to difference in the method of fertilizer 
application, are all probably due mainly to the indicated difference in the 
amount of seed planted. This leads to the conclusion that for Steuben 
County, when as little as the average of 270 pounds of fertilizer per acre 
is used, it is fully as efficient to apply it all in the drill row as to broadcast 
it either just before or just after planting. 

Altho the differences in yield between the two methods employed in 
Monroe County were small, they are consistent thruout (table 31). 
Usually, less seed was planted per acre by those broadcasting fertilizer 
before planting than was used by those in the other group, yet the yields 
favor the method of broadcasting. The writer is unable to reconcile 
this conclusion with that for Steuben County. Whether the exception 
here favoring broadcasting when an average of only 406 pounds of fertilizer 
per acre was used, is due to seasonal rainfall conditions, is purely conjecture 
which can be settled only by controlled experiments over a protracted 
period. 

A study of table 32, weighing the influence of the amount of seed and the 
value of the fertilizer used in Franklin and Clinton Counties, indicates 
that here, as in Monroe County, the broadcasting of the fertilizer proved 
more efficient in 1913 than the application of it in the drill row. It is of 
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interest to note that more than half of the 211 growers listed here applied 
their fertilizer by the broadcasting method. 

The study of the methods of applying fertilizer, as treated in this paper, 
does not allow any definite conclusions to be drawn. The question is 
apparently one of local application, probably depending on such factors 
as seasonal rainfall, amount of fertilizer used, and soil type, as previously 
suggested. 

Use and influence of lime on potato land 

Lime has been given little prominence in use either as a plant food or 
as a soil amendment for potatoes. This is due to the fact that, being an 
alkaline agent, its use is conducive to the development of common scab 
(Actinomyces chromogenus) on potato tubers whenever the causal organism 
is present in the soil or introduced on the seed tubers. Therefore lime 
is usually applied in the rotation as far removed from the potato crop as 
is possible, while its major benefits to this crop, in the improvement of 
soil texture and the growth of legumes, are as well accomplished. Wheeler 
and Adams (1909) reported an increase in the proportion of tubers of mer- 
chantable size from the use of lime. There seems to be little or no con- 
clusive evidence available that lime has increased the yield of potatoes 
except indirectly thru the benefits just mentioned. 

In spite of the fact that lime is advised for most potato farms outside 
of the surveyed areas of Long Island and Monroe County, very few growers 
reported its use in the rotation which they were using at the time when 
the survey was made. A summary of the use of lime and its place in the 
rotation followed in the surveyed regions is given in table 33: 

TABLE 33. Uses oF Lime, AND ITs PLACE IN THE FouR AREAS SURVEYED 

Per cent of Average number 
. growers using of years 

Region lime in removed from 
rotation potatoes 

Tonellslands G2 oy ieren pi einers otis ee ee chee wert eat ae a 3.4 
Steubens County wll. wesw ain rare eee 16 3.1 
Mionoer© ounity lO MSc tos tae tel aeree tice ene 16 3.0 
Franklin and Clinton Counties, 1913................ 7 Bhd 

_ Very few growers apply lime regularly in their rotation. The commoner 
practice is to use it only when necessity demands it as a means of producing 
legumes. On Long Island, where potatoes are grown for so many suc- 
cessive seasons on the same land, it is unsafe to use lime at all. The number 
of years from the potato crop that lime is applied, indicated in table 38, 
shows the consistent effort of the growers to apply it as far from potatoes 
as is possible, in order to avoid scab. 
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ADAPTATION AND YIELD OF VARIETIES 

The crop survey offers one of the best means of determining the relative 
merits of potato varieties for a given locality. Too often the experiment 
stations have made generalized recommendations solely on the basis of 
the performance of a few strains tested for only a few years at the station 
grounds. <A correct knowledge of the adaptability of various types and 
varieties to given soil and climatic conditions can be obtained only by 
cooperative controlled tests under varying conditions, or by a crop survey of 
the performance of the varieties growing over a wide area with diverse condi- 
tions. Nearly every state experiment station in the United States has at 
some time conducted a yield test of potato varieties, the results of which are 
to be found in the published literature. These results are in most cases of 
very local significance and pertain only to the strains of seed that were 
available for the test. Because of the wide variation in yield of the dif- 
ferent strains of a given variety, no absolute recommendations for any 
variety should be made on the basis of such tests. A comparison by survey 
methods of the average yields of strains of the varieties within a region, 
furnishes the best criterion of the merits of such varieties for that region. 
Stuart (1915) has classified the standard American varieties into groups 
containing varieties similar in tuber and foliage characters. It is now well 
known that the varieties within each group conform fairly closely to one 
another in their adaptation to specific soil and climatic conditions. This 
has made it possible to determine the type or group of varieties best adapted 
to certain regions. It remains, then, only to choose high-yielding strains 

‘of standard varieties within this group. The status of varieties within 
each of the surveyed areas has been studied on this basis. Varieties and 
types have been tabulated in the order of their extent of production in 
each region. 

Potato varieties on Long Island 

Of the four regions surveyed, Long Island presented the greatest varietal 
standardization by growing the fewest varieties and the fewest types. 
Growers in this region are convinced that varieties of the Rural-group 
yield less, are poorer in quality, and are less popular in the New York 
market, than varieties of the Green Mountain, or white-sprout, type. 
Generally speaking, for the medium late crop, only varieties of the Green 
Mountain group are raised on Long Island, and the early varieties for 
this region are chosen from the Cobbler, the Early Ohio, the Rose, and 
the Triumph groups (table 34). 

Altho Green Mountain was only one of several varieties of this group 
grown in the three years from 1911 to 1913 inclusive, its popularity is shown 
by the fact that two-thirds of the average total acreage during this period 
was given to this variety. Irish Cobbler was the leading early variety 
produced, and most of the acreage of this variety was grown in Nassau 
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TABLE 34. Varieties GRowN on 330 Lone Isuanp Farms In 1911, 1912, anv 1913 

gee) Average Per cent of 
farms yield per total 

Wane Color of iat acre in acreage 
aac sprout at ay g 1911 and grown in 

i911 y012 1912 1911, 1912, 
and 1913 (bushels) and 1913 

Greeny Mountainke- se sees Wihitekeenr ce. 200.7 180.4 66.0 
Irish obbleres tyes nee ae Pinks se oeeer ORG 169.7 13.0 
Carmang Nos sana aie: Wihiteri ea... 34.0 189.3 10.0 
Delaware sc iokus cesacaie sca aries Wihites.c0.55. 19.3 210.5 3.0 
Mualllggbridevtrrsasc as ota er rk. Wintel se 2 16.3 164.4 2.0 
WincleySaniine renee Beak Bluewaeser ie 9.7 220.4 1.6 
HarlyiOhioy..es aeeck oe ae Panik rss | vot. 9.7 216.9 126 
INOFELOSS A eee ett eon Cie Wihttemssneeee 8.7 PAPA AL 1.0 
WiOTACISHR AIT seach enna: ie cece White a7 185.8 0.5 
Genesee Seedling...............| White........ ER: 248.1 0.3 
JRHG\SI olen Sah ae teamten ta matte Sem smite Rinks aes Dai 172.8 0.3 
Bliss Miriump hee aenteee see Pink se beter hs 13.0 126.9 0.3 
Barlyeoser serra: ois crore Parle Baccs yet a0 104.5 0.2 
IBS lease nate ken nal oe, ticle sme otter Wihite Rene ner 4.3 126.2 0.2 

County. A summary of the varieties belonging to each group, as classi- 
fied by Stuart (1915), is given in table 35: 

TABLE 35. Summary or Tyres on 330 Lone Isuanp Farms In 1911 anp 1912 

Per cent | Per cent Average Average Average eae i 
of total | of total eee weld pre of 

Type ‘| acreage | acreage ite lame else aot See ae “F manure 

im i 111 | 1912 | 1912 |, and 
1911 1912 (bushels) | (bushels) | (bushels) ae 

Green Mountain.......... 86 84 186.6 179.7 12.9 $32.74 
Gobblertes reo eel setece 10. 12 189.0 57/2 1A 32.00 
A LrTyUsy Oy Mess ete Rees Da alae sors 0 tet Seer fees 128.6 11.4 28.71 
Barly @ Ni oma dee oe oe D 1 199.6 23125 12 33 44.99 
IROS@n. cei ckes oe met ale seeate,s 1 1 166.8 123.6 13.4 38.72 
IRATE lhstweecone ack aot ee ceooe 1 1 22a 216.2 LOR 27.66 

Since the Green Mountain group is the only one of importance in this 
region, no comparison of relative merits is made between the types. 
Because most of the Early Ohio acreage was produced near or at Orient 
Point, under high fertilization and with ideal moisture conditions, its 
high average yield must be discounted when compared to that of the 
Cobbler group. Owing to its high average yield and its white skin, 
Cobbler has proved to be the best early variety for this section. 
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Potato varieties in Steuben County 

In contrast to Long Island, Steuben County showed the least standard- 
ization of varieties of thefour regions. The thirty-five varieties listed in 
table 36 do not represent all that were found in the region, but only those 
comprising an average of at least 0.1 per cent of the total acreage for three 
years. 

TABLE 36. Varieties on 360 SteuBpen County Farms 1n 1911, 1912, and 1913 

eee Average Per cent of 
pha yield per total 

Wael, Color of Sones note in acreage 
sprout vane 1911 and grown in 

1911 1912 1912 1911, 1912, 
and 1913” (bushels) and 1913 

INjuienloer OFS elses eiC eis eee Blues eee 76.7 143.5 22.6 
Texulkarit'; S3.5.3 ater See meee White 41.3 126.5 1.8) 
SpaldingsyRose 455-46. 04-4- 1. Binks seater 66.6 139.0 112 
Wihtitemeearibe cod kt inne erste eat Bluet se aeae 20.7 148.5 6.6 
Sir Walter Raleigh............-. Bluest sac: 16.0 156.8 4.7 
Goldk@oinrgs, 6... sis eke ales: White 21.0 135.0 4.7 
IDOa R75 SS ee ee gata eee enn ee: Bess ener 15.3 148.8 4.5 
@anmanwNowd . nt sas cies eee Blue esteres: 15.3 149.5 4.2 
WoihbesG@ulamties tia.cr. ccs ccs. sane Blues ssnee 13.0 1353 4.2 
SHALECOMMVVISCONSIM.: ffs... sae - White 12.0 134.4 3 
Rural New Yorker No. 2....... Bluesea ere ed 134.4 2.6 
Greens Mountain... .2.... 42... White ae 115.8 1.8 
IMIG yary aes os uaicveevaa tia. Blue areesccr 8.0 142.9 Se 
IZANPAIMERICAM Gr Ales a 2 .citals fo Blues 4.0 PALES} 1.4 
WihtterGran perf sha: ese BEN ese: 6.3 147.2 1.4 
Resnlinetewrr eerie . ossaee wee lucha eee 4.0 114.9 1S 
CenmamQueena..... «sa. ecaee ss Binlksasyer recess 4.7 154.0 oil 
IPTG cro Se ee Oeas Ceicee een are Bluets ose se 3.0 126.8 1.0 
Millione Dollars). 4.i).44-2-4-o-- Bless ss8 hana 3.0 118.7 1.0 
BanlyalWaniste@a is 6 a+ sss 2: Punk 2. Soe 57 163.7 0.9 
hace Siig Baas deep eerie BIE Sete 3.0 134.0 0.9 
Charles Downing...... Ay White 3.0 118.2 0.8 
AMeTICAN IBANNELs oes cs ae eso Blue roxcstst 2.7 127.6 0.8 
(Galsbigitn. leis Saas eres Blue sso ae Ue 118.0 Onv 
ACMA DEWEY ss eisa co) ser: 2] IUCr. 5 cares! 2. 167.2 Ded 
Gnliformiarre ss hoes ceo a. White SZ 135.6 0.7 
WihitesMammoths\s.. 0.28 6. 02. White 3.0 133.8 0.6 
USS es 0 ee eee oe Blue nes scic2 3.7 159.6 0.5 
(CHGS Ae ere SEOs Caen Bluews cise 2.0 156.0 0.5 
INIGRORGESy aod 5 RAE oe White 3.3 143.0 0.4 
Wrandest seedling. sia. eel uae: Binewe nena 20 136.4 0.3 
SCC CS eee Pinksetiieesctes 2.3 127.0 aoe eh OS 
IWilise IB into Cero Bete Ee ee nee Blwewsel bres 2.0 168.9 0.2 
BanlysBUMpeee a.a-<- +22. = 2c. Binks cee. 2.0 108.3 al 
Mlustic Beauty is... c ses +s White 2/0. 5. Ore 106.2 0.1 
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It is significant that the three most popular varieties of this region, repre- 
senting nearly half of the average total acreage during 1911 to 1913 inclu- 
sive, are each of a distinct type. Yet each may have its proper place in — 
Steuben County farming. Number 9, representing a high-yielding strain 
selected from Rural New Yorker No. 2, heads the list in table 36 and is an 
ideal blue-sprout variety, adapted to the heavy soils and narrow-valley farms 
of this region. Spaldings Rose 4, a medium early variety of the pink- 
sprout type, is profitably raised for a special seed trade with the Hastings 
potato section of Florida. Ruloff is a variety of the Green Mountain type 
which is well adapted to the lighter soils of the northern part of the county. 
Altho there may be this apparent justification for diversity of type, there 
is surely no justification for so many varieties. Among the more popular 
varieties listed in the table, such standard varieties as Sir Walter Raleigh 
and Carman No. 3 would, on the basis of yield, appear to justify their more 
exclusive use in this region. The average yield of the more popular 
standard white-sprout varieties in this list is considerably inferior to 
that of the Rural varieties, which apparently indicates that, in general, 
this type is not so well adapted here as is that represented by Number 9. 
A comparison of the types produced in this region is shown in table 37: 

TABLE 37. Summary or Tyres on 360 STEUBEN County Farms IN 1911 anp 1912 

Po aenetl Par went Average | Average | Average | Average 
Be te a eels air yield yield amount | value of 

Type hn oman tee ee per acre | per acre | of seed | manure 
ae io 8 ee bie 8 in in used in and 

1911 1912 1912 fertilizer ») 

1911 1912 (bushels) | (bushels) | (bushels) | in 1912 

1 RUE lance On MA RAAT EMER NAN es GRC 76 75 138.0 142.4 8.8 $ 8.90 
Green Mountain.......... 14 15 126.3 123.1 15.5 13.57 
RGEC Maine traccoatort eset 9 9 113.8 142.2 9.7 8.89 
Elebromenavithrice onteece 1 1 116.7 194.4 9.8 12.82 

In both 1911 and 1912, the Rural group of varieties outyielded those of 
the Green Mountain type by an average difference of 12 and 19 bushels 
per acre, respectively, in spite of the fact that in both years they were 
grown with considerably less seed and fertilizer. As is shown later, in 
table 42, a part of this difference was due to a greater average loss per 
acre in the unharvested yield, due to late blight rot, in the Green Mountain 
varieties. It therefore appears certain that the Rural type of potato is 
better adapted to the prevailing conditions of this region. 
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Potato varieties in. Monroe County 

Altho a very large number of varieties were grown in Monroe County 
during the years 1912 to 1914, inclusive, it is seen in table 38 that the 

TABLE 38. Varieties on 300 Monror County Farms 1n 1912, 1913, ann 1914 
i 

eee f Average Per cent of 
ere raters yield per total 

é Color of a acre in acreage 
Variety raising P 

= sprout lc 1912 and grown in 
1919. 1013 1913 1912, 1913, 
sacl 1914’ (bushels) and 1914 

Sir Walter Raleigh............. Bless tate es 59.3 103.9 20.7 
GCarmanwNotoeeonn accs ccs ones Bluey -enenee 37.3 128.2 13.5 
INGMper OAS eee rn. ee Bltese2 hh 45.3 125.6 12ES 
RECrIEGSIIES eye te os oh rcehie « Blew ooy 21.0 124.5 8.3 
WihttetGrantictrek sn. fs sees Bluesea PoPn 3 129.9 6.8 
MillionDollarkee ss. 5 en 5 Biles ence: ZO 147.0 6.1 
IRETRECEL OM stece echt Seasie te conte LUG itey ay tres 17.0 144.1 5 
Wrorld?sWonder.....:...... 04 Biles se ake: PA) 8 138.9 4.5 
WihtitesWlyers ips: toate neal ? 10.0 119.2 2.6 
WihtiterG ran tprentcctie a akias caesiots Blueses ia. 14.0 130.2 224 
Rural New Yorker No. 2....... Bina seen ap hats 124.1 Be 
GolakG ou wey as oe teers ek White 3583 111.0 1.6 
American Giants.’ 2.2... een ae White. 3... 6.3 133.4 1.4 
CRAP Cig Mees roe hLe aces at oo BITE RL eee ee yn) 109.2 1.4 
Twentieth Century............ ltteer ese 6.0 164.9 1.3 
slenoigVerse yen jeccc"= Achechcele.ore IBIS Soe aooe 3.0 110.8 1.2 
Tahusae heel Jools Ae eee as aia oe ? Ail 141.2 2 
irishaC opblerae oc: coe anve oes Pinkeee eee I 7 124.6 2) 
INfumperiG ech vets Resets oth. Bluesy.tthet Aw 146.5 ile? 
IPANPAINICTIC AMS) acc. stereo SIGs ee eels 4.7 138.5 It! 
McKinley .+25...5... Fe CE Fc Bimes ets. 4.3 156.5 0.9 
Green MVlountain: =. 2. .2..-2...- Whites teens. ath 174.9 0.8 
BankvalViachigana- eyes o a). era | Paha ee 2.0 115.0 0.5 
MONWAMOSEOM ee sccr eo =. ePhe ae core cs Pimllereaey, scot 2.0 90.6 0.5 
American Banmer..:..........-. BW agar 2.0 153335 71 0.4 
INI ET Siskel t ie hoist asec Blite. Ss ees 2.0 150.8 0.3 

prevailing type was that of the Rural group. Nearly half of the average 
total acreage of this region during the years 1912 to 1914, inclusive, was 
planted to the three standard blue-sprout varieties, Sir Walter Raleigh, 
Carman No. 38,and Number 9. Altho the three-years average yield for these 
varieties was slightly less than the average yield for the region in 1913, 
it would still seem desirable, for the sake of standardization, to select high- 
ylelding strains from, and to retain, these few varieties to the exclusion of 
most of the other varieties of the Rural type listed in table 38. It is note- 
worthy that of the twenty-six varieties listed, only three are of the Green 
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Mountain type. The relatively light seasonal rainfall and the heavy 
soils of the Dunkirk and Ontario series have resulted in the survival of 
Rural varieties at the expense of other types. Here, as on Long Island, 
Irish Cobbler was found to be the leading early variety. 

The status of varietal types in this region is summarized in table 39: 

TABLE 39. Summary oF Types on 300 Monror County Farms in 1912 ann 1913 

Pat cant | Barieant Average | Average | Average | Average 
yield yield amount | value of 

Tne ec of oe per acre | per acre | of seed | manure 
yP CABS h BCECAR in in used in and 

1 in oe 
1912 1913 1913 fertilizer 

1912 | 1913 | (bushels) | (bushels) | (bushels) | in 1913 

141.4 125.0 12.8 | $11.48 UTS eter ne roceo eres: 94.0 94.0 
Green Mountain.......... 3.4 3.0 15S} 5) 109.4 14.3 10.97 
Cobblerioc he ae ae. 10) 1.0 135.9 ily a eG WP 
Hebron: cece 1.0 0.5 121.0 138.8 bats) 9.65 
IROSe Werk tate foie eee 0.3 OFS ORG 80.0 10.6 4.40: 
Early Michigan........... 0.3 0.7 | 121.4 | 100.0 11.1 5.56 

The year 1913 was one of low seasonal rainfall in Monroe County, 
and the crop suffered from the drought. As shown in table 39, varieties 
of the Green Mountain group yielded, in that year, an average of about 
15 bushels per acre less than those of the Rural type, in spite of the use of 
more seed and about the same amount, of fertilizer. This is further evi- 
dence that varieties of the Green Mountain group, which set tubers earlier 
than do those of the Rural group, suffer the effects of reaching their 
critical growth period during the drought season of midsummer in Monroe 
County. 

Potato varieties in Franklin and Clinton Counties 

Altho more varieties are grown in Franklin and Clinton Counties than 
on Long Island, this region is similar to the Long Island area in that 
nearly all the varieties were found to be of the Green Mountain type, 
as is shown in table 40. A’ notable absence of early varieties was found 
among those grown from 1912 to 1914, inclusive. This may be explained 
in general by the fact that the possibilities for profitable yields are much 
greater in the main crop varieties. 

The four Green Mountain varieties listed at the head of table 40 — White 
Beauty, Selfic Beauty, World’s Fair, and Immense — comprised more than 
half of the average total acreage of this region during the three years con- 
cerned. Type has become well standardized here, as the list shows only 
four varieties of the Rural, or blue-sprout type, the remainder all being 
of the Green Mountain, or white-sprout, type. While these four Rural 
varieties are standard varieties, their average yield per acre and extent of 
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TABLE 40. Varieties on 300 FRANKLIN AND Ciinton County Farms 1n 1912, 1913, 
AND 1914 

Average 
wamberot Average Per cent of 
fang yield per total 

Variety Color of ene acre in acreage 
sprout aeeaan 1912 and grown in 

1912. 1913 1913 1912, 1913, 
a 1914 } (bushels) and 1914 

Witten ehutyiaiee = corsseutive tosis Wihiter eos < fay: 47.3 198.1 16.4 
Siellite IBEHiihye Bong pedo oseE osner Wihitery sa.) 39.3 200.7 15.0 
WiorldesuHiaire yrs. sists aioe, caiatele Wihitebens sec. 32.3 179.9 1203 
TATIMTEN SCM teat lel class ols see ake White eet 154.5 (all 
WihitesMountames:. i045. a5. Wihtte crassa 20.3 199.1 6.7 
Green Mountain............... White 18.7 179.5 6.6 
UMD OMe es ha ee or oceans White 14.0 176.8 4.7 
Wate gsadivtisnr ois.) omer kk. Wihite™ 0 es 8.7 197.9 Anil 
INUMIber OR ees 3 eet airs Soke Blie yet en ae iL 83 168.9 4.0 
WII SWRTizeeeegens rs stirs Sena ee Wihites{e 405. Teall 189.9 3.0 
@armaneNion Weer etre ch stchoe 1: White 10.7 204.5 Se) 
INGuLOMAepaeee Sealer enters White 6.7 184.8 2.4 
Rural New Yorker No. 2....... Blues ose 2 sce. 6.3 135.6 2.0 
eM GOLMEMIAE ts, os Se ataeseoet a coder teas White 6.3 221.8 1.9 
SCOP Re we na Cee otobins cate ? 4.7 160.6 1.8 
Moumtampkun ees. ss eceeee White 5.8 199.7 ined 
WPS WATE: ety a era cress e ceed White 5.0 165.6 ih 2/ 
@armanwNos enews aan coke eee IBlwerenmen ar 5g) 191.9 1.6 
SIC CESS Meets eiie nln Bales is ahaiceaes 2 sath 169.9 iby 
Enternattonaliae sso. ton ioe eon White 3.0 197.3 0.9 
Goldi@ omy se ee Gee eee ee White 2.0 147.7 0.7 
Silvers ollanrke tc busca tieetaeee White 4.7 187.4 0.7 
@armanm NOs ose wii eo slekeaeaae Wey gases sz 184.0 0.5 

production do not seem to justify their competition with the Green Moun- 
tain type A comparison of these two types for the region in 1912 and 
1913 is shown in table 41. The averages for 1912 and 1913 show that with 

TABLE 41. Summary or Tyres on 300 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON County Farms 1n 1912 
AND 1913 

Pericent:| Per cout Average | Average | Average | Average 
af total | fottotal yield yield amount | value of 

Awe acreage | acreage | Pet.2¢re | per acre of seed | manure 
yP a 8 ea 8 in in used in and 

1912 1913 1912 1913 1913 fertilizer 
(bushels) | (bushels) | (bushels) | in 1913 

Green Mountain.......... 86 92 194.5 183.8 12.0 $13.44 
EVP alae tomas Siok e catae 14 8 168.9 164.9 13.1 14.42 
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a bushel of seed less and a dollar’s worth less of fertilizer per acre, the 
varieties of the Green Mountain group yielded approximately 26 and 19 
bushels per acre more, respectively, than did the Rural varieties. Under 
the cool climatic and the good soil conditions of this region, therefore, 
the Green Mountain type of potato is the more profitable. 

Summary of varieties in all regions 

A comparison of the principal potato groups produced in all four regions 
during the years for which survey data were obtained, is shown in table 
42. It should be understood that no specific recommendations for a given 
region can be made on the basis of the comparisons drawn in this table. 
Certain facts of interest, however, are evident. On the average, the 
Green Mountain type is grown under more favorable climatic and soil 
conditions than the other types, with more seed and more manure and 
fertilizer per acre. Therefore, for the State as a whole, the Green Mountain 
varieties have yielded more than have those of the Rural type. The table 
shows that in the blight epiphytotie of 1912 in Steuben County, the rotting 
of the white-sprout varieties in the field exceeded that of the blue-sprout 
varieties by about 24 bushels per acre. For practically the same reasons 
the Cobbler type has outyielded the Rose as an early potato. The Early 
Ohio owes its high average yield in 1912 to the large amount of seed and 
fertilizer used. 

SOURCE OF SEED 

In the mind of the average grower, the source of his potato seed is of 
small concern unless of necessity he is compelled to periodically change 
his seed stock by obtaining it outside his home county. The only section 
in New York where this is the case is Long Island. In table 43 are shown 
the sources from which the seed supply was obtained for each of the surveyed 
regions in 1912 and 1913. 

TABLE 43. Source oF SEED IN THE Four REGIONS SURVEYED, IN 1912 ann 1913 

loge ae their big stung ee Farms Pee all their 

Region nee their seed 

Number | Per cent | Number | Percent | Number | Per cent 

Woneelsland ss... 9 lt 151 45.8 170 Oilere 
Steuben County.... 308 99.4 2 0.6 0 0.0 
Monroe County.... 248 82.7 38 12.6 14 4.7 
Franklin and Clinton BS 

Counties......... 215 ed 50 16.6 30 alerZ 

) 
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For many years, the Long Island growers have been getting most of 
their seed from Maine. In recent years, the decreasing quality of Maine 
seed has resulted in the use of some seed from Vermont and New York. 
Seed for the other three regions is almost entirely used within the county 
where it is grown. Occasionally theré is an exchange of seed between 
growers within the neighborhood. Long Island growers have learned 
that it is not profitable to use, as seed, stock that has been grown on Long 
Island for more than one year. An experimental plot at Southampton 
is shown in figure 131 (page 1158), which demonstrates the difference in 
results to be expected between new stock from Maine, and Maine stock 
grown for one year on Long Island. The 45.8 per cent of growers on Long 
Island using part home-grown seed and part bought seed, shown in table 
43, represent the extent to which one-year Long Island stock originally 
imported from Maine was used in 1912. Most of the seed stock from Maine 
is purchased in the fall to be shipped in the very early spring, since storage 
facilities on Long Island are very meager and the crop is planted late in 
March or early in April. The seed stock of the other three regions is 
in most cases stored at home along with the bulk of the harvested crop. 

The necessity of a change of seed on Long Island is due to several factors. 
The abnormally long period between harvest and planting, much of which 
includes the warm or hot temperatures of late summer and early fall, is 
not favorable to potato storage. The soil temperature of this region during 
the later growing season is apparently so high as to seriously reduce the 
vigor of the stock for seed, in spite of the high average yields obtained. 
The problem is therefore one of soil, of growing-season and storage tem- 
peratures, and of length of storage season as influencing the condition of 
the seed at planting time. 

Emerson (1914) compared yields from seed cultivated for some time 
in Nebraska, with those from seed raised under straw mulch and from seed 
recently introduced from the Red River Valley of North Dakota. He 
found that, whereas the cultivated seed of Nebraska rapidly deteriorated 
under hot growing-season temperatures, by mulching with straw between 
planting and blossoming time he was able to so reduce the soil temperature 
as to maintain vigor and obtain practically as good yields from seed so 
raised as from seed just introduced. Stuart (1913 a) studied the influence 
of environment on seed by introducing seed of thirteen English varieties 
of identical origin from both England and Scotland, and growing it con- 
tinuously in Vermont for six years. The average increase in yield of the 
Scotch seed over that of the seed from England varied from 10.9 to 2713.9 
per cent. Results similarly striking were obtained by Macoun (1905) in 
four varieties grown over a period of twenty years at Ottawa. He had 
practiced seed selection each year for twelve years and had thus been able 
to maintain the original yield of the stock. Four years of adverse con- 
ditions followed,‘during which the yield of each variety decreased decidedly. 
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Seed of these same varieties, introduced during the last four unfavorable 
years from Nappan, Nova Scotia, and subjected to the same unfavorable 
conditions, maintained its yield much better, showing that the vigor of 
northern-grown seed enabled it to withstand adversity better than home- 
grown seed similarly treated. Stone (1905) reported an experiment by 
Fraser in which tubers that had been stored in a cool cellar until May 1 
were taken out and stored for thirty-six days under four different con- 
ditions. Yields from seed stored in a dark cellar at from 50° to 60° F., 
in a coldframe at 80°, at a barn window at out-of-door temperatures, and 
in a greenhouse at from 70° to 90°, showed about equally good results 
from the coldframe and the barn-window storage. The seed stored in the 
dark cellar gave decidedly inferior average yields, showing that moderate 
light and temperature for from four to six weeks before planting improves 
production over the usual method of dark-cellar storage up to planting 
time. 

The potato crop of Maine, Vermont, and northern New York is almost 
invariably harvested before the maturity of the plants. The vines are 
usually killed by frost. Therefore the use of northern-grown seed for 
Long Island means the use of immature seed; and, since immature seed 
is closely associated with the dormancy, or rest period, of the potato 
tubers, this question also is concerned. According to Appleman (1918), 
the rest period varies with the variety but is fairly constant within each 
variety. Appleman (1912) has shown that three processes go on in 
potato tubers during the rest period: (1) respiration, or the consumption 
of sugar by reversion to carbon dioxide and water; (2) conversion of starch 
to sugar by diastase; and (3) change of the sugar back to starch. Since 
these after-ripening processes are greatly influenced by temperature, it 
follows that storage conditions have much to do with the condition of the 
seed tubers when they are removed from storage for planting. The value 
of seed harvested in an immature condition, which has been shown by 
the experiments of Macoun (1905), Shepperd and Churchill (1911), Stuart 
(1913 b), Zavitz (1916), Ballou (1910), and Gourley (1910), is due prin- 
cipally to the fact that, the seed being immature, the after-ripening 
processes leave it in a less devitalized condition than that of seed that 
has entered storage fully matured. The symptom of curled skin so 
common at harvest time on northern-grown potatoes indicates a lesser 
degree of suberization of the epidermis than occurs in mature tubers. 
Appleman (1914 and 1918) has shown how the rest period may be shortened 
or broken, at almost any time, by the use of anaesthetics or of oxidizing 
agents to facilitate increased oxygen absorption. He further showed 
(1918) how the rest period of the southern second-crop seed may be short- 
ened by harvesting the seed immature, spreading it on the ground, and 
covering it with excelsior or burlap to prevent suberization. 
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SUN-SPROUTING OF SEED 

The practice of sun-sprouting seed is one which, tho recommended for 
many years by experiment stations, has been very little practiced by 
potato growers. It requires the bringing of the seed stoek from dark 
cellars into a place of moderate light and higher temperatures for a period 
of from four to six weeks prior to planting. The main objects are to 
improve the stands and increase the yields by (1) the development of 
short, thick, green sprouts on which tuber-bearing rhizomes develop close 
together, (2) the opportunity to rogue diseased and otherwise inferior 
seed, and (3) increasing the earliness thru the starting of healthy growth 
before planting. Flagg, Towar, and Tucker (1896), in Rhode Island, 
using duplicate plots and harvesting at two different dates, obtained 
increased yields from sprouted seed ranging from 32 to 54 bushels per 
acre. Fraser (1912) sun-sprouted seed of the varieties Sir Walter Raleigh 
and Carman No. 3 for thirty-six days prior to planting, and obtained 
increases in yield ranging from 0.9 to 73.7 per cent. Hutcheson and 
Wolfe (1917), in a two-years comparison, obtained a difference in market- 
able yield of about 8 bushels per acre in favor of sun-sprouted seed. 

The extent to which sun-sprouting is practiced in the areas surveyed is 
shown in table 44. Altho earliness is much desired by Long Island growers, 

TABLE 44. Growers WHO SuUN-SPROUTED THEIR SEED IN THE Four REGIONS SURVEYED 

Franklin 
Long Steuben Monroe and 

Island, County, County, Clinton 
1912 1912 1913 -| Counties, 

1913 

INumiberjole rowers err ene ee eee ne 0 14 166 40 
PeracenifOigenOwersa ne rene cesses cee 0) 4 55 13 

no one was found who sun-sprouted seed for the 1912 crop. Much care is 
used in choosing seed at the time of its purchase in the North. The several 
days required for cutting the large amount of seed handled by the average 
grower in this region affords some opportunity for sprout development 
in the meantime. Furthermore, since nearly all of the Long Island crop 
is planted by machine, care would be necessary that none of the sprouts 
so formed would be knocked off in going thru the planter. 

The 4 per cent of growers practicing sun-sprouting in Steuben County 
in 1912 furnishes too small a number to study the influence of sun-sprouting 
on yield in this region, 

The influence of sun-sprouting on yield in Monroe Goaney in 1913 is 
shown in table 45. The difference of about 8 bushels per acre in favor of 
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TABLE 45. RxeLatTIon or SUN-SPROUTING TO YIELD ON 166 Monrog County Farms In 1913 

Average | Average 
Number| Yield amount value of 

Treatment of per acre of seed manure 
farms | (bushels) used and 

(bushels) |. fertilizer 

INotisun-sprouteds Anna) yom ih aepehee hee: 134 120i 12.4 $10.81 
SUNsSproUcedeesit:, stl Lethe OM oes tee 166 129.5 12.6 11.64 

ARO Gall eevee ana eee os nace AY ee Re tee ye SiOOk Wii ecn tease: Olen il ben oeeree a Ee Mian teks Seka e 

IAN ETA Eon eRe ft tcce, Ae hag Bey eed ee eal ee ice Xe 126.2 12e5 $11.28 

the sprouted seed is probably no more than might be due to the increased 
amounts of fertilizer and seed used on these same farms. Therefore it 
cannot be said, on the basis of this difference in yield, that in 1913 sun- 
sprouting paid for the extra labor involved. 

A similar study of this factor for 40 farms in Franklin and Clinton 
Counties in 1913 is shown in table 46. Here the results of sprouting were 

TABLE 46. \ReLATION oF SUN-SPROUTING TO YIELD ON 40 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON CouNTY 
Farms 1n 1913 

Average | Average 
2 ' Number Yield amount value of 
Treatment of per acre of seed manure 

farms (bushels) used and 
(bushels) | fertilizer 

INOtisin=sprouleds.e % fa10. Meee a tye passe 260 179.0 11.4 $13.25 
SHOUTS) STRONG | aie cake ok eens Bea tio uiathe Sahat eee ci 40 180.6 12.6 11.65 

PROCES BOs eA RE ah eT Oye aoe testes. en pew kara moran eg 8 MNS rato Rake 

FAW ETA DCRS sie pha Tie ha nte AAP aR oe eek Sn aca es 179.3 12.0 $13.01 

even less marked than in Monroe County. The difference of 1.6 bushels 
per acre in favor of sun-sprouting, while within experimental error, may 
easily be due to the increased amount of seed used by growers in this 
group. The smaller value of fertilizer, however, would partially offset 
the difference in the amount of seed used. 

Tho sun-sprouting apparently is not justified by the results shown for the 
last two regions in 1913, it must not be concluded that this is not a profit- 
able procedure when it is properly done. It is impossible to determine by 
survey methods the true merits of this phase of potato growing, because 
of the difficulty of taking into account the actual methods followed. 
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CHEMICAL TREATMENT OF SEED 

The chemical treatment of seed potatoes to rid their surfaces of the organ- 
isms causing common scab (Actinomyces chromogenus) and rhizoctonia 
(Corticium vaguum) has been sufficiently tested scientifically to warrant its 
practice wherever these diseases occur. Tho such treatments as immersion 
in corrosive sublimate or formaldehyde, or fumigation with formaldehyde 
gas, are not warranted to insure the crop against either of these diseases 
in the following crop, yet they have invariably reduced the infection to a 
profitable extent. Ballou (1910) and Gourley (1910), using duplicate 
plots of untreated seed, seed treated with formalin, and seed fumigated 
with formaldehyde gas, reduced the scab infection from an average of 
58.5 per cent in untreated seed to 16.7 per cent in formalin-treated seed 
and to 18.4 per cent in fumigated seed. The writer (Hardenburg, 1917) 
reported a reduction of rhizoctonia, in the crops of fifty-eight growers in 
New York who used corrosive sublimate, to 1.8 per cent infection as 
compared with 12.7 per cent infection of the crops grown by the remaining 
twenty-two growers considered. He reported a similar reduction of scab 
infection, thru formalin treatment by sixty-two growers, to 7 per cent as 
compared with 10.7 per cent in the crops grown from untreated seed. 

In spite of these tests and the recommendations based on them, a rela- 
tively small proportion of growers in the four surveyed regions treat their 
seed. The percentage doing this in each region is reported in table 47: 

TABLE 47. Perr Cent or GROWERS TREATING SEED CHEMICALLY IN THE Four REGIONS 
SURVEYED 

Franklin 
Long Steuben Monroe and 

Treatment Island, County, | County, Clinton 
1912 1912 1913 Counties, 

1913 

BORMAN RTP cession cuore oat ae Ce eee 1.0 0.003 1.3 0.0 
Wormosive*sublimatesseee na eee or teens 0.0 0.000 xd. 0.0 
Honmal dehy des pasmncnctincice ae ee seit terse 1.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
Sulfites seer n.0. 5, pate ree ere cn 0.0 0.000 Bad 0.0 

Total teis cf ee gels ek rae 2.0 0.003 127 0.0 

It has not been possible in this study to correlate the apparent need of 
seed treatment with the actual practice as indicated in this table. This is 
due partly to incomplete data from the four regions, and partly to a lack 
of familiarity with diseases on the part of growers. Such treatment, 
however, is universally recommended because of the attested saving to 
the crop. For the four regions, an average of 8.3 per cent of the growers 
reported scab, and an average of 4.6 per cent reported rhizoctonia, in the 
crop from which these data were taken. 

. 
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INTERVAL BETWEEN CUTTING AND PLANTING 

An interval of from one to ten days sometimes elapses between the 
time when seed potatoes are cut and the time when they are planted. 
Weather conditions unsuited to planting after the seed is cut sometimes 
make this delay necessary, while in some sections the large amount of | 
seed to be cut makes it seem advisable to cut it several days early in order 
to facilitate the earliest possible planting of the crop. To some extent 
this is the case on Long Island. In a few cases, growers have cut seed 
several days in advance of planting because of an assumed benefit from the 
drying of the cut surface of the seed pieces to be planted. The objéct of 
the present discussion is to determine the relation of this interval of time 
to the yield. 
Adams (1887), using two varieties in a single-year test, obtained an 

average difference of 26 bushels per acre in favor of planting immediately 
after cutting, between seed cut and planted fresh and seed cut twelve days 
before planting. Green (1888), on the contrary, using three varieties in 
a single-year test, reported increased yields for two varieties from a five- 
days interval, for three varieties from a nine-days interval, and for one 
variety from a twelve-days interval, over the yields obtained by planting 
freshly cut seed. These tests, he reported, agreed with those of Goff, of 
Geneva, who:recommended the benefits of drying cut seed for periods not 
exceeding ten days before planting. T. C. Johnson (1912), tho not reporting 
yields, published cuts of fields planted from freshly cut seed and from seed 
held for ten days after cutting. The outstanding feature of Johnson’s 
test of this factor, carried out under carefully controlled conditions, was 
the strikingly poorer stand grown from the stored cut seed. Zavitz (1916), 
in a test covering eight years at the Ontario station, obtained an average 
difference of 8 bushels per acre in favor of planting freshly cut seed rather 
than seed held for only four or five days. Furthermore, he obtained an 
increase of 1 per cent of marketable tubers from the unstored seed. 

As previously stated, the period between cutting and planting is fre- 
quently longer on Long Island than in any of the other three regions 
surveyed. The relation between this interval and the yield is shown in 
table 48. Altho the relation is not clearly apparent, it is evident that as 
the interval is increased, the practice of dusting is also increased. Dusting 
tends to eliminate any of the deleterious effects caused by the drying out 
or heating of seed cut and stored over the longer periods of time. The 
average length of the interval between cutting and planting in this region 
in 1912 was 5.7 days, and more than half of the growers dusted their cut 
seed. 

The average interval between cutting and planting in Steuben County 
being only two days, little correlation between this factor and yield would 
be expected. Thisis borne out by table 49. Also, here, as on Long Island, 
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TABLE 48. Reation oF INTERVAL BETWEEN CUTTING AND PLANTING, TO YIELD, ON 
272 Lona Istanp Farms 1n 1912 

Per cent " Average Average 
: Number Yield of amount value 

Interval f f coed f 
Gea) ) per acre growers — of see of manure 

farms (bushels) dusting used. and 
cut seed (bushels) fertilizer 

Lesstthani2:..cava knee =. 39 161.4 41 12.0 $32 .69 
DBE Ra AC Sie Oe ee a 33 185.4 55 12.8 Sl 73 
Gade Neh ea East ae 52 183.5 46 1 33.33 
oa Pe Ae a i aI 32 171.1 59 12.0 30.45 
DT ae nana: 13 195.4 46 1225 32.39 
AEST, Gy WM Rs fpf oe 43 178.4 56 125 32.41 
IMIGRENI EIS &.n Ba 6 oe oe 60 Wifiaes 73 12.9 33.53 

ROtalkas cic wsecsy: QiRD: 44 |e Hes a ace A REN zee teehee ee ee | ee 

INVES TE OG CAV ee at. a|luneeee 180.0 57 12.6 $32.62 

TABLE 49. RevatioN oF INTERVAL BETWEEN CUTTING AND PLANTING, TO YIELD, ON 
304 StauBEN County Farms 1n 1912 

i Per cent Average Average 
4 Number Yield of amount value 

Interval f faded f 
Gane 0 per acre growers of see of manure 

: farms (bushels) dusting’ used and 
cut seed (bushels) fertilizer 

Mess than, ie 9th eae 103 125.0 6 10.0 $ 8.65 
1 Ae A oe ae a a sal $4 145.3 14 10.5 10.27 
DE ORTH Lik Mente als ists othe 82 140.4 11 10.1 11.39 
SMO GSTs ok, sala: 35) 132.4 25 9.9 10.21 
Dealea Mates To io aha rl: 30 149.6 27 10.2 11.62 

otal eR Sack ee eT SOE si iis st ROP rape Ri oto alee thc Ged op Se Nae ee i 

IAeEma gee CAVE. acciacy: [nara ouacke 136.6 14 i). 11 $10 17 

dusting was commonest where the interval between cutting and planting 
was the greatest. This being true, the average yields for each group 
reported in the table appear to vary according to the average amounts of 
seed and fertilizer used, rather than according to the length of the interval 
between cutting and planting. 

The average interval between cutting and planting in Monroe County 
was 2.2 days, as shown in table 50. The range in interval was too small 
to show any marked influence of this factor on yield. In the main, dusting 
was commonest where the interval was the greatest. As in Steuben 
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TABLE 50. RELATION OF INTERVAL BETWEEN CUTTING AND PLANTING, TO YIELD, ON 
260 Monroz County Farms 1n 1913 

Per cent. Average Average 
Interval Number Yield of amount value 
(days) of per acre growers of seed of manure 

farms (bushels) dusting used and 
cut seed (bushels) fertilizer 

Mbems there elias B93. xt aye Bhs 58 141.7 il 13.1 $11.68 
rs Ue bec eee arenas eee a ee 66 145.3 21 13.0 13 .32 
PSY is RG 6 ee ee oN 64 121.8 22 12.6 10.80 
Lee a etter ed A LIRA 42 132.0 10 12.1 10.79 
AVAN GPM ONC. tte se aaae ean or 30 135.2 27 11.6 10.87 

AMG alllpirecnie. eed yer sene a DOO asa aecnteatin TO Mayne ces veto bl lake Peat cea Al aon en ce 

Average, w2c2 Oaysliy.s si sea nee 135.7 17 12.6 $11.66 

County, the amount of seed and fertilizer used was so influential as to 
obscure any slight influence that the factor of the interval between cutting 
and planting might have had. 

Growers in the Franklin and Clinton County areas, like those of Steuben 
and Monroe Counties, aim to plant their seed as quickly as possible after 
cutting. The average interval in 1913 was only two days. Since only 
about ten per cent of the growers held seed as long as four days after cutting, 
no significant relation of this factor to yield was found. However, as 
shown in table 51, the most dusting was done by the growers who held 
their seed the longest. 

TABLE 51. Rewation oF INTERVAL BETWEEN CUTTING AND PLANTING, TO YIELD, ON 
264 FRANKLIN AND Ciinton County Farms 1n 1913 

Per cent Average Average 
Interval Number Yield of amount value 
(days) of per acre growers of seed of manure 

farms (bushels) dusting used and 
cut seed |. (bushels) fertilizer 

Wessathan sll. a: 7 Saccqites 113 174.2 4 1222 $13.27 
1) Sats eet ra a et 51 UCB Thy 2 12.4 12 .42 
Deep MMe se 2). sine eels 37 178.7 5 11.4 13.14 
ea oral ns naa oe See 30 173'.6 0 11.6 12.64 
Aye CGT OREN: wy teeiias so} oesyci 33 186.5 30 12.6 aye lal 

ictaleee tac se, 2 INE nme teers mlmet mite ls went een 

AV CLAD Ce OuCa Sar oy. cell bees 4) 180.1 6 12.0 $13.32 
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DUSTING CUT SEED 

Dusting of cut seed has for its objects the prevention of drying out by 
undue bleeding of the cut surfaces, and the prevention of heating which 
may occur in cut seed stored in large volume under conditions of poor 
ventilation. Dusting is not commonly practiced except when conditions 
require the storage of large quantities of cut seed for several days before 
planting, as on Long Island in 1912. Stone (1905) compared the yields 
from five varieties cut only one or two days before planting, one lot of 
each variety being dusted with land plaster and the other lot not being 
dusted. Four of these varieties gave increased yields from dusting, 
ranging from 5 to 26 bushels per acre, while the fifth showed a decreased 
yield of 7 bushels. The writer believes that a greater interval between 
cutting and planting would have resulted in a greater increase in yield due 
to dusting. Zavitz (1916) reported on an average of twenty-two tests, 
covering five years, in which yields from undusted freshly cut seed were 
compared with yields from seed treated with land plaster and with slaked 
lime. In all these tests, the seed was planted immediately after cutting 
and dusting. The average yield from the seed treated with plaster was 
23.6 bushels per acre higher than that from the untreated seed, and the 
average yield from the seed treated with lime was 9.8 bushels per acre more 
than that from the untreated seed. In another experiment, in which the 
effects of treating cut seed with road dust, with ground brick, and with 
land plaster, were compared with the results from no treatment, Zavitz 
reported yields of 186, 189, 191, and 179 bushels per acre, respectively. 
Land plaster has been most commonly used as dust because of its cheapness 
and its adhesive qualities. On the basis of all the comparative tests 
reported, it has proved the most efficient. Sulfur and air-slaked lime have 
been used to a lesser extent. The degree to which dusting was practiced 
in the surveyed regions, as related to the length of time the cut seed was 
stored, is shown in table 52, and the extent to which various dust materials 
were used is shown in table 53. Unfortunately, the material used for 

TABLE 52. Revation oF DustinGc TO LENGTH OF STORAGE PERIOD OF CuT SEED IN THE 
Four REGIONS SURVEYED 

Franklin 
Long Steuben ‘Monroe and 
Island, County, County, Clinton 
1912 1912 1913 Counties, 

1913 

Average number of days seed was 
SHOLEUM me beh eae ence: kere 5.7 2.0 QED 2 

Per cent of growers dusting cut seed 57 14 17 6 
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TABLE 53. Prr Cent or Growers Dustina Seep WuHo Usep Each MATERIAL 

Franklin 
Long Steuben Monroe and 

Material Island, County, County, Clinton 
1912 1912 1913 Counties, 

1913 

Wandsplastermet oes otc aoe eae 49 "2 20 11 
WNT: ee, Men has aceaene peers Sic 43 4 16 6 

Jahyabey ies hin seeee gee ocbeDee Go: 1 2 0 6 
PANS KE Callin Cars c.215 upensoe suas Cua 0 : 0 0 67 
IROMGNCUSL Mere act cr tt anette conte ciate 0 0 6 0 
NEY aVSISE it Ck a Ot ain Al eee a a Db 3 0 2 0 
[Ofrav ave Weasels tons Ge renoniiels Orca 4 22 56 10 

dusting was not ascertained from all the growers who followed this practice. 
In the cases in which it was not ascertained, it was listed as Unnamed. 
Land plaster was shown to be the material most commonly used, with 
sulfur second. About two-thirds of the growers in Franklin and Clinton 
Counties who dusted, used air-slaked lime, which was not used in any 
other region. Evidently, because of the likelihood that they cause scab, 
neither form of lime has been popular, nor have wood ashes. 

TYPE OF SEED 

Probably no other phases of potato culture have received more experi- 
mental attention than those bearing on the relation of type and amount 
of seed planted, to yield. In attempting to correlate type of seed with 
yield, however, the all-important factor of amount of seed used has too 
often been neglected, both in the method of experimentation and in the 
conclusions. This has led to confusion, false conclusions, and a con- 
glomeration of published data of questionable value. To be of real value, 
such tests must take into account both the types of seed, used and the 
amount of each planted. The relation of type of seed to yield may be 
treated under the following headings: (1) large as compared with small 
tubers for seed, (2) whole as compared with cut seed, (3) large as compared 
with small seed pieces, and (4) number of eyes. In reviewing the litera- 
ture on each of these points, it has been difficult to reach conclusions, 
because of the confusion, in most cases, of one factor with one or more of 
the others; and very often the amount of seed planted has been entirely 
neglected. 

Large as compared with small tubers for seed 

More than thirty years ago, Adams (1889) compared the yields from 
large, medium, and small whole seed, and found an increase both in total 
and in marketable yield with each increase in size of tubers used. With an 
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equidistant spacing of 38 inches for each type of seed, more per acre of 
the large than of the small type was planted.  Aicher (1917) compared 
the yields from three lots of whole seed of a given variety having an average 
tuber weight of 8, 4, and 3 ounces, respectively. Tho Aicher did not state 
the amount of seed per acre used for each lot planted, the sets of each lot 
were planted 16 inches apart in rows 3 feet apart. Aicher reported that 
as the size of the whole seed was increased, the number of stalks per hill 
and the total yield per acre were increased. There was little difference 
in the percentage of marketable yield between the three lots. It must be 
concluded from this that large whole seed is better than small whole seed, 
under equidistance of planting, only because of the greater weight of seed 
used. Welch (1917), in a similar experiment and under similar conditions, 
duplicated Aicher’s results almost exactly, except that he obtained a 
decrease in the percentage of marketable yield as the size of the whole 
seed increased. It is clear that the greater yields obtained by Welch 
from the larger whole seed were due primarily to the almost doubled amount 
of seed involved in each increase in size of seed used. Harwood and Holden 
(1893) have brought together the results obtained at the New York, 
Maryland, Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, Wisconsin, and Utah stations, 
in all of which it was shown that in many cases not only the gross but also 
the net yield was greatest from the largest whole seed tubers. However, 
in all cases this increased yield was obtained from the greatly increased 
amount of seed used. Zavitz (1916) selected continuously, for eleven 
years, seed of small unmarketable, small marketable, medium marketable, 
and large marketable, whole seed tubers, and planted each lot in duplicate 
plots. With but one slight exception in the eleven years, his average 
marketable yield from the four types of seed showed an increase with each 
increase in size of seed used. The average yields per acre from the 
smallest to the largest seed, for the eleven years, were 105, 145, 181, and 
203 bushels, respectively. Zavitz credits these differences in yield to the 
difference in the weight of the seed tubers, that is, to the difference in the 
amount of seed planted per acre. Plumb (1890) planted whole seed of 
Karly Rose varying in tuber weight from 14 ounces down to 1 ounce, and 
concluded from his results that the larger the seed tuber, the greater was 
the total yield, the earlier the bloom, the taller the plant, and the later the 
maturity. Plumb obtained a consistent decrease in net yield, however, as 
the size of the seed tuber increased. He failed to duplicate his test plots. 

Whole as compared with cut seed 

The advisability of cutting seed potatoes depends on three factors: 
the cost of labor, the cost of seed, and the relative merit of whole as com- 
pared with cut seed in the effect on yield. Literature reporting experi- 
mental data on this question considers only the last-named factor. Cutting 
seed tubers at once facilitates loss of sap by bleeding, and the entrance of 
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rot-producing bacteria and fungi. Appleman (1918) has shown that the 
transverse cutting of seed tubers permits development in the median and 
basal eyes which would remain more or less dormant if the tubers were 
planted whole, due to the exclusive development of the terminal eyes. 
This would indicate a more economical use of seed than is the case if 
whole tubers are planted. Aicher (1917) and Welch (1917), in a three- 
years duplicate experiment on irrigated land in Idaho, compared whole and 
cut seed as to stand, earliness, and yield. Aicher obtained an earlier 
growth, a more prolific top growth, a larger total yield, and a smaller 
marketable yield, from whole than from cut tubers. Welch obtained a 
better stand from the whole tubers, but one that was not commensurate 
with the extra amount of seed required.. He also obtained a smaller 
marketable yield from whole than from cut tubers, but he does not agree 
with Aicher that wholeness has anything to do with earliness. The 
writer is of the conviction that, so far as the relative merit of whole and of 
cut seed is concerned, these tests of Aicher and Welch are no true criterion. 
The much greater rate of planting of whole seed over cut seed invalidates 
any conclusion that may be drawn relative to differences in yield. Har- 
wood and Holden (1893) reported an interesting experiment attempted 
by the Tennessee station to test the comparative yields from whole tubers 
and from an equal weight of halved tubers from the same lot of seed. 
This eliminated any possible difference in rate of planting, so far as total 
weight of seed was concerned, but the fact that the half tubers were 
planted on twice as much area as the whole tubers vitiated the object of 
the experiment. Nearly two and a half times as much merchantable 
yield was obtained from the half tubers as from the whole. These same 
authors report a more nearly accurate test made by the New York station, 
in which equal-weight seed pieces of whole and cut types were used. ‘The 
average total yield per acre was the same from the whole and the cut seed, 
but the marketable yield per acre from the cut seed was nearly double that 
from the whole seed. 

Large as compared with small seed pieces 

- The question of size of the seed piece in relation to yield has been treated 
experimentally on the basis of both weight and proportion of tuber. 
Neither basis can be considered quite separately, and both naturally 
involve the question of rate of planting, the spacing of the seed remaining 
constant. The hundreds of experiments recorded for the study of size 
of seed piece are virtually tests of the most efficient rate of planting, tho 
the objects of and the conclusions for them have been related to size of 
piece alone. 

Plumb (1890), comparing the yields from whole tubers, halves, quarters, 
and single-eye pieces, obtained an increased yield with every increase in size 
of seed, tho the greatest merchantable yield was o obtained with the half 
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tuber. As early as 1886, Samuel Johnson (1886) compared the yields 
from whole and half tubers and from three-, two-, and one-eye pieces, and 
found that, whereas the whole tuber gave the highest total yield, the 
three-eye piece gave the highest marketable yield. Two years later, 
comparing the same types of seed, Johnson (1888) obtained a consistent 
gain in yield with each increase in size of seed, and a decrease in percentage 
of stand with each decrease in size of seed. Johnson did not report 
whether his highest total yields were also the highest net yields. 

Taft (1892), in a three-years test, compared the efficiency of various 
rates of planting, by planting whole, half, quarter, and eighth tubers, 
and single-eye pieces, equidistant in the row. His net yields increased 
up to and including the half tuber, altho the highest total yield came from 
whole seed. Adams (1889), using whole, half, two-eye, and one-eye seed 
pieces, obtained an increased total yield up to and including whole seed, 
with the greatest marketable yield from two-eye pieces. He did not report 
in terms of net yield. Green (1887) reported a two-years average test of 
the yields from one-eye, two-eye, half, and whole seed pieces as increasing 
with the size of piece used, but made no mention of the net or the market- 
able yields or of the rate of planting. Hutcheson and Wolfe (1917) made a 
three-years comparison of the yields from single-eye, half-ounce, one- 
ounce, and two-ounce pieces. Whereas both total and. marketable yield 
increased up to and including the two-ounce piece, the increased yield 
from the two-ounce over that from the one-ounce piece was not sufficient 
to warrant the use of pieces larger than one ounce in weight. Aicher 
(1917) and Welch (1917), in their duplicate experiment covering three 
years, concurred in the results showing the highest total yield to be from 
whole seed and the highest marketable yield from quartered seed pieces, 
in a comparison of whole, halved, and quartered seed pieces. These 
investigators were agreed also that the number of stalks per hill increased 
with the size of piece planted, a fact which probably accounts for the smaller 
percentage of marketable tubers from the largest seed. 
Appleman (1918) tested the influence of weight of seed piece on yield 

by varying the weight from 0.08 to 1.75 ounces in the variety McCormick 
and from 0.61 to 1.46 ounces in the variety Irish Cobbler. To give due 
consideration to rate of planting in such a test, he showed how this vari- 
ation in McCormick increased the amount of seed from 1.1 to 24.96 
bushels per acre. He obtained, in both varieties, an increased total yield. 
with each increase in weight of the seed piece. 

Zavitz (1916) has furnished perhaps the best contribution to the study 
of thisfactor. In ten tests, covering five years, he compared one-sixteenth-, 
one-eighth-, one-quarter-, one-half-, one-, and two-ounce seed pieces, the 
rate of planting varying from 1.3 to 41.2 bushels per acre and the number of 
eyes in each set remaining constant. With no seed piece weighing more 
than two ounces, Zavitz found increased net, marketable, and total 
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yields for each increase in size of seed pieces used. But here he also failed 
to consider the factor of rate of planting. In another five-years experi- 
ment, however, testing the efficiency of various spacings of seed, he has, 
apparently unconsciously, furnished some much-needed information. ‘This 
test showed that with the same weight of seed planted per acre, the one- 
ounce sets, planted twice as close as the two-ounce sets, gave greater 
total, marketable, and net yields. 
Hume, Champlin, and Oakland (1914) compared large, medium, and 

small seed pieces, eye frequency being constant, and observed an average 
increase of total yield, in two varieties, of 70.9 per cent in large seed pieces 
and 55.5 per cent in medium seed pieces, over that from the small seed 
pieces. Emerson (1907) conducted a very comprehensive and accurate 
test of the relation of size of seed piece to yield under a constant rate of 
planting. Planting eighth, quarter, and half tubers, 6, 12, and 24 inches: 
apart, respectively, he used 18 bushels of seed per acre in each plot. ‘This 
gave him the highest total yield per acre from the quarter-tuber pieces 
and the lowest total yield from the half tubers. This, together with the 
test by Zavitz (1916) previously cited, would indicate that with the same 
rate of planting per acre, smaller pieces, down to one ounce, planted closer, 
are likely to give larger yields than larger pieces planted farther apart. 

Schweitzer (1896), with twelve varieties in a one-year test, compared 
the total yields and the yields of small tubers from one-eye, two-eye, 
quarter-tuber, half-tuber, and whole-tuber pieces. This gave a variation 
in rate of planting of from 4 to 87 bushels. His total yield increased with 
each increase in size of seed piece and in rate of planting. Also, the per- 
centage of small potatoes increased from 8.9 for one-eye pieces to 26.4 
for whole tubers as seed. 

Harwood and Holden (1893) brought together a compilation of experi- 
ments from thirteen stations designed to test the relation of size of seed 
and rate of planting, to yield. In summarizing the comparative value of 
whole and of half tubers as seed, they showed that the results of a sub- 
stantial majority of these experiments were in favor of the whole tuber, 
not only for total and marketable yield, but also for net marketable 
yield and net value of the crop. Similarly, a majority of the compari- 
sons of the half-tuber and the two-eye piece favored the former thruout. 
In drawing such conclusions, it must be borne in mind that these dif- 
ferences in yield were due to an increase in the amount of seed used 
because of the larger size of the seed piece. These authors called at- 
tention to the conclusions of the Ohio station, that ‘‘ despite the fact 
that whole potatoes give more small potatoes than one and two eye cut- 
tings, it is also true that they give more large potatoes.” . 

The foregoing review of the question of large as compared with small 
seed shows that few tests have actually proved any superior merit of large 
seed, except as the amount used per acre was increased. The few tests of 
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a more comprehensive nature have indicated that equivalent amounts of 
smaller seed pieces, down to a minimum weight of one ounce, planted 
closer, may give even more efficient results. With an expensive and 
limited seed supply, the latter type of seed and system of planting would 
seem advisable. 

Number of eyes 

Many of the older potato growers attach considerable importance to 
the number of eyes to be left, in cutting seed potatoes. While a few 
growers cut single-eye pieces, the majority prefer pieces containing two eyes. 

- Whether or not there is any significance in the relation of this factor to 
yield or to quality of the crop, it is automatically controlled, in practice, 
by the size of the seed piece, the importance of which has already been 
discussed. Arthur (1892) showed, in very definite terms, that the yield of 
large tubers decreases with the use of seed tubers weighing more than 
four and one-half ounces. His results are in accord with those of many 
other experiments which show that increasing the number of eyes on the 
seed piece tends to reduce the average size of the resulting tubers. 

Whipple (1915) studied the influence of thinning to one stalk per hill, 
in a two-years test of nine varieties planted from two-ounce pieces irre- 
spective of the number of eyes. Thinning to one sprout improved the 
market shape and the uniformity of the crop, but Whipple’s results do 
not justify any conclusion that either total or marketable yield was 
increased by thinning. The cost of thinning was therefore not warranted. 

Ballou (1910) has shown that varieties differ in the number of stalks per 
hill which will develop from a given size of seed piece. Bovee, having 
frequent eyes, developed more stalks per hill per unit of seed piece than 
did Carman No. 3, a variety of few eyes. Ballou obtained an increase 
in the unmarketable yield from every increase in size of seed piece or 
number of eyes in both varieties. The most profitable net yield in the 
Bovee was obtained from two-eye pieces planted at the rate of 15 bushels 
per acre, and in the Carman No. 3 from half-tuber pieces planted at the 
rate of 25 bushels per acre. 

Again it remained for Zavitz (1916) to contribute the real test of the 
influence of eye frequency on yield, by eliminating the factor of size of 
seed piece. Using one-ounce seed pieces thruout a five-years test, he 
compared the results from seed pieces containing one, two, three, four, 
and five eyes, respectively, and found that as the number of eyes increased, 
the average total yield increased and the percentage of marketable yield 
decreased. The difference in marketable yield, however, was in no case 
more than 5 per cent. It is therefore evident from Zavitz’s work that 
the yield is proportional to the number of stalks per hill, as well as to the 
size of the seed piece, and that nothing is to be gained by cutting to a 
certain minimum number in preparing seed for planting. 
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Types of seed used in the four régions surveyed 

Obviously there are many difficulties in the way of attempting to deter- 
mine by survey methods the relation of type of seed to yield. Whether 
or not a grower decides to cut his seed rather than plant it whole, depends 
principally on the size of the tubers he has for seed, because, in cutting 
for seed, most growers have a definite size of seed piece in mind. Growers 
in Steuben County, more than in other regions, showed a tendency to 
plant seed of low market value. Much cull seed was therefore planted 
whole in 1912. Since practically all seed used on Long Island is bought 
and is of a grade higher than the average, growers there find it economical 
to cut nearly all of it. Good seed is more cheaply produced and more 
plentiful in Franklin and Clinton Counties, and therefore relatively large 
seed is used there, and more of it is planted whole than in the other regions. 
The proportion of whole and of cut seed used in the four surveyed regions 
is shown in table 54: 

TABLE 54. Per Cent or Growers Usine WHOLE AND CuT SEED, IN THE FouR REGIONS 
SURVEYED 

Franklin 
Long Steuben Monroe and 

Type of seed Island, County, County, Clinton . 
1912 1912 1913 Counties, 

1913 

NWilrO Groep eee ook Oo es rs Nel es 0 il 0 10 
WihtolersamdhGUth strc -siceein ete 0 40 26 39 
MORTEM EIA EN Soke. toni ce eye sa 100 59 74 ol 

Evidently there are very few growers who feel that their seed is small 
enough, cheap enough, or low enough in quality to warrant planting it 
whole. However, it is not possible to Judge from table 54, by the amount 
of each type of seed used, which region used the best seed in the year for 
which the data were taken. It has not been possible to study the influence 
of the size of seed piece on yield, in these regions, because of the impossi- 
bility of determining even the average size of the seed used. In studying 
the influence of the size or the degree of wholeness of the tubers used for 
seed, definite conclusions cannot be drawn because of the lack of uniformity 
in the opinions of the growers as to the meaning of the terms large, medium, 
and small, and furthermore because In many cases more than one type of 
seed was used, The data are presented here for whatever significance they 
may have. . 

On Long Island, as already stated, all the seed used in 1912 was cut. 
A comparison of the yields from large tubers cut and from medium-sized 
tubers cut, is given in table 55. The difference of 8.6 bushels per acre in 
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TABLE 55. RELATION OF TYPE OF SEED TO YIELD ON 171 Lone IsLAND Farms 1n 1912 

Average Average Average 
Number yield amount value 

Type of seed Ol per of seed of manure 
farms acr and e used 

(bushels) (bushels) fertilizer 

Largercut 2. bse torntae ses ah ae teeaaniae - 99 163.1 12.0 $31. 24 
Medium=sizedicuter-eena eee eee: 72 vives 13.0 33.18 

Total cyeee tilt ee ee a eee TTD aE aE cae ag eal 2 Led ato es ce a 

ASVera ge bo Sores vets se egeR sierra aca 167.0 12.4 $31.48 

favor of the medium-sized tubers cut is no more, and is probably less, 
than should be expected from the increased amount of seed and fertilizer 
used by this group of growers. Apparently there was little choice between 
the two sizes of tubers used. 

The practice of cutting seed of egg size for planting was probably com- 
moner in Steuben County than in the other regions. Some whole seed 
which might be classed as cull was also used by some of the less progressive 
growers, as shown in table 56. The yields given in table 56 correlate 

TABLE 56. Reuation oF Tyre OF SEED TO YIELD ON 217. StreuBEN County 
Farms 1n 1912 

jistopnte Average Average 
Num- ‘el i amount value of 

Type of seed ber of ee of seed manure 
per acre 

farms (bushels) use and 
(bushels) fertilizer 

Large and medium-sized cut.......... 98 149.7 9.9 $10.94 
Tarrescutig can yan Seong ea uaa 11 139.1 10.1 12.70 
Medrum-sizedicuitmes te ane eens 102 135.7 10.3 10.83 
Smalltwhole sj ccc sisc ea tee cokes 4 95.5 9.4 6.84 
Medium-sized whole..°......2.....%. 2 181.1 ales) 9.53 

To Galle. c 8 x shove Catal Ut eae aha Caw a RU eg tree DAF sail eee att So Wl cone. eae | ee 

AVENE ON A 34 oMeinc 0 Shs terctci cd acai a Rel ae eee 146.5 10.4 $10.89 

rather closely with the rate of planting and the value of manure and ferti- 
lizer used. The four growers who used small whole seed also used the 
least seed and fertilizer, and, as a result, harvested the lowest average 
yield. In view of the amount of seed and fertilizer used, the growers 
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who used a combination of both large and medium-sized cut seed obtained 
a more profitable net yield than did those who used either large or medium- 
sized cut seed alone. 

So far as is possible from the data taken, the relation of type of seed to 
yield in Monroe County is shown in table 57. More than a third of the 

TABLE 57. Revation oF Type OF SEED TO YieELD ON 257 Monrork County 
Farms In 1913 

Average Average 
Num- Eevee amount value of 

Type of seed ber of y} of seed manure 
farms (oatels) used and 

(bushels) fertilizer 

Medium=-sized*cult-s 2s seeie ce. see 120 1438.5 12.0 $11.75 
Medium-sized whole and large cut..... 18 132.5 12.8 13.26 
Small whole and medium-sized cut..... 30 132.1 12.8 9.56 
Garee: CUbmse teak oe oe os eae ee 92 131.5 = 1Se 12.56 
Large and medium-sized cut.......... ily 129.5 12.3 12.66 
Small whole and large cut...... 2 122.9 11.0 1228 
Medium-sized whole and medium-sized 

CEU HS.S xt Sahel Mick 5 GET) PCr ee a REE A 18 120.5 11.4 9.11 

ANGIE tenths eka EROS RIS OE oes PAS fay || Bete SIN OR lee ec eee | la eee Sete & 

FAN CLA CORI St cr ont A crass ape ayersyn 136.2 12.3 $11.63 

growers in this region used medium-sized cut seed in 1913. Judging from 
the average amount of seed and fertilizer used by these same growers, 
they obtained a more profitable net yield than did the growers who used 
either large cut seed or large and medium-sized cut seed. The real expla- 
nation as to why the group using medium-sized whole and medium-sized 
cut seed obtained the lowest average yield, lies in the fact that these growers 
used considerably less than the average amount of seed and fertilizer. 

Except that more whole seed was used in Franklin and Clinton Counties, 
the types of seed used there correspond fairly closely to those reported for 
Monroe County. The fact that about a third of the growers in this 
region claimed to have used large cut seed indicates that these growers 
use seed of larger average size than is used in any of the other regions. 
The relation of type of seed to yield here is shown in table 58. The com- 
parative yields from large cut and medium-sized cut seed agree very well 
with the majority of the experiments previously cited, which showed 
greater yields from the larger seed, due to the greater ‘amount of seed 
planted. The difference of about 8 bushels per acre of average yield 
between medium-sized cut and medium-sized whole seed, however, does 
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TABLE 58. Re .aTION oF TYPE OF SEED TO YIELD ON 292 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON CouNTY 
Farms In 1913 

| Average Average 
Num- | eee amount value of 

Type of seed ber of be : of seed manure 
farms bb hels) used. and 

ushers (bushels) fertilizer 

IBA gen COD Nest Ne oye ccna Id IADR romeo 6 97 189.1 12.9 $13.61 
Medium-sized whole and large cut..... 64 182.7 12.4 12.€0 
Medium-sized whole an! medium-sized 

CUT adi es see Ahern ee eas ae Le 21 181.5 eS 10.49 
Medium=sizedicuitten ss on aes eer 42 74.6 Thy 12.91 
Medium-sized whole.. ............... ay) 166.7 Tl) 13.02 
Medium-sized and large cut........... 8 166.1 12.0 14.08 
Small whole and large cut............ 6 157.8 ipl 15:81 
Small whole and medium-:ized cut..... 22 aie 9.9 TL2mOi 

ML (oN toil let ee Aaa etic eT al en a Saree ee DOD on will aes ot oo eeskeeaht See ETSY ee Sree || a Age 

AV CTAL @ come tesco | Sele 4S. Srat tetera reve e ey Vea Ate Be 178.5 11.9 $12.96 

not agree with the experiments previously cited for the factor of whole as 
compared with cut seed. The apparent discrepancy cannot be attributed 
to differences in amount of seed and in value of manure and fertilizer, as 
these factors average approximately the same for both groups. 

A rather striking effect of the rate of planting is shown in table: 58, 
where the types of seed are arranged according to the average yields 
obtained from each. In fact, thruout these studies of the relation of type 
of seed to yield, it has been shown that those types which required the 
highest rate of planting were productive of the highest average yields. 

RELATION OF AMOUNT OF SEED TO YIELD 

The very marked effect of rate of planting on yield has been shown in the 
previous discussions of the effect of manure and fertilizer and of size of 
seed piece. A majority of the very large number of tests which have been 
conducted to determine the optimum number of bushels per acre to plant, 
indicate that in this country too little seed is generally planted, under 
average conditions. In contrast to this, the large yields obtained by 
European growers, who commonly plant from 30 to 40 bushels of seed per 
acre, are often cited. It does not follow, however, that similar rates of 
planting in New York would be productive of such yields. Land, labor, 
and climatic conditions in northern Europe are such that high rates of 
planting are not only possible but also profitable. As shown by the major- 
ity of experiments testing this factor, the most profitable rate of planting 
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has seldom been exceeded in this country. Rate of planting is increased 
either by closer planting or by increasing the size of the seed piece. 

Harwood and Holden (1893) compiled the results of thirteen experiments 
conducted at the Michigan station to determine the optimum rate of 
planting as well as the optimum size of seed piece. The rates of planting 
varied from 2.7 to 58.9 bushels per acre. The net yields showed that the 
optimum rates of planting varied from 10.8 to 48 bushels per acre. In 
only four tests was the best rate of planting higher than 24 bushels. 
Emerson (1907) tested rates of planting varying from 6 to 36 bushels per 
acre when eighth, quarter, and half tubers were used. He found that 12, 
18, and 36 bushels per acre were the best amounts to use for these respective 
sizes of seed pieces. Macoun (1905), by varying the spacing of the seed 
from 10 to 18 inches and thereby varying the rate of planting from 35 to 
19 bushels per acre, obtained the highest net yield from 25 bushels of seed. 
Kohler (1910), using the varieties Early Ohio and Sir Walter Raleigh, 
varied the rate of planting in each by 3 and by 2% bushels, respectively, 
from 6 to 21 bushels in the Early Ohio and from 5 to 20 bushels in the Sir 
Walter Raleigh. He obtained the highest marketable yield in the Early 
Ohio from 12 bushels of seed, and in the Sir Walter Raleigh from 17.5 
bushels. 

Zavitz (1916), using only one-eye pieces, varied the rate of planting 
from 1.3 to 41.2 bushels by increasing the size of the seed piece. Here 
both the highest net yield and the highest marketable yield were obtained 
from using 41.2 bushels of seed. Zavitz’s test covered a five-years period, 
and is therefore more significant in this respect than the other tests Just 
reported. 

The wide variation in the optimum rate of planting shown by the 
experiments here reported, indicates that the available soil moisture and 
the fertility have much influence in limiting the stand of plants which 
will develop to maximum productivity. In other words, the potato soils 
of Steuben County, which are naturally low in fertility, cannot be expected 
to produce the average yields that are obtained in Monroe, Franklin, and 
Clinton Counties. From a review of the data available up to this time, 
it seems a safe assumption that, under at least average conditions, the rate 
of planting may be profitably increased from its present average to from 15 
to 18 bushels per acre. Where weed control is important, labor scarce 
and expensive, and land relatively cheap, checkrowing is a common 
system of planting. Tho this system naturally lowers both the rate of 
planting and the resulting yield, both may be increased by increasing the 
size of seed piece used. 

Rate of planting on Long Island * 

In spite of the fact that the growers on Long Island pay relatively high 
prices for nearly all of their seed every year, they have apparently learned 
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that it is not profitable to plant less than the average of 12.5 bushels per 
acre. The influence of the rate of planting on the yield for this region 
in 1912 is shown in table 59. It may be seen in this table that there was 

TABLE 59. Rewation o7 RaTE OF PLANTING TO YIELD ON 330 Lone IstAND FARMS IN 
1912 

Average 
Sere Average amount sree 

Rate of planting ee yield of seed vane 
ber of manure 

(bushels per acre) f per acre used “1 
arms an 

(bushels) per acre | soi 
(bushels) Selena 

Woesskihan llr sees Seana ear heen Seat aets 71 148.9 9.9 $28.79 
1 1 erie Oe ie alien ra Pre ered IY aie A 8 Te 68 181.4 ih 32.34 
ale eel te eemeru neon ELEN ti Mee See ie oe Aare Ue 161.7 12.2 31.50 
Tea 2 eis ay on WO Face re I Nala 49 179.5 13.4 BoROe 
ASE potions teekccs Secuedicsmt adnate etter hoeat 33 193.0 14.1 33.06 
Lovand:: more’. . 240. scene Sees eh ene ayy 202.0 15.6 36.63 

PROTA ene na an ees ek Re Pt 10 Reta mene nee tens tech (RANTLE PAO RAID | SA i Hg 

IANICT ARO Secreta root saci aee cee OE eS liane PI) $32.40 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

en ak at B re Ss a 3B ne S a 
l Haan RUD MIRAE sae Ak ean ea Swe ae Cale 
tide iis S a 5 S S a io i 5 

= | | re N N N N iA) 

se a 1 1 
BY es 1 1 al 1 1 5 
2 9 4 3 1 1 1 1 11 
g 10 2 8 8 15 9 7 2 1 2 54 
eae. 2 3 8 20 7 11 6 6 3 1 1 68 
2 12 2 6 12 23 10 11 4 4 1 3 1 77 
De) 2 5 12 5 11 6 4 2 1 1 49 
o 14 1 1 4 3 13 3 6 2 33 
a 15 2 1 2 3 5 4 1 2 1 21 
a 16 3 1 1 5 
Po 17 1 1 1 3 

18 1 1 1 3 

1 G- 2i 38 81 43 60 27 23 13 8 3 330 

r= 0.275 + 0.034 

Fic. 140. CORRELATION OF RATE OF PLANTING AND YIELD ON 330 LONG ISLAND FARMS 
In 1912 
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a tendency among the growers who planted the most seed to use also 

somewhat more than the average value of manure and fertilizer. Also, 

there was more spraying for blight among these growers. However, the 

same marked influence on the yield from the rate of planting is shown in 

table 24, under the discussion of manure and fertilizer, where each of these 

factors is treated under the various subheads. The single discrepancy in 

table 59, in the group of growers using from 11 to 12 bushels of seed, is 

due, at least in part, to the larger value of manure and fertilizer used by 

this group. Since the average number of eyes per piece gradually in- 

creased from the lowest to the highest rate of planting, it may be con- 

cluded that the rate of planting varied not so much according to closeness 
of planting as according to size of seed pieces used. From table 59, it 
is apparent that the growers in this region who used as high as 15 bushels 

of seed per acre in 1912, did not use more than was profitable. Applying 

the biometrical measure of correlation of this factor with’yield (fig. 140) 

shows the significant coefficient 0.275 + 0.034. 

Rate of planting in Steuben County 

In the four regions surveyed, Steuben County growers used the least 
seed, planting an average of only 10.1 bushels per acre in 1912 (table 60). 

The highest rate reported by any of the 360 growers was 18 bushels, and 

TABLE 60. Renation or RATE oF PLANTING TO YIELD ON 360 STEUBEN Gounny Farms 

In 1912 

r pga Average 
. verage amoun 

Rate of planting ie aie yield of seed yee 
(bushels per acre) eee per acre used am 

(bushels) per acre =e (iachels) fertilizer 

Gar seeks hares eae: Sen ae ale eae 19 Illa es) 6.9 $ 9.17 
a matey. cc wah nen Manta e) re Ang ave 138 PBs 8.6 9.27 
CS PAR heath seer eerste phat ole eee, getter 126 138.3 10.2 UO) 117% 
VATA oie. Sits talc at neta, @ nate sayexc 57 147.7 12.5 10.96 
ISD oie, Se at aetna te Aerie a 20 191.3 15.4 12.63 

WING Hell erty. Ate ae Ne cole, kar peti nea, ayes BTN O) fee aie aie aired lt detain ee cbrer al ee een te ca aa 

PAST ee aR SALMAN Cea pet te gh rah a tara tee 13054 10.1 $10.06 

there was a profitable increase in yield from every increase of 2 bushels 

per acre planted, up to 18 bushels. Steuben County growers did not 

exceed the optimum rate of planting in 1912, and it is safe to recommend a 

considerable increase in the average amount of seed used in that region. 
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Altho the increased yields were due partly to the increased values of 
manure and fertilizer used, this factor has been studied in a separate 
grouping in table 25 under the discussion of the value of manure and 
fertilizer for the region. The low average rate of planting for this county 
in 1912 was due partly to the planting of a considerable area in check- 
rows and partly to the use of small and relatively inferior seed. The data 
show that the amount of seed used probably did not exceed the maximum 
which the relatively low soil fertility could support. The coefficient of 
correlation between rate of planting and yield for this region, 0.874 + 
0.031 (fig. 141), is the highest found for any of the four regions. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

“0 iS uw j=) 1d S&S ten} (an) (=p) ie} S 10d > uw 
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m- eal re bom N N N N on oD ine) 

53 1 1 
6 2, 2. 2 1 1 8 

Beeld ey aes ae | 20 
Sos Dei Sul a omen 6) 8 5 1 2 82 
By 9 1 3) Uy aa i ?4 51 
re! I) 2 ye key PAD ty ay 105} 4 1 105 
opel 1 2 2 6 2 4 1 18 
OX AND, 3 5 8 7 8 5 1 24 1 40 
Sil? if 4 1 1 13 
a 14 Ta gts ame Pe Nearer R iek | a 
7 15 3 2 1 1 2 1 10 

6 il 1 2 
a7 1 1 

18 1 1 2; 

2 i PAD (TN Be he VERE GS Oh 10> 0) 225 <0 10 sesh) 

4 r = 0.374 + 0.0381 

Fig. 141. CORRELATION OF RATE OF PLANTING AND YIELD ON 360 STEUBEN COUNTY FARMS 
In 1912 

Rate of planting in Monroe County 

The average amount of seed per acre used in Monroe County in 1913 
was 12.5 bushels, which was the same average as was used on Long Island 
in 1912. The relation of this factor to yield is shown in table 61. Altho 
there was a tendency among the growers who planted the most seed to 
use more manure and fertilizer, the influence of seed is nearly as marked 
in this region as in the others. A few growers used as much as 20 bushels 
or more per acre, and, without using more fertilizer than was used by 
growers planting from 14 to 16 bushels per acre, they obtained an average 
increase in yield of about 25 bushels per acre. It appears, however, that 
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TABLE 61. RELATION oF RATE OF PLANTING TO YIELD ON*300 Monror County Farms 
IN 1913 

Average 
Average amount Average 

Rate of planting Num- yield of seed value of 
(bushels per acre) ber of per acre used manure 

farms (bushels) per acre and 
(bushels) fertilizer 

Ibessethanvl Oh sspestyietuncv ee Sa eRe 38 108.2 8.2 $ 9.09 
TIS AG Bienen Seg Cn a sO oh a Rear Bog 62 119.6 10.3 10.54 
DEAR ee NO ys iKrtedts aee aae ae with 120.1 12,4 11.29 
VAT IG hee sens ee ea aN ceed ae 69 13725 14.5 P73 
iGrancdtmore®: 4. 24 SMR can: aan ee 20 163.2 18.3 12.14 

AN OHED  aes AetapNS &, PERT Wie BRR oy Oe JE SBUDO)E! Ses ates eho brah ae ars eae Aue ea Ire es a 

WASVICTALG Reed hey ctatabore dena = bre ea ond cache a he ole | nee 126.2 12.5 $11.28 

even the growers who planted the most seed did not exceed the optimum 
rate. 

ing and yield for this region in 1913 is shown in figure 142. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 
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Rate of planting in Franklin and Clinton Counties 

The growers in Franklin and Clinton counties who were interviewed 
concerning their 1913 crop planted an average of 12 bushels of seed per 
acre, the rate varying from less than 10 to more than 18 bushels. The 
relation of this factor to yield in 1913 is shown in table 62. A study of 

TABLE 62. ReEeuaTION oF Rate oF PLANTING TO YIELD ON 300 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON 
County Farms In 1913 

Average 
I Naene Average amount Average 

Rate of planting | erie yield of seed value of 
(bushels per acre) rae ©. per acre used. manure 

ct (bushels) per acre and 
(bushels) fertilizer 
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Fig. 143. CORRELATION OF RATE OF PLANTING AND YIELD ON 300 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON 
COUNTY FARMS IN 1913 
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this table shows that there was less tendency in this region than in the 
others for growers using the most seed to use also the most manure and 
fertilizer. The figures are therefore all the more conclusive in showing 
the marked influence of rate of planting on yield. More seed than the 
amount indicated by the highest rate of planting here reported might 
have been used with profit in raising the 1913 crop. The coefficient of 
correlation, 0.367 + 0.034 (fig. 143), is altogether significant and is the 
second largest value found for any of the four regions surveyed. 

DATE OF PLANTING 

The average date of planting potatoes in any region is determined pri- 
marily by the average date of the last killing frost in the spring, altho 
elevation, soil type, and the type of potato grown, are also important 
questions varying with different localities. Thus it is possible to plant 
earlier on light soils and at lower elevations, than on heavy soils and at 
higher elevations. However, because of the higher prices which usually 
obtain early in the harvest season, the earliest possible planting and 
harvest of early varieties is desirable. 

Zavitz (1916) reported results from thirty-six tests which consisted of 
planting two early, two medium, and two late varieties on four dates, 
two weeks apart, extending from May 31 to July 12. He carried this 
experiment thru a period of six years. Without exception, in all six 
varieties, both marketable and ‘total yield increased directly with the 
earliness of planting. A continuation of this test the following year, 
with the plantings made on six dates instead of on four, gave the same 
general results. These tests were conducted on ordinary clay loam soil 
at the Guelph station. Champlin and Winright (1917) compared for two 
years the yields from planting at intervals of fifteen days from April 1 
to July 1. For early digging the April 1 planting, and for late digging 
the May 15 planting, gave the best average yield for the two years. Such 
results as these are of value, even locally, only when the tests cover a 
period of several years. 

Because of the small variation in date of planting within each region 
surveyed for the one year, and because of the fact that conclusions on the 
best time to plant cannot be drawn from the yield of only one season, no 
attempt has been made to correlate the date of planting and the yield. 
The average date of planting in 1912 and in 1913, and the average date of 
the last killing frost in the spring, for the four regions, are shown in table 
63. The dates shown in this table indicate that Long Island is the only 
region in which the crop is planted before the average date of the last — 
killing spring frost. It is evident that the Long Island growers are willing 
to risk possible damage to the crop from frost in order to enhance the 
earliness of harvest.. The planting season of this region is shown to be 
at least six weeks earlier than that of the others. 
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TABLE 63. AvErRAGE DatTE oF PLANTING, AND AVERAGE Date or Last Kiiuine Frost 
IN SPRING, FOR THE Four REGIONS SURVEYED 

Average date of 
ot Average date n: 

Region | Ars ey sare last killing frost 
in spring 

1 Ofoya Yael i=l bias Ira ke ee ee ee eee eis Glace ae Grd Ginicia ease eats April 9 April 25 
Steuben County: flGID Vee oa tenet oe te eee. May 20 May 10 
Monroe: Countys 1913 her hei eee ae ee eee May 24 May 1 
Franklin and Clinton Counties, 19138.................. May 30 May 10 

— 

HAND AS COMPARED WITH MACHINE PLANTING 
The extent to which the potato crop of any region is planted by machine 

planters is determined principally by the average acreage, the system of 
spacing hills in the row, and the amount of large stones present in the 
fields. The writer (Hardenburg, 1915 a) found that in Steuben County, 
in 1912, when the average acreage of potatoes per farm was at least 5, 
the saving in labor cost by machine planting more than overbalanced the 
interest, depreciation, and repair costs of planting by this method. In 
regions where checkrowing is practiced, machine planting is impossible 
because potato planters cannot be used to plant in checkrows. As is 
shown later, much of the acreage in Steuben County was planted in this 
way in 1912. Some growers in Franklin and Clinton Counties find it 
impracticable to use planters because there are so many large stones in 
their fields. Conditions on Long Island, however, are almost ideal for 
machine planting, and it is done there almost entirely. The extent to 
which the acreage in each region was planted by hand and by machine, 
in the two years concerned, is shown in table 64: 

TABLE 64. Metuop oF PLANTING AND Type OF Macutne USsEep In THE FouR REGIONS 
SURVEYED 

Pe € OF LCtANoeeawe Per cent of total machine- 
: Dune 1 re reas planted acreage planted 

Region Hake by 

: 2-man l-man 
Machine Hang planter planter 

Wong wislan deal Ol Dees seer 98 2 23 77 
Steuben County, 1912...........: AAS 75 60 40 
Monroe County, 1913............ 74 26 87 13 
Franklin and Clinton Counties, 1913 82 18 56 44 

AN CTA LC mn say rahict rae cise oe 70 30 56 44 
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It might be presumed that growers of the larger acreages in each region 
would be more inclined to use planters than those having a smaller acreage. 
Whether this was true in these four regions is shown in table 65: 

i Average potato | Average potato | Average potato 
Region acreage per acreage planted | acreage planted 

farm by machine by hand 

Long Island, 1912....... SP Sqaichtoetel Oe 24.8 24.6 33.9 
Steuben County, 1912............ 14.6 17.9 E367 
Monroe County, 1913............. 12.4 ilaye dl 10.6 
Franklin and Clinton Counties, 1913 ee 6.5 8.6 

It is evident that growers in none of these regions find it unprofitable to 
plant by machine so far as average acreage of the crop is concerned. In 
Steuben and Monroe Counties there was a tendency to use more planters 
on the larger acreages. The 2 per cent of acreage on Long Island planted 
by hand averaged higher per farm than the balance which was machine- 
planted. The same relation held with the 18 per cent of hand-planted 
acreage In Franklin and Clinton Counties. It is clear, from tables 64 
and 65, that the average potato acreage per farm, considered in the light 
of percentage of total acreage planted by hand and by machine in each 
region, has no bearing on the extent of machine planting in these four 
regions. 

As indicated in table 64, two types of planters were commonly used. 
One was of the picker type, employing only one man, while the other 
was usually of the platform type and required two men for its opera- 
tion. As the second man on a two-man planter is charged with the duty of 
seeing that there are no skips, better stands of potatoes are expected from 
this type of planter. It is shown in table 64 that, whereas about three- 
fourths of the Long Island acreage was planted with one-man planters, 
the two-man type predominated in the other three regions. 

A study of the relative yields obtained from the acreage planted with each 
type in the four regions is shown in table 66. Of the total of 635 growers 
using machine planters — about one-half of all the farmers visited — the 
numbers using each type of planter were approximately equal. _ The 
weighted averages in table 66 show that with about the same amount of 
seed per acre used in each planter, the yield was 19.3 bushels per acre 
higher from the acreage planted with the one-man planter. This average 
is not a true criterion of the two types of planters, however, because a 
large proportion of the total machine-planted acreage was on Long Island, 
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TABLE 66. Renation oF TyPE oF PLANTER TO YIELD IN THE Four REGIONS SURVEYED 

Two-man planter One-man planter 

Region Average Average eens Average 

Number} yield ee Number] — yield peel pa A 
of farms | per acre es a of farms | per acre pee: cae 

(bushels) | P& 2¢ (bushels) | 2 
(bushels) (bushels) 

Long Island, 1912....... 74 171.6 12RD 249 175.6 12.5 
Steuben County, 1912... 43 158.1 11.8 28 148.8 12.9 
Monroe County, 1913... 175 132.1 13.2 28 116.3 13.2 
Franklin and Clinton 

Counties, 1913....... 22 196.4 14.7 16 181.8 14.4 

otalier. Asai oteu Me te SLADE lies eeyeeae ote anaes 3211) sda aera 

Weighted average.......| ...... 151.4 LORS Ar een ke 170.7 12.6 
Unweighted average.....| ...... 164.6 TAS lini, (sk a 155.6 13e2 

where 77 per cent of the machine-planted area was planted with the one- 
man type of planter. On the contrary, the difference in average yield, 
even on Long Island, was only 4 bushels per acre in favor of the picker 
planter, a difference so small as to lie within expected probable error. In 
the other three regions, where approximately equal rates of planting 
were used, the average yields favored the two-man planter by ditferences 
ranging from 9.3 to 15.8 bushels per acre. The unweighted averages in 
the table furnish a true comparison of the efficiency of the two types of 
planters, and may be accepted as an indication of the increased yield from 
a more perfect stand resulting from the use of the extra man on the plat- 
form planter. 

CHECKROW AS COMPARED WITH DRILL PLANTING 

A decision as to whether to plant potatoes in checkrows or in drills 
involves such factors as the cost of labor, available soil fertility and mois- 
ture, land value, weed control, and the use of machine planters. Of these 
factors, weed control is probably the most influential. The statements of 
many growers in Steuben County concerning their reason for checkrow 
planting emphasized the facility of weed control by cross cultivation in 
times when hand labor is scarce or when the pressure of other farm work or 
a wet season might make weed control otherwise difficult. The cost of 
labor as a determining factor is debatable, for, while checkrowing may 
reduce to a minimum the cost of taking care of the crop, the seed may be 
planted at less cost when planters are used, and planters cannot be used 
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to plant the hills in checkrows. Moreover, while a marker is carried by 
the machine planter, extra labor is necessary to mark the field in checks 
for checkrow planting. As is shown in later tables, less seed per acre is 
usually planted by the checkrow system than by the drill method, since 
the seed pieces are spaced farther apart. Therefore, from the standpoint 
of land economy, checkrowing is the less desirable method where land is 
high in value, as on Long Island. An ample spacing between hills is shown 
by the typical checkrowed field in Steuben County illustrated in figure 144. 

Fic. 144. A CHECKROWED POTATO FIELD, COMMON IN STEUBEN COUNTY 

The smaller amount of seed planted per unit of space in the checkrow 
system may be desirable wherever soil moisture and fertility are likely to 
be taxed to their limit. However, the foregoing studies on the relation 
between rate of planting and yield do not indicate that this point was 
reached in Steuben County in 1912. 
Harwood (1893) reported comparative yields from twenty-four experi- 

ments conducted at the Michigan station, in which the varieties Early 
Ohio-and Rural New Yorker No. 2 were planted in hills and in drills. 
These tests are especially valuable because equal amounts of seed per acre 
were used in both systems of planting. Altho drill planting did not 
always give the higher yield, the general average showed a difference of 
12 bushels per acre for the Early Ohio and 29 bushels for Rural New 
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Yorker No. 2 in favor of this method. These differences were due, 
not to a difference in rate of planting, but to the system of spacing 
the seed pieces. Shepperd and Churchill (1911), using the variety Early 
Ohio and varying the rate of planting according to the space between 
seed pleces, compared the yields from planting at distances of from 10 to 
36 inches in the row. Here the yield decreased directly as the interspace 
increased, the 10-inch spacing giving the best yield. Zavitz (1916), in a 
six-years test, using equal-sized large whole seed and equal-sized medium 
whole seed, compared the results of spacing the seed 1, 2, and 3 feet. 
While his total yields increased directly as the spacing decreased, he 
obtained the largest net yield from the 2-foot spacing of large whole seed 
and from the 1-foot spacing of medium whole seed. In another test, 
running for nine years and with the same rate of planting in both systems 
of spacing, he compared the yields from planting in checks 33 inches 
apart and from planting in the drill row with the seed pieces 1 foot apart. 
The results showed a nine-years average difference of 39.8 bushels per 
acre in favor of the drill-planted seed. From a review of the tests here 
reported, it appears that, irrespective of rate of planting, the yield from 
planting in drills is generally better than that from planting in checkrows. 

None of the 330 Long Island growers who were questioned regarding 
their 1912 crop had planted in checkrows. The almost universal use of 
planters in this region precludes the possibility of planting by the check- 
row method. Furthermore, the greater land values encourage economy 
of space, and the better yields from closer planting have convinced the 
growers of this region that drill planting is the better method. The method 
of planting most common in each of the four surveyed regions is indicated 
in table 67: 

TABLE 67. System oF PLANTING IN THE FouR REGIONS SURVEYED © 

Per cent of Per cent of 
Region growers planting | growers planting 

in drills by checkrow 

Tongs lard rlQi arene cece ike eer hee cnmete een ee 100 0 
Steuben! Counpy..alOl2see Ms. Sees ee eee oes 29 Wl 
Mionroey Counting Oils pasar el oe ene ee 74 26 
Franklin and Clinton Counties, 1913................ 18 82 

In contrast to the conditions on Long Island, approximately three-fourths 
of the crop in Steuben and in Franklin and Clinton Counties was planted in 
checkrows. This may be accepted as evidence that relatively cheap land 
and searcity of labor make this the better method for these regions. About 
three-fourths of the Monroe County crop was planted in drills in 1913. 
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The influence of the planting system on yield and on the amount of seed 
used is strikingly shown, for these three regions, in table 68. As is indicated 
in this table, in all three regions the drill system of planting gave an average 

TABLE 68. RELATION OF PLANTING SYSTEM TO YIELD IN THREE OF THE REGIONS SURVEYED 

Planted in drills Planted by checkrow 

Esa ES Ss - ; a 

x Nae Average ernouiite everere Ne Average ae ae wee BEE 
Region lise yield of seed a es yield | of seed Moss 

of DEE used manure of per | _—_used manure 
farms gicte Der and farms Bere |). Bet and 

(bushels) acre fertilizer (bushels) acre fertili 
(bushels) = (bushels) SNE Ses 

Steuben County, 1912... 101 153.0 12.2 $12.09 251 129.2 | 9.2 $ 9.35 
Monroe County, 1913...| 221 128.5 13.2 11.91 77 120.6 10.2 9.68 
Franklin and _ Clinton 4 

Counties Gils. ce ce 54 188.4 14.5 12.94 243 Weidner 11.4 13.20 

Porm sae RS S16 lace Pe ee eee a Briahete tak Reer tS eae 

a Ge eae 156.6 13.3 | $12.31 142.3 | 10.3 | $10.74 

yield varying from 7.9 to 23.8 bushels per acre higher than that from plant- 
ing in checkrows. It is shown further that invariably about 3 bushels 
more of seed per acre was required to plant by the drill system. The 
yield was sufficiently higher from this method, however, to more than 
pay for the extra seed necessary. 

On the basis of yield alone, these results favor the drill system of planting 
for all the regions surveyed. However, it is possible that there are seasons 
in which weed control is largely dependent on the possibility of cross 
cultivation. The choice at such times becomes one of producing a medium 
yield by checkrow planting with a minimum of labor, or a much smaller 
yield by drill planting. 

DEPTH OF PLANTING 

Depth of planting is a factor which, tho given some experimental atten- 
tion by various stations for many years, has received little consideration 
from the potato grower. The depth at which the seed piece is usually 
placed depends principally on the soil type and the method .of planting. 
Just as plowing and tillage are normally more shallow in heavy than in 
light soil, so potatoes are normally planted less deeply in heavy than in light 
soil. However, the depth at which the potato root system is allowed to 
develop depends not alone on the depth of planting, but also on the system 
of tillage employed. This is a factor too often neglected in the study of 
the influence of depth of planting on yield. For example, the seed may 
be planted shallow and the crop given ridge culture, or the seed may be 
planted deeper and the crop receive level culture. With either method 
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the root system might develop at exactly the same depth.. Therefore, in 
studying this factor by reviewing experimental data, false conclusions 
may easily be drawn. In studying it by survey methods, however, the 
problem is not so complicated, because of the fact that approximately 
the same system of culture is used thruout a given locality. 

Harwood (1893) reported a test of depth of planting conducted at the 
Michigan station, using three varieties and planting on sandy loam soil. 
The depth of planting was varied from 2 to 6 inches. The highest total - 
yield came from the 3-inch planting, while the 4-inch depth was second best. 
The highest marketable yield came from planting 5 inches deep, altho there 
was practically no difference between this and the 4- and 6-inch depths. 
Emerson (1907) compared the yields from plantings at from 1- to 6-inch 
depths, and obtained a constant increase in yield with each increase in . 
depth up to and including 5 inches. The 6-inch depth gave the second 
highest yield. Emerson concluded that the better quality and shape of 
the tuber resulting from planting from 4 to 5 inches deep, more than offset 
the extra labor of digging necessary for these depths. Sandsten and 
Delwiche (1909) harvested the highest total yield from the 4-inch depth of 
planting, the yield decreasing with the increase in depth below that level. 
Shepperd and Churchill (1911) compared the yields from plantings at 
depths of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 inches. The 4-inch depth gave 8 per cent 
higher yield than any deeper planting, and 4.5 per cent more than the 
3-inch depth. These investigators did not mention soil type, but reported 
the greatest yield of marketable tubers and the highest quality from the 
deeper plantings. 

Emerson (1914), studying the influence of depth of planting on the value 
of the harvested crop for seed purposes, planted at 1, 4, and 7 inches. 
Seed from the 7-inch planting yielded the best, both in total and in market- 
able yield, in both of the tests he conducted. Also, seed from the 4-inch 
planting yielded much better than did that from the 1-inch depth. Accord- 
ing to Emerson, the higher quality of the seed from such deep planting is 
probably due to the fact that it was produced under soil conditions which 
fluctuated very little in temperature and moisture. 

Clement and Werner (1917) did not mention soil type in reporting a 
six-years test on planting at depths of 38, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 inches. They 
obtained the highest marketable yield from the 4-inch depth, and there was 
a fairly consistent decrease in yield from plantings above and below that 
depth. Macoun (1905) made a thoro test of the influence of depth of 
planting, by comparing the yields for six years, on sandy loam soil, from 
planting at depths of from 1 to 8 inches. In every one of the six years he 
obtained the best yield from the 1-inch depth of planting. The second- 
best average yield came from the 3-inch planting. Since Macoun explained 
that cultivation during each season eventually placed the seed at a depth 
of about 23 inches, it cannot be correctly concluded that 1 inch was a 
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better depth to plant than 3 inches. Macoun’s yields decreased rapidly 
in the plantings that were deeper than 6 inches. Zavitz (1916), using the 
clay loam soil at the Ontario station for seven years, planted seed 1, 3, 5, 
and 7 inches deep, and practiced level cultivation. He obtained the best, 
and practically equivalent, yields from planting 3 and 5 inches deep. He 
noted that when his seed was planted either shallower or deeper than 4 
inches, the new tubers showed a tendency to develop nearer the 4-inch 
level than at the depth of planting. 

The evidence presented in the foregoing experiments indicates that, 
depending to some extent on the soil type and the kind of tillage, the yields 
are usually better when the seed is planted about 4 inches deep than when 
it is planted either shallower or deeper. The fact that tubers tend to’. 
form near the 4-inch level, irrespective of depth of planting, is in itself an 
indication that soil moisture and temperature are the most favorable at 
this depth. While seed planted deeper is normally subjected to tempera- 
tures too cool for rapid growth, and the resulting crop forms too deep to 
be dug easily, seed planted less deep is subjected to a greater fluctuation 
in moisture and temperature, resulting in ill-shaped tubers and very often 
in a high proportion of sunburned or even blighted tubers. 

In this investigation an attempt was made to determine whether soil 
type and method of planting have any influence on depth of planting. 
The average depth of planting in each region, by machine, by hand, and 
for the region, is shown in table 69: 

TABLE 69. DerpruH oF PLANTING IN THE FoUR REGIONS SURVEYED 

ce 

| A reheat Average Average 
ae aa depth depth 

Region | 1 oe A planted planted 
| P fea) by machine by hand 

(inches (inches) (inches) 

yon eels Ont cone et Sets wicsarss Rok Be 2.8 3h 
Steuben County, MN! Sas SM IAD Sei ge 3.1 3.0 oa 
Monroe oumtiyae! 9 liteniiae va ceee eee ae | 3.2 Dak 3.0 
Franklin and Clinton Counties, 1913...... | 2.6 3.2 2.5 

Of the four regions, the deepest planting is found on Long Island and 
the shallowest in Franklin and Clinton Counties. Inasmuch as the 
potato soils of these two regions are lighter than those of either Steuben or 
Monroe County, no influence of soil type on depth of planting is evident 
in this study. The only significant influence of method of planting on 
‘depth is in Franklin and Clinton Counties, where machine-planted potatoes 
were placed, on the average, 0.7 inch deeper than those planted by hand. 
Whether or not the average depth of planting shown for each region 
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approximates the optimum depth is considered in the following paragraphs 
and tables. 

The relation of this factor to yield on Long Island in 1912 is shown in 
table 70. The depth of planting appears to have influenced the yield in 

TABLE 70. Revation oF DEPTH OF PLANTING TO YIELD ON 329 Lone IsLAND Farms In 1912 

Average 
Average ah on Average 

Depth planted Number yield 3 Be eee value of 
(inches) of farms per acre Ee ae manure and 

(bushels) (hashel) fertilizer 

Wess thandhan acmrepacccoie seu 68 166.7 1271 $30.25 
FLO ERIC IO of cicmaR eae R ee 144 178.0 12:5 32.60 
AO ata.cy state. etohs BCI ee ORAM 99 176.7 12.9 33.41 
Oana sMoretye ee eer, cee ee 18 182.2 12.8 33.65 

SOG I Las i ta RS NE 3 SOO EEE Te cee bes codecs cumymi seu sistas. Meal |e teeta ee eee 

Averape, 3 oumehes say iti aa dareen |e waka 175.6 12.5 $32.42 

this region very little. Altho the average yield increased slightly as the 
depth increased, the increase in yield beyond the 3-inch depth was no 
greater than would probably be due to the slight increase in seed and in 
the value of manure and fertilizer used. Apparently, the average depth of 
3.3 inches for 1912 was approximately the best. 

The results of a similar study in Steuben County are shown in table 71: 

TABLE 71. Rewatron or Depra oF PLANTING TO YIELD ON 360 STEUBEN County FARMS 
In 1912 

eee EN A erige re ent 

Depth planted Number yield este au value of BEN OME 
(inches) of farms er acre seed used manure and yield 

ih hels) per acre fertili rotted in 
yshes (bushels) oe, field 

LEDS SAS Sees rps le 6 148.1 10.1 $ 9.39 130) 
DESMA oo 83 139.6 1082 11.09 14.5 
Se ete a Rene ED RP 179 134.4 10.1 9.79 an, 
4 and more......... 92 136.0 10.1 9.97 17.4 

Totaly eae ee 1c] Oe Ce eve like Sah Ae ee | REE eNO lke a 8 hts dc , 

AV erage onl en Ghesia| mer ete) 136.4 10.1 $10.06 15.2 
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Altho six growers are too few to permit of the drawing of definite conclusions 
as to the shallowest planting found, there is considerable evidence that 
planting not more than 2 inches deep in the heavy soils of Steuben County 
is desirable, at least in a year as wet as was 1912. Under a constant rate 
of planting at all depths, and with the least manure and fertilizer used at 
the shallowest depth of planting, this depth gave the highest average 
yield and the smallest percentage of field-rotted tubers in 1912. In fact, 
the percentage of field rot increased with the depth of planting. Assuming 
that there had been no rot from blight and wet weather that year, the 
average yield of the fields planted at the shallowest depth would still have 
been the highest. 

The relation of depth of planting to yield in Monroe County in 1913 is 
shown in table 72. It is clear from this table that in 1913, planting shal- 

TABLE 72. Revation oF DEPTH OF PLANTING TO YIELD ON 26) MonrdEr County Farms 
In 1913 

| 

; Average eRe Average 
Depth planted Number yield eee a value of 

(inches) of farms per acre Se S manure and 
per acre SS 

(bushels) (St) fertilizer 

17 ORS en ee St ee SE eee a 11 151.5 14) $10.43 
ee eR , . Cha en Se 67 143.1 12.8 Wile iil 
AL RRMA Relay AS CLE SE ek Meds BOR 110 131 12.6 11.83 
APTN OGER fen. bs ENE ead heen 72 132.6 Ws 11.91 

iG taleereg cere eh oh cee ZO bees baer ee et ack AA lal |e Ps Soha coees a. crellh Gees ete eee 

AVELAPer ot QnChes: fc: ih isa to ba eee 135.6 12.6 $11.61 

lower than the average of this region would have given more than average 
yields. With the least seed and fertilizer, the shallowest-planted fields 
gave the highest yields. Since the potato soils of this region are heavier 
than those of either Long Island or Franklin and Clinton Counties, -and, 
in fact, are rather heavier than ideal potato soil should be, this gives further 
evidence that potatoes should be planted shallower on heavy than on light 
soils. With an increase in the value of manure and fertilizer, and an 
approximately constant amount of seed used per acre, an increase in depth 
of planting was accompanied by decreased yield on fields planted deeper 
than 2 inches. 

The importance of depth of planting as influencing yield in FranlNin and 
Clinton Counties is shown in table 73. The average yields in this region 
increased with the depth of planting, down to a depth of 4inches. <A part 
of this increase must be attributed to an increased use of seed and fertilizer. 
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TABLE 73. RELATION OF DeptTu oF PLANTING TO YIELD ON 300 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON 
County Farms 1n 1913 

Average 
Average t of Average 

Depth planted Number yield eer 4 value of 
(inches) of farms per acre piper hes manure and 

per acre a 
(bushels) (buctiele) fertilizer 

Whéss ham keel tence ein oe ke NPS Lie2 $12.27 
Fa re Ab Saree ena MaMa NE bil 175.4 11.9 12.95 
Sa Naa ie bleed TS ot AA oaks ek RR ar 91 184.9 W683 13225 
Avan Gum OLE ate MAR ee eka 54 182.6 12.4 S225) 

ARO Galle Ue eae oe ee ee Pe DOOD |! ics eochsaetereyoad tale atte eet al | ah alee ee) a 

Average, 2.Ganches.Ge.e cases hl Nee els 179.3 12.0 $13.01 

The evidence in table 73 indicates that the yields began to decrease from 
planting at depths greater than 4 inches. Evidently, in soils as light as 
those of this locality, planting at greater depths than the average of 2.6 
inches for 1913 may be recommended. 

Depth of planting is a factor which would require controlled experi- 
ments covering several years in order to determine the most effective 
depth for any given region. The evidence of a single year from the sur- 
veyed regions indicates that in the heavier soils it is safe to plant shallower, 
and in the lighter soils deeper, than the average depth for 1912 and 1913. 

DEPTH OF CULTIVATION 

The term cultivation has been used so promiscuously in agricultural 
literature that it ‘seems well to define its limitations as used in this study 
before entering on any discussion of its influence on the yield of potatoes. 
Cultivation has for its primary objects, weed control and moisture con- 
servation. Any operation on the crop after it is up, which stirs the soil 
for either or both of these purposes, is therefore included within the meaning 
of the term as here used. Such operations as using the weeder, pulling 
weeds, hoeing, and hilling or ridging the crop, are comprehended by the 
term. This will account for the great frequency of cultivation noted 
in the studies of the influence of this factor on yield. 
Harwood (1893) reported the results of forty-four tests on the influence 

of depth of cultivation on yield. Considering 1.5 inches as shallow and 
5 inches as deep culture, forty of the forty-four tests gave total and 
marketable yields favoring deep culture. As a rule, the greatest yield of 
small and sunburned tubers was obtained from shallow culture. Schweit- 
zer (1896), in a one-year test on potatoes planted 4 inches deep, compared 
deep and shallow tillage. Altho his yields were almost equal, he obtained 
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a slightly higher marketable yield from deep cultivation and a slightly higher total yield from shallow cultivation. 
Information on depth of cultivation in the four regions surveyed, was obtained in relative terms, denoting general depth rather than actual inches. The variation in depth thruout the growing season was noted also. It has therefore not been possible to make any definite correlation of this factor with yield in these studies, because of the fact that much variation in opinion may have existed among growers as to just what constituted deep, medium, or shallow culture. Furthermore, it is a common practice in all four regions to ridge the rows more or less late in the growing season. This practice really amounts to a deep cultivation at the center of the row while little or none is given close to the plants. Altho considerable varia- tion in the depth of cultivation was found at different times during the growing season, a plurality of the growers practiced relatively deep early- season cultivation and shallow late-season cultivation. This would seem to be good cultural practice, inasmuch as deep tillage early would enlarge the soil area suited to tuber and root development, while shallower tillage later would avoid undue root pruning and disturbance after tuber forma- tion. 
The practice with respect to this factor, and its apparent influence on yield in each of the regions, is shown in table 74. Of the 1290 growers 

TABLE 74. Re vation or SEASONAL Drptu OF CULTIVATION TO YIELD IN THE Four REeGIoNns 
SURVEYED 

Long Island, | Steuben County, | Monroe County, Franklin and 
1912 1912 1913 Clinton Counties, 

Type of 
cultivation Num-|} Average | Num- Average | Num-| Average | Num- Average 

ber yield ber yield ber yield ber yield 
of per acre of per acre of per acre of per acre 

farms | (bushels) | farms (bushels) | farms | (bushels) | farms (bushels) 

Deep early and 
shallow late... .. 267 172.9} 164 141.5] 106 146.0 89 183.7 Medium early and 
medium late... . 9 165.1 112 IPR} 21 130.3 58 72a Deep early and 
deep late....... 34 195.0 38 149.5 67 128.5 35 Oa: Deep early and 
medium late... . 12 149.3 23 121.6 29 122.9 30 196.2 

ota ed iN ees Pe) BOO leh cod ya Mle oe Re 223K eae 22 | Sees eee 

INVOTAGE Te os. noes LCS) PP) ee STA al nee TSC ial eee. 181.2 
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concerned in the whole survey, approximately 1100 practiced one of. the 
four types of cultivation listed in this table. Each of the remainder prac- 
ticed one of the other possible five types of deep, medium, and shallow 
early- and late-season cultivation. On the basis of weighted averages, the 
best average yields were obtained from deep cultivation early in the season 
and shallow cultivation late. 

RIDGE AS COMPARED WITH LEVEL CULTURE 

The system of potato culture in vogue almost universally thruout the 
New England and Middle Atlantic States has been that of varying degrees 
of ridging or hilling. An extreme ridging, comparable to that followed in 
Aroostook County, Maine, is practiced in Franklin and Clinton Counties. 
In only a few limited areas, notably the Long Island potato areas, is any- 
thing approaching level cultivation common in ‘these sections of the 
United States. Regardless of the fact that several station experiments 
have shown superior merit in point of yield from level culture, ridge culture 

_1s by far the commoner. The more obvious advantages of ridge culture 
consist in (1) greater ease in digging, (2) more efficient weed control by 
covering rather than by removing and disturbing the root system close to 
the row, (8) more friable soil for tuber development, (4) protection of tubers 
from the spores of the late-blight fungus (Phytophthora infestans), and (5) 
greater surface evaporation of moisture, a factor of special value on heavy 
soils in regions of possible excess, or poorly distributed, growing-season 
rainfall. 

Geismar (1905) compared hill and level culture on both fall- and spring- 
planted potatoes. His yields favored level culture for both the fall- and 
the spring-planted crops by 5 and 7 per cent increases, respectively. Geis- 
mar very mistakenly added these increases and credited the total to the 
advantage of level culture. This was a blight year at the Michigan 
station, and, altho Geismar stated that the damage from the disease was 
confined to the tops, it is possible that some protection from ridging was 
furnished the ridged plots, and that in a dry year the advantage in level 
culture would have been even greater. Stone (1905), at the Cornell 
station, compared various frequencies of hilled and level culture for five 
years on medium light soil. In each of these years, the yields were best 
under level culture, the differences ranging from 1 to 37 bushels per acre, 
the average favoring level culture by 14 bushels. Stone did not explain 
why the smallest differences in yield occurred in the two driest years, when 
the greatest advantage from level culture might have been expected. 
During three of these five years, he compared continuous level culture up 
to nine cultivations, with laying by and ridging the crop after from three 
to five cultivations. In these tests, the continuous level culture gave an 
average advantage of 54 bushels per acre. Shepperd and Churchill 
(1911), altho reporting no data, stated that level culture has given far better 
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results than ridging in North Dakota, even in sections having the heaviest 
rainfall. 

Since the system of cultivation as well as the depth of planting may have 
a part in determining the ultimate depth of the seed piece, this factor of 
depth of seed piece should be controlled in all tests of the influence of system 
of cultivation on yield. Woods and Bartlett (1909) and Woods (1911) 
reported a comparison of the yields from shallow planting and high ridging 
and from medium planting and medium ridging. In these tests the depth 
of seed piece was constant. The medium-ridge culture gave a three- 
years average yield of 10 bushels per acre more than the high-ridge culture. 
Woods (1914), reporting a continuation of these tests but including deep 
planting and level culture, showed a four-years average yield for the years 
1910 to 1913, inclusive, of 276 bushels per acre from medium ridging, 261 
bushels per acre from level culture, and 232 bushels per acre from high 
ridging. Thus, over a long period of years, in a region of relatively high 
rainfall and with the depth of seed piece constant, the yields favored a 
system ranging from medium-ridge to level culture. Because of the 
greater difficulty of harvesting the crop from level culture, however, Woods 
concluded that, for Maine conditions of soil and climate, there is little 
choice between these three methods. 
Macoun (1905) reported four-years average yields, from level and from 

ridge culture, favoring ridge culture by 22 bushels per acre. Level culture 
proved the better in one of the four years, and, altho one of the four was 
a drought year, this was not the year in which the level culture yielded 
the best. Macoun’s results were obtained at the Ottawa station, in a moist 
sandy loam not subject to drying out. Zavitz (1916), in a nine-years 
test, obtained an average difference of 7.6 bushels per acre in favor of ridge 
culture. He stated that three of the nine years were comparatively dry, 
and in these three years level culture gave the higher yields. Clinton 
(1916), in a six-years comparison of ridge and level culture, obtained yields 
slightly favoring ridge culture during three years and yields slightly favor- 
ing level culture during the remaining three years. He concluded that 
the only difference in the influence of these two systems on yield is in an 

advantage from a lower percentage of blight rot under the ridge-culture 

system. 

It must be concluded from the above review of experiments that, in 

general, level culture has given slightly better yields than has ridging. 

The advantage has been most marked in dry years and in the lighter 

soils. Depending on regional soil type and seasonal rainfall, however, 

the advantages generally conceded to ridging should be considered in choos- 

ing the best system to fit a specific locality. : 

Owing to the lack of variation in tillage methods within each of the 

regions studied, it was not possible to correlate this factor with yield by 

survey methods. Altho some variation in the degree of ridging exists 
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within each region, lack of information on a definite measurement of this 
degree makes its use in these studies impossible. 

Level culture is the system generally understood to be practiced on Long 
Island. However, nearly all the growers there, while maintaining level 
culture thruout most of the season, cultivate a slight ridge toward the row 
late in the season, at either the last or the last two cultivations. The 
reasons given by growers of the 1912 crop for this practice, were (1) that 
digging was made easier and (2) that the tubers were protected from the 
spores of the late-blight fungus. Altho the potato soils of Long Island are 
relatively light in texture, the growing-season rainfall of this region, as 
shown in figure 127 (page 1149), is relatively high. All growers of the 
1912 crop reported the practice of level culture. 

In Steuben County a system of relatively high ridging is practiced. A 
ridge is gradually worked toward the row at each cultivation thruout the 
season, and this is increased late in the season by a specialized implement 
called a hiller. Because of the heavy soil of this region, ridge culture is 
doubtless of some merit due to the greater ease in harvesting and the 
protection from blight rot which it affords. All the growers whose 1912 
crop was studied practiced ridge culture. 

Of the 300 growers in Monroe County, 272 reported the practice of 
level culture, with a shght ridging toward the end of the growing season. 
The other 28 growers in this region practiced continuous level culture in 
1913. 

Only 1 of the 300 growers in Franklin and Clinton Counties practiced 
level culture in 1918. Ridging is here begun as soon as the crop is up, 
the tops, and such weeds as have grown since planting, being covered at 
that time. By the end of the growing season an extreme ridge has been 
developed, greater than that used in Steuben County. Altho the grow- 
ing-season rainfall of this region is almost as high as that of Long Island, 
the light soils which prevail in most of the section do not seem to warrant 
such extreme ridging. This is a problem apparently impossible of solution 
by survey methods and one requiring years of test. 

FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION 

Cultivation as a prime requisite of good crop yields thru its resulting 
in weed control, moisture conservation, and increased availability of plant 
food, is one of the oldest known practices of agriculture. However 
very few experiments of value have been conducted for the express pur- 
pose of determining the optimum frequency of cultivation. The value 
of such tests is, of course, dependent on such other factors as duration of 
the experiment, condition of the-seed bed, replication, and time of cultiva- 
tion. Conclusions drawn must give due consideration to the available 
soil moisture and fertility and the soil type under which the test is 
conducted. 
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Stone (1905), in a carefully controlled experiment covering six years 
at the Cornell station, compared the yields of potatoes from cultivating 
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, eleven, and thirteen times during 
the season. During these years he obtained average yields favoring 
seven, eight, and nine cultivations, by from 8 to 100 bushels per acre. 
The plots were replicated from two to four times. Stone’s tests showed 
clearly that under the conditions of his experiment it was possible to culti- 
vate beyond the limit of maximum production. Emerson (1907) compared 
yields from what he called poor, medium, and thoro cultivation. Under 
poor tillage, the land was harrowed three times and cultivated twice, the 
land not being kept free from weeds even early in the season. Under 
medium tillage, the land was harrowed three times and cultivated four 
times, the weeds growing only in the rows after the crop was nearly ripe. 
Under thoro tillage, four harrowings and six cultivations were given, no 
weeds being allowed to grow. The yield of the medium-cultivated crep 
exceeded that from poor tillage by 60 per cent and that from thoro tillage 
by about 9 per cent. Emerson concluded (1) that tillage can be overdone, 
(2) that cultivation to control weeds only is sufficient, and (8) that, in 
eastern Nebraska, two or three harrowings and five or six cultivations are 
sufficient for potatoes. 

The high frequency of cultivation recorded for some of the regions 
included in this study must not be construed to mean that this frequency 
applies only to operations with a cultivator. As already explained, all 
operations which stir the soil and control weeds after planting are included. 
Inasmuch as the rate of planting and the value of manure and fertilizer 
have already been shown to be very influential on yield, frequency of 
cultivation is here studied for each region in connection with these factors. 

Frequency of cultivation on Long Island 

Long Island is the only region, of the four surveyed, in which the Hal- 
lock weeder is used extensively. This implement is used principally just 
before or just after the crop comes up. Having a broad sweep, it removes 
very efficiently those small weed seedlings which develop between planting 
time and the time at which the plants come up. Since the entire crop in 
this region is planted in drills, cross cultivation is impossible and much 
hand hoeing is therefore done to remove the weeds that develop during 
the growing season. Many growers reported also hand pulling of weeds. 
These operations, in addition to the usual cultivations between the rows, 
resulted in the highest frequency of cultivation in this region, the average 
in 1912 being 10.9 times. 

The relation of this factor to yield, under constant rates of planting, 
is shown in table 75. The averages for the 329 farms listed in this table 
indicate that in 1912 it did not pay to cultivate more than ten times. 
In fact, these averages seem to indicate that frequency of cultivation above 
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TABLE 75. RELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND Rats oF PLANTING, TO YIELD, 
on 329 Lone IsLAND Farms IN 1912 

Less than 12 

Amount of seed planted 

From 12 to 14 14 bushels and 
Average 

Num berlof tunes bushels bushels | more 

cultivated | 
Niue Average Nume Average Nata Average Nine Average 

| ber of ae ie beret Fen ae peu as bee oe bene ee ae 
farms) (pushels) | aoe |) (oushele)) |e | (ousheley) hon (naked) 

Less than 10...... 44 183.7 42 165.5 28 190.9 |} 114 176.6 
UGS NBs boeing omee oe 59 158.7 Sy) 183.9 24 194.1 135 Lifeceal 
13 and more....... 35 15a 32 157.4 13 222.8 80 168.6 

otal ee conceal kl ooult Re terer re 2G erence Govt ae eeene S290" cae eee 

Aversa dak ae ae 166.2 7OE2 197.8 N76 

ten was not influential on yield. A further study of the table, however, 
shows that as the rate of planting increased, the efficiency of the higher 
frequencies of cultivation increased. This phenomenon may possibly 
be explained by considering it in connection with the figures in table 76, 

TABLE 76. RELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND VALUE OF MANURE AND FERTI- 
LIZER, TO YIELD, ON 330 Lone Istanp Farms In 1912 

Value of manure and fertilizer: 

Number of tithes Less than $30 | From $30 to $40} $40 and TOT Average 

cultivated Nowe Average Ne Average Nia Average Nunn Average 

ber of 7 ss eee ber of n a ped ber of “4 a en ber of ae e 

cue (bushels) farms (bushels) itt (bushels) farms (bushels) 

Less than 10...... 32 Hea.) 65 181.2 18 166.5 115:| 178.4 
ICH owiee so aabanclk wae 155.7 62 191.2 16 191.9 1355) alee 
13 and more...... 40 151.1 26 163.1 14 217.9 80 | 168.6 

Mogalee: HALO Mane Ree tea 1OSiea|h sete see AQT ailivrate tetatets 330?" eeoneee 

IAVCrAp eh rece eal one 158.7 182.2 194.4 175.5 

showing the relation of frequency of cultivation and value of manure 
and fertilizer to yield. The variation in the average yields in tables 75 
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and 76 exhibits a very obvious similarity. It is evident in both tables 
that more than ten cultivations were efficient only when the greater 
amounts of seed and of manure and fertilizer were used. This may 
indicate either that a greater amount of tillage was necessary to control 
the greater weed growth produced by the increased fertility, or that 
more tillage was necessary to make available sufficient plant food to 
support the increased stand of potatoes. It may be concluded that, on 
the average, it did not pay to cultivate potatoes more than ten times in 
this region in 1912. The coefficient of correlation between this factor 
and yield, as shown in figure 145, is —0.087 + 0.037. This slightly 

Yield per acre, in bushels 
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Fig. 145. CORRELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND YIELD ON 330 LONG ISLAND 
FARMS IN 1912 

negative value indicates that the average frequency was a little too high 
for maximum production. However, the relatively high probable error 
renders the coefficient insignificant. 

Frequency of cultivation in Steuben County 

Cultivation was not so thoroly practiced in Steuben County in 1912, as 
on Long Island, the average frequency being 7.6 cultivations. Weed 
control is much more of a problem here than elsewhere because of the 
fact that potatoes are usually grown on sod land of several years standing 
and on land containing a considerable quantity of weed seed or stubble. 
Furthermore, the seed bed is here more poorly prepared than in most 
other regions because of the susceptibility of the soil to extreme puddling. 
Under these conditions, the factor of frequency of cultivation would be 
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expected to have a direct positive influence on yield. The relationship of 
this factor and the rate of planting, to yield, is shown in table 77: 

TABLE 77. 
on 349 SteuBEN County Farms In 1912 

RELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND RATE OF PLANTING, TO YIELD, 

Amount of seed planted 

From 10 to 14 From 14 to 18 : From 6 to 10 
Number of times bushels bushels bushels Average 

cultivated 
Nua Average Ne Average Num Average Niue Average 

ber of yield ber of | ce ber of | _¥ icla yield 
per acre per acre per acre per acre 

farms | (sushels) | *#"™5 | (bushels) | ‘85 | (bushels) | 2"™8 | (bushels) 

1a ce eee sean 78f5 122.5 70 135.6 4 168.6 152 130.3 
eterna cera 67 12375 97 141.5 10 201.3 174 138.0 
T=) eliconteacrs eae a eee 2 108.3 15 164.2 6 192.1 23 168.4 

MotalMeaey ayy steerer A vodalig ecco PLS 2T Sense ZO al Meet tack B49) |e eee 

IAVICTAG EK mera eee 122.8 141.4 191.3 136.4 

Four of the groups studied in table 77 contain too few farms to give 
reliable results, yet the study shows clearly enough that the average yields 
increased as the frequency of cultivation increased, irrespective of the 

TABLE 78. RELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND VALUE OF MANURE 
AND FERTILIZER, TO YIELD, ON 147 SteuBeN County Farms IN 1912 

Number of times 
From $4 to $12 

Value of manure and fertilizer 

From $12 to $20 | From $20 to $50 

cultivated Nien Average Nagas Average NEE Average 

ber of a ber of 7 gio a ber of 5 ee 

farms'|' (pushels) | ™™5 | (bushels) |@2°"" | (bushels) 

LSA Rat an ee 23 136.5 20 150P 5 165.9 
A Ra SES) AP 35 142.4 24 172.5 21 165.7 
Cap eee oe 10 166.0 4 169.9 5 173.5 

Total GSE on eters AS! «3 eaicteaceats SLO sea Series 

AV GTA GR hie ols es 145.0 167.1 

Average 

Average Num- : 
ber of | _™ eld 
farms | Pet acre 

(bushels) 

48 145.0 
80 157.0 
19 168.4 

TAG) +) eee 

155.1 
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rate of planting. To further allay suspicion that the increased yields, 
apparently due to increased cultivation, were not in part due to corre- 
sponding increases in the value of manure and fertilizer, a study of this 
factor in connection with value of manure and fertilizer is presented in 
table 78. Altho comparatively few farms are involved in the study in 
this table, the positive influence of frequency of cultivation on yield 
is well shown. In contrast to Long Island, it is apparent that growers 
in this region did not exceed the profitable limit in number of cultivations 
in 1912. This statement is further proved by the coefficient of correla- 
tion, 0.231 + 0.034, shown in figure 146. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 
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r= 0.231 + 0.034 

Fig. 146. CORRELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND YIELD ON 360 STEUBEN COUNTY 
FARMs IN 1912 

bo j=) i=) — (Sy) lor) oO 

Frequency of cultivation in Monroe County 

The common rotation of one to two years of cultivated crops, followed 
by two years of grain, followed by only one to two years of hay, makes 
the problem of weed control less of a limiting factor to yield in Monroe 
County than in Steuben County. The growing-season rainfall for this 
region, however, as shown in figure 127, is lower than that for the other 
three areas, and, because of this, cultivation for moisture conservation 
might be presumed important. The average frequency of cultivation 
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in 1913 was 8.1 times. 
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The relation of this factor, in connection with 
the rate of planting and the value of manure and fertilizer, to yield, is 
shown in tables 79 and 80, respectively: 

TABLE 79. Rexation or FREQUENCY oF CULTIVATION AND RaTE OF PLANTING, TO 
YIELD, oN 300 Monror County Farms 1n 1913 

Amount of seed planted 

Less than 12 From 12 to 15 15 bushels and Margot 
Number of times bushels bushels more sven 

cultivated —- : 

ney Average Nae Average Nan: Average Nuns Average 

ber of peg [BEEOE| oS none | BEE! | dr cone (BECO ar aang 
farms (bushels) farms (bushels) farms (bushels) farms (bushels) 

Messithanke/mers ss 34 sleet: 29 117.9 15 112.1 76 116.6 
(a One oa 41 115.3 50 114.4 23 145.6 124 120.8 
9 and more....... 25 1S} 7 54 133.6 21 ino 100 138.8 

otal seco ee ts sca COO al Ge keys. sec TAB ara latsciecactes Die alee.cueetea BO) Ml SoiseS on 6 - 

AWiELASC Aran ete 115.4 122i 150.1 126.2 

TABLE 80. Renation oF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND VALUE OF MANURE AND 
Fertiiizer, TO YIEuD, ON 300 Monrok County Farms In 1913 

6 

Value of manure and fertilizer 

Number of times | Less than $10 | From $10 to $20| $20 and more Average 

cultivated FSS Se a) ee il 
Average Average Average verage 

Num- ; Num : Num- : Num- : 
ber of yield ber of yield ber of | _¥ teld ber of | eld 
farms | P&T 8°F€ | farms | PET 2°Fe | farms | Pet 2°Fe | farms | Per acre 

(bushels) (bushels) (bushels) (bushels) 

Less than 7....... 36 106.8 33 122.6 7 137.6 76 | 116.6 
(EE ad Se tram baerae 59 114.2 56 125.9 9 133.9 124 | 120.8 
9 and more....... 41 120.6 47 150.1 11 159.2 100 138.8 

SMO Fle RS aie ms TSO Lis aee cr: TSG fouls secur PASSES | mete ts Pal 300) erese eee 

Average.......... 114.4 134.3 145.5 12652 

Altho increased frequency of cultivation did not produce increased 
yields for growers using less than 12 bushels of seed per acre, this does 
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not apply to the growers who used more seed. Furthermore, since the 
group of growers using less than 12 bushels of seed per acre included those 
who planted in checkrows, it was doubtless possible to control weeds 
with fewer cultivations than were necessary for fields planted in drills. 
A fairly consistent positive influence of frequency of cultivation on yield, 
irrespective of the value of manure and fertilizer used, is shown in table 
80. It is evident that the highest frequencies of cultivation were pro- 
ductive of profitably increased yields except for the few growers who, 
because of checkrow planting which made cross cultivation possible, were 
able to control the weeds with fewer cultivations. The coefficient 0.169 
+ 0.038 (fig. 147), while small, is positive and is significant in value. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 
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Fic. 147. CORRELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND YIELD ON 300 MONROE COUNTY 
FARMS IN 1913 

Frequency of cultivation in Franklin and Clinton Counties 

Cultivation in Franklin and Clinton Counties is not generally continued 
as late in the growing season as in most other regions of the State. On 
the other hand, ridging is begun early in the season and the crop is given the 
final ridging soon after blossoming. The average number of cultivations 
in this region in 1913 was 6.3. As shown in table 15, this was the only 
region of the four in which a very significant proportion of the total acreage 
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was plowed in the fall. 
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This practice allows earlier and better seedbed 
preparation in the spring than would otherwise be possible, and makes 
later cultivations during the growing season less necessary. The relation 
of this factor in connection with the amount of seed and the value of manure 
and fertilizer used, to yield, in 1913, is shown in tables 81 and 82, respec- 

- ABLE 81. RELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND RATE OF PLANTING, TO YIELD, 
on 300 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON County Farms 1n 1913 

Amount of seed planted 

From 12 to 14 14 bushels and. Less than 12 
Number of times bushels bushels more SES 

cultivated 

_| Average Average Average _| Average 
Name) yield | Num] ~ yield yield |NU™-| "yield 

per acre per acre per acre per acre 
HE (bushels) aes (bushels) eee (bushels) us (bushels) 

Less than 6....... 46 |} 164.1 49 | 184.0 30 189.0 IPAS | Lea 
SSA er Meyer 41} 162.5 35 | 192.0 30 204.8 106 | 187.7 

8 and more....... 38 | 159.6 20 |} 191.2 iil 184.5 69 | 172.0 

Motalsbaeess le LZO| eae 10) ie ete & LON tsa es 300h| 5: oc 

INE ead OO mae 162.1 188.1 195.0 179.3 

TABLE 82. ReLation oF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND VALUE OF MANURE AND 
FERTILIZER, TO YIELD, ON 297 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON County Farms IN 1913 

Value of manure and fertilizer 

Number of times | Less than $10 | From $10 to $14] $14 and more Average 

cultivated | 
_| Average _| Average _| Average _| Average 

Num) yield [note | yield RUT yield | Se ae 
"per acre per acre | per acre per acre 

farms (bushels) | UES (bushels) Soe (bushels) fap (bushels) 

Less than 6.. 24... 4a | 7800) | Can 77 B/ a8 1” 100i ast em 
CBU ets. yee 31 W737. 38 | 188.4 | 37 | 188.4 | 106| 185.2 
8 and more....... 19 | 142.5 D7 “7740. 22°" 18836 68 | 171.5 

Takalen sae. Se eer CRN es eae: Kia era ee PGI! oi se Carat 207| yep eee 

Average.......... 168.2 181.3 | 188.7 179.5 
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tively. As shown in these tables, there was no apparent gain in yield in 
1913 from cultivating more than seven times. In fact, it is question- 
able whether the small gain shown in most cases from cultivating more 
than five times was sufficient to pay the extra cost of the labor involved. 
This means that the average frequency for the year concerned was not far 
from optimum. The coefficient 0.055 + 0.039 (fig. 148), while positive, is 
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Fic. 148. - coRRELATION OF FREQUENCY OF CULTIVATION AND YIELD ON 300 FRANKLIN AND 
CLINTON COUNTY FARMS IN 1913 

too small and insignificant to indicate any real correlation of frequency of 
cultivation with yield. It must be concluded, therefore, that in practically 
all cases sufficiently frequent cultivation was given so that it was not a 
factor limiting yield. 

SPRAYING 

Spraying as a factor in potato production must have been first practiced 
in this country sometime after 1859. This is the date when the Colorado 
potato beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata) began its movement eastward from 
the Rocky Mountains (Fraser, 1912). The potentiality of this pest to 
cause complete defoliation has since resulted in the extensive use of such 
arsenical insecticides as paris green, arsenate of lead, and arsenite of 
soda, for its control. The extent to which insecticides have been used in 
a given locality has depended on the prevalence of the beetles. The fact 
that growers in a certain locality did not spray for insects during a certain 
season, is evidence that insects were scarce or almost absent. A study of 
the influence of spraying with insecticides on yield in a given region, there- 
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fore, may not be expected to show positive results. On the contrary, 
positive influence on the yield from spraying with a fungicide for the 
simultaneous control of late blight (Phytophthora infestans), early blight 
(Alternaria solanz), and tipburn, as well as for the control of flea beetles 
(EHpitrix cucumeris), may be expected in most potato regions every year 
if the spraying is done thoroly. As a standard fungicide, bordeaux mix- 
ture has been used for this purpose for about thirty-six years, the practice 
having begun in France in 1885 (Macoun, 1905). Probably the first 
systematic and continuous series of spraying experiments with bordeaux 
conducted in this country, were begun by Jones at the Vermont station 
in 1891. Lutman (1911) has reported a twenty-years summary of these 
experiments. During this period, late blight occurred fifteen years out of 
the twenty, the loss in yield from the resulting rot varying from year to 
year. These tests showed a gain in yield every year from spraying, the 
percentage of gain per acre ranging from 18 in a year of no blight, to 215 
in a year of much blight, and the average gain per acre for the twenty 
years being 64 per cent. Altho the frequency of spraying in these tests 
varied from one to five times a season, the influence of spraying cannot be 
studied because different frequencies were not used within any one year. 

Second in importance to the Vermont experiments are those of ten 
years duration conducted by the New York station at Geneva, under the 
direction of Stewart, French, and Sirrine (1912). These tests were dupli- 
cated, one series being conducted on heavy clay loam soil at Geneva, and 
the other on light sandy loam soil at Riverhead. During the test, late 
blight occurred six years out of the ten at Geneva and only three years out 
of the ten at Riverhead. As might be expected, therefore, the greater 
average gain from spraying was obtained from the Geneva plots. How- 
ever, there was not one year out of the ten on either series of plots in which 
a gain from spraying was not obtained. In years of no blight this gain 
was attributed to the control of such factors as flea beetles, early blight, 
bugs, and tipburn. Spraying every two weeks during the growing season 
was each year compared to spraying but three times. With but one slight 
exception, the more frequent spraying resulted in the higher yield. The 
ten-years average difference in yield due to this difference in frequency of 
spraying was 28.5 bushels per acre for Geneva, and 20.7 bushels per acre 
for Riverhead. Spraying every two weeks gave a ten-years average gain 
in yield of 97.5 bushels per acre at Geneva and 45.7 bushels per acre at 
Riverhead. 

Clinton (1916) reported the results of spraying in a thirteen-years 
test at the Connecticut station. Altho no data are presented on the 
influence of the various frequencies of spraying, increased yields ranging 
from 10 to 101 bushels per acre (the average being 88 bushels per acre) 
were reported. At this station, also, increased yields due to spraying were 
obtained every year, including years of no blight, in which the average 
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increase was 29 bushels per acre. In all but four of twenty-two tests, the 
increased yield more than paid the cost of spraying, the average net gain 
per acre being $15. 

Stone (1905) varied the frequency of bordeaux spraying from year to 
year in a six-years experiment in which unsprayed checkrows were used. 
But he did not vary the frequency between plots in any single year. ‘There- 
fore, no data on frequency of spraying, of any value, are available from this 
source. A gain in yield from spraying, ranging from 7 to 83 bushels per 
acre, was obtained during five of the six years. Stone did not attempt to 
explain the one year of loss apparently due to spraying, altho the loss 
averaged more than 30 bushels per acre. 
Somewhat conflicting data were obtained by Sandsten and Milward 

(1906) in a two-plot experiment of one year duration. Comparing the 
results from two, three, five, and six applications of bordeaux to each 
plot, they found, on one plot, a constant increase in yield with each increased 
application up to and including five, the increase dropping off slightly 
with six applications. The second plot showed a general tendency for 
yields to increase with the frequency of applications, but the data are 
inconsistent, three applications resulting in a yield lower than that of the 
check plot, while five applications resulted in a 172-per-cent increase. 

Testing the influence of frequency of spraying on yield in a blight-free 
year, Kohler (1909) compared yields from plots duplicated four times and 
sprayed two, three, four, and six times, respectively. His results showed 
a decrease in yield of marketable tubers, of 0.7 bushel per acre, from 
spraying two times, and increased yields of 8.4, 15.8, and 18.7 bushels per 
acre, respectively, from spraying three, four, and six times, as compared 
to check plots. A year later, when again there was no occurrence of blight, 
Kohler (1910) obtained an average increase in yield of 17.4 and 18.8 
bushels per acre over the yields of the unsprayed plots, from four and six 
applications, respectively. Kohler therefore concluded that, irrespective 
of late blight, better yields may be expected from sprayed plots because of 
the healthier condition of the foliage. 

The value of thoroness in applying bordeaux has been well demonstrated 
by Zavitz (1916) in his report of a seven-years test at the Ontario station. 
In five of the seven years, no blight rot occurred. In spite of this, both 
total and marketable yields increased directly with the frequency of 
spraying, in spraying three, four, and five times during each of the five 
years. Zavitz found that spraying both the tops and the bottoms of the 
plants in all three applications, rather than spraying only the tops, gave 

an increase in total yield of 13.5 bushels per acre, thus demonstrating the 
value of thoroness. In 1910, a year of blight rot, spraying from_two to 
six times gave a proportionate increase in the yield of sound potatoes, a 
constant increase in the length of the growing period of the plants, and a 
constant decrease in the percentage of rot in the crop. 
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Macoun (1905) did not test the influence of frequency of spraying, but by 
spraying four times in 1901 and in 1902, and five times in 1904, he obtained 
an average increased yield, for the three years, of 94.5 bushels per acre. 

In spite of the loss of millions of dollars to the growers in New York 
caused by the occurrence of blight every two or three years, and in spite of 
the proved value of bordeaux mixture as a preventive of this disease, rela- 
tively few growers make a practice of using a fungicide. Altho blight 
has frequently been epiphytotic in all four of the regions surveyed except 
Franklin and Clinton Counties, only one-third of the growers on Long 
Island in 1912, 5 per cent in Steuben County in 1912, and 25 per cent 
in Monroe County in 1918, sprayed their crops with a fungicide. 
Occasional attacks of blight have been observed in Franklin and Clin- 
ton Counties, but epiphytotics are practically unknown; and even when 
the fungus is present on the foliage, it seldom attacks the tubers to any 
serious extent in this region. Only 1 per cent of the growers in this region 
sprayed for blight prevention in 1913. So few growers used fungicide in 
Steuben, Monroe, and Franklin and Clinton Counties, that the influence of 
frequency on yield could not be studied in detail. The extent to which 
insecticides and fungicides were used in the four regions, and the average 
yields per acre under the various treatments, are given in table 83. In 

TABLE 83. SUMMARY OF SPRAYING IN THE Four REGIONS SURVEYED 
——_———— 

Franklin and L Island Steuben County, | M Count : ; aug Islan ; euben ae nty ee oe y, Clinton Counties, 

Treatment Per | Average | Per | Average | Per | Average | Per | Average 
cent yield cent yield cent yield cent yield 
of per acre of per acre of per acre of per acre 

farms | (bushels) | farms | (bushels) | farms | (bushels) | farms | (bushels) 

No spraying......|- 3 | 190.7 | 51 | 130.2 12.) 150.3) |) %36 hasaet 
Insecticide only....| 64 | 161.7 | 44 | 187.3 63) (121eb i eae leans 
Fungicide.........| 33 | 197.1 Baal ales 25 | 126.2 118283 

Average.......... 100 | 175.5 | 100 | 136.4 | 100| 126.2 | 100 | 179.3 

this table, a reliable criterion of the beneficial effects of spraying with fungi- 
cide is not evident in those cases in which the percentage of growers 
following any one of the three practices was below 15. 

Spraying on Long Island 

Spraying was done to a greater extent on Long Island than in the other 
three districts surveyed. Only 9 growers out of 316 did not spray at all in 
1912. About one-third of all the growers used a fungicide for the control 
of blight, tipburn, and flea beetles. Ten per cent of the growers reported 
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their crops affected with blight, while nearly one-fourth reported flea- 
beetle injury. The spraying practices and the average yields, together 
with the amount of seed and the value of the fertilizer used, are given 
in table 84. The number of growers not spraying at all was too small 

TABLE 84. RELATION OF SPRAYING PRACTICE TO YIELD ON 316 Lona ISLAND FARMS IN 
1912 

Average Average Average 
. Number yield amount of value of 

Spraying practice of farms per acre seed used manure and 
(bushels) (bushels) fertilizer 

BNONS TOTEM VeRIE Oy decegt dolce vs tat vo] aye ape ohatraes 9 190.7 22, $33.08 
Insecticideonlyass. ten seelay wee 204 161.7 11.8 31.42 
SBitimn cer ci Gye eeeereeen a ete oe fralty 103 197.1 13.5* 33.65 

IEE net ce cine lect cl SiC alee es DC as laa eee Ie 

ASTOR Se eee Te are eee OE ote be oe nice ioe 12.5 $32.27 

to allow of attaching any significance to the average yield obtained by 
these growers. The increase in yield per acre of over 35 bushels, resulting 
from the use of a fungicide rather than an insecticide, is significant, altho a 
part of this difference in yield was due to the use of more seed and fertilizer. 

Results of further studies on the influence of frequency of spraying with 
fungicide, on yield, are shown in tables 85 and 86, in which the factors of seed 

TABLE 85. Revation or NuMBER OF TIMES SPRAYED WITH FUNGICIDE, AND RATE OF 
PLANTING, TO YIELD, ON 109 Lone IsLanp Farms in 1912 

Amount of seed planted 

Less than 12 From 12 to 14 14 bushels and 
Number of times bushels bushels more ENGR 

sprayed 
Nuns ral Neuaue een Namie arene Nuns ayes 

ber of | _ 7° ber of | _ ¥1© ber of | _ ¥'€ ber of | _%7€ 
per acre per acre per acre per acre 

farms | (ushels) | {7™S| (bushels) | *™8| (bushels) | !"™S} (bushels) 

15 189.7 7 181.5 33 179.5 ess thanlon o.. 4.0 11 154.6 
Peete aes Ps) 11 197.2 19 196.5 18 197.0 48 196.9 
ManGdeMOre. aa... 5 - 4 ANGER 8 197.5 16 220.5 28 213.8 

Moualetowe tes tee DOM |e ape tin re ADIT ie cue. As AES ere oe haere 109 See ees 

AVCTAR Cs, oo 24 oaths. 187.5 194.2 201.6 196.8 
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TABLE 86. Retation or NuMBER OF Times SPRAYED WITH FUNGICIDE, AND VALUE OF 
MANURE AND F5RTILIZER, TO YIELD, ON 109 Lone ISLAND Farms In 1912 

Value of murane and fertilizer 

Less than $30 | From $30 to $40) $40 and more Average 
Nunber ol as) —————EEEE 

sprayed Nae Average Name Average Nae Average eae Average 

ber of yield ber of! eld ber of yield ber of | _¥ ield 
per acre per acre per acre per acre 

farms (bushels) farms (bushels) farms (bushels) farms (bushels) 

Less than’ 5....... 15 161.4 12 177.9 6 236.3 oo 179.5 
OE a 2 Se 13 182.8 25 202.8 10 188.6 48 196.9 
(eandsmores) soeee | ieO-0) 17 191.3 9 248 6 28 213.8 

otal Jefe eee, SOF" eyeeee Is Ei kite aienar ney DOT | ten ee LODE ji Sere ene 

Avieragemiien men 170.0 195.4 228.1 196.8 

and fertilizer, respectively, are separated. It appears from table 85 that 
the yield increased directly with the frequency of spraying, irrespective 
of the rate of planting. In table 86, the influence of frequency of spraying 
does not appear to have been so marked. This is due partly, however, 
to the insufficient number of growers in some of the groups. As a whole, 
these data indicate that the growers who sprayed the greatest number of 
times, obtained at least enough increase in yield to pay the extra cost 
of the labor and materials involved. The correlation of frequency of 
bordeaux spraying with yield is further shown in figure 149. The coeffi- 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

Bplay Bic oak wae pete ie nae en 
il mH _ re N N N N ise) oD 

cy Te egy Wa PL em NO Est ee 
N Yen} ~ eS! N awd t~ (=) N uD tL > 

oo I col al N N N N ise) 

oT 
o 

SS) 1 1 1 2 1 1 A 
Bix 2 2 3 5 1 Dr ra 14 
uA ig 1 3 eas” 10 
Ba A tall 1 Ca ey cae eee lee ite 
Son eo 1 3 3 + 3 2 1 2 1 20 
ar 1 5 2 5 2 4 2 21 
peal Si iS sarees , Te 
oe eS 1 1 1 2 2 1 8 
g 9 ( 
= ~ 10 1 1 2 

1 0 oS) 2 16 18 27 at 11 6 5) 3 | 

r = 0.133 + 0.065 
Fic. 149. CORRELATION OF FREQUENCY OF BORDEAUX SPRAYING, AND YIELD, ON 105 Lor 

ISLAND FARMS IN 1912 
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cient, 0.133 + 0.065, while positive, is not significant because of the 
relatively high probable error. Since all factors influencing yield are 
involved in this correlation, such a coefficient need not detract from the 
real measure of efficiency of bordeaux spraying. Much of interest regard- 
ing the actual practice of spraying thruout the region may be observed 
in the frequency table shown in figure 149. 

Spraying in Steuben County 

The year 1912 was a year of blight epiphytotic in Steuben County, many 
of the growers reporting more than half their crop left rotted and un- 
harvested in the field. More than 93 per cent of the growers found that 
the late-blight fungus affected either tops or tubers, or both. Such con- 
ditions should afford excellent means for determining the influence of 
frequency of bordeaux spraying on yield. The practice of spraying in 
this region in 1912, the average yield, the rate of planting,.and the value 
of manure and fertilizer per acre, are shown in table 87. The two facts 

TABLE 87. ReEwuaTIon or £ PRAYING PRACTICE TO YIELD ON 360 STEUBEN County Farms 
IN 1912 

"Average Average Average 
Number yield amount of value of 

Spraying practice of per seed used manure 
farms acre per acre and 

(bushels) (bushels) fertilizer 

INONSDEAVINP Go. Woe wince: 184 130.2 9.9 $ 9.97 
Insecthicideroulyas 444 -ee ee eee 160 137.3 10.2 10.23 
IBVRaVEa TOTO Le Sveti g B raraieteae meeuere a terceraeen 16 rfl er 12.96 

“TOG RU ice ies enn eet ve eer a Oar aR eed eAOAIN IE Sh em RST ORAS) ap. atic ny Balas 

ANGI Sp beta ae Mies crcl ett aera aie reenter Sic 136.4 10.1 $10.06 

most clearly set forth in this table are: (1) that, whereas less than half 
the growers of this region did any spraying in 1912, only about 4.5 per 
cent used a fungicide for blight control; and (2) that those growers who 
sprayed the most thoroly also used more seed and fertilizer per acre than 
the average, and obtained correspondingly higher yields. 

Spraying in Monroe County 

The treatment accorded the potato crop for blight, tipburn, and flea- 
beetle control in Monroe County in 1913 is shown in table 88. These 
data indicate no advantage whatever, as to yield, from fungicidal spraying 
in 1913. Evidently there was none. The explanation doubtless lies in 
the fact that the principal functions of bordeaux mixture lie in the protec- 
tion of the tubers from blight rot and in the prolongation of the plant’s 
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TABLE 88. RELATION oF SPRAYING PRACTICE TO YIELD ON 282 Monror County Farms 
IN 1913 

Average Average Average 
Number yield amount of value of 

Spraying practice of per seed used manure 
farms acre per acre and 

(bushels) (bushels) fertilizer 

INO¥S praying cee ee Rees 1 ee 33 150.3 1252 $11.40 
Insecticideyonlye anon aneetaanee 17 lees 12.2 OV 

MBN GICIDE sty. Datars ea ores aera 72 126.2 3303) 11.90 

RO GEER s/s eae eee cee RN, a 5 aaa EE PORTS OOM ENS Eas ai centtes! WES - 

LAS) Nae Ae TOO POO ae elo ae 126.0 1255 $11.33 

growing season, thereby increasing yield. The latter function naturally 
is asserted late in the growing season. In 1913, Monroe County ex- 
perienced one of the earliest killing fall frosts in its history. As a result, 
not only the bean crop, but the potato crop as well, was cut down, causing 
serious loss to the grower. Only about 7 per cent of the potato growers 
reported the occurrence of late blight up to the time of this frost. It is 
therefore evident that the possible advantages from fungicidal spraying this 
year were almost entirely nullified. Under these conditions, frequency of 
spraying could not be expected to show a normal influence on yield. The 
correlation coefficient (fig. 150) is 0.084 + 0.081. This shows insignificant 
correlation in respect to both the coefficient and its probable error. 

Yield per acre, in bushels 

Ye) (=) 1d =) Ne) =) Ne) 
t~ (=) N Yon} i (==) N Yo) 

—= re a al N N N 

SE fcc a es Se ee ! 
iY) i > N Yen} i (=) N 

re re re re N N 

‘ 1 ais ates irae all al ieee | 16 
> 2 Sete (F licmigaeettahe geal 1 19 
Bid Vt Gunn pclae eto eel 14 
as 4 Lips wish oon Ce 11 
REO is 1 1 2 4 
ae 6 1 1 2 
hope (0°74 1 1 
iar 38 0 
eves a 
a5) 10 0 

= ei 0 
ete 1 1 

ts 1S cae ee ee ie Octal 68 
r = 0.084 + 0.081 

CORRELATION OF FREQUENCY OF BORDEAUX SPRAYING, AND YIELD, ON 6S MONROE 
COUNTY FARMS IN 1913 

Fig. 150. 
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Spraying in Franklin and Clinton Counties 

As previously stated, the late-blight fungus (Phytophthora infestans) 
seldom attacks the potato crop in Franklin and Clinton Counties. Very 
probably the reason for this is that muggy atmospheric conditions, 
so conducive to the disease, seldom prevail here after rains. On the 
contrary, wide spacing of plants and the frequent breeze that follows 
rain afford the plants ideal air circulation, thus preventing conditions 
favorable to blight. Only 3 per cent of the growers reported blight in 
1913. 

The extent to which spraying is practiced in this region is shown in table 
89. Altho the three growers who used fungicide used more than the 

TABLE 89. RELATION OF SPRAYING PRACTICE TO YIELD ON 273 FRANKLIN AND CLINTON 

County Farms in 1913 

Average Average Average 
: : Number yield , amount of value of 

Spraying practice of per seed used ' Manure 
farms acre per acre and 

(bushels) (bushels) fertilizer 

INTORS PRA VAN Gas eee ce eles ee cher 98 186.1 Ze $12 59 
linsecticideronlys ae. cme cess len ae 172 ites 11.8 13.29 
FINI CLO Ewe me tye Soe hct ns Oa a Ie as 3 152.3 123 15.38 

Wiitleerme rer ees a s)e- see coe eee DME untae ta le crater eter || eter ee Eyre 

-HEINTECS AS eC a a ale ged | PO a 179.9 11.9 $13 .08 

average quantity of seed and fertilizer, they obtained less than the average 
yield. However, no significance can be attached to this fact, because of 
the extremely small number of farms. For this same reason, no correla- 
tion study of the frequency of spraying with the yield in this region has 
been made. 

RELATION OF DATE OF HARVEST TO YIELD 

The date of harvest of the potato crop is dependent on such factors as 
(1) the date of maturity of the crop, (2) the date of the first killing frost 
in the region, (3) the influence of early market prices, (4) the relation of 
the potato harvest to other farm work, and (5) the weather. The relative 
importance of each of these factors varies with the region, in New York 
State. There are sufficient experimental data available to prove that 
ordinarily the crop should not be harvested until the foliage is entirely 
dead because of natural maturity. The basis of this proof les in the fact 
that the yield is increased rapidly during the last stages of growth of the 
plant. Jones (1899) tested the influence of the date of harvest on the yield 
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of potatoes planted on May 20, by digging every ten days from August 
2 to September 22. The yield increased from 30 bushels per acre on August 
2, to 353 bushels per acre on September 22. Of this increase, 119 bushels 
came after September 1, and 50 bushels developed during the last ten days. 
Kohler (1910), working with the variety Early Ohio planted on June 3, 
similarly tested the rapidity of development of the yield by digging about 
every seven days from July 31 to August 30. During that period, the 
foliage developed from an entirely green condition to complete maturity, 
and the marketable yield increased from 10.9 bushels to 226.8 bushels 
per acre. There was a gain in marketable yield. of about 7 bushels a day 
thruout the period, the yield increasing 44.7 bushels per acre during the 
last week. These data emphasize the possible mistake which some grow- 
ers make, of digging the crop prior to maturity in order to avoid unfavor- 
able weather or to take advantage of the relatively high early-market 
prices. 

It was not possible, for four reasons, to study by survey methods the 
influence of date of harvest on yield in the four regions surveyed. First, 
the information concerning the date of harvesting for Long Island was 
insufficient; secondly, about 93 per cent of the growers in Steuben County 
reported the crop more or less affected with late blight; thirdly, a large 
proportion of the growers in Monroe County reported a killing frost in 
1913 which cut down their crop exceptionally early, long before maturity, 
and reduced the: yield much below the average; and fourthly, in Franklin 
and Clinton Counties the foliage is almost always killed by frost before 
it is mature, as was the case in 1913. The average date of harvest in 
the four regions for the years concerned in the survey, and the average 
date of the first killing fall frost for each region, are given in table 90: 

TABLE 90. Average Dats or Harvest, AND AVERAGE Darter OF FIRST KILLING Frost, 
IN THE Four "REGIONS SURVEYED 

Number Average Average date 
Region Year of date of of first killing 

farms harvest fall frost 

ongulcland =.) ee eee Renee 1912 37 September 1 October 1-25 
Steubent Co waty seer maser er oer 1912 348 September 27 | October 5 
Monroe\County,ee tase eee 1913 269 October 12 October 15 
Franklin and Clinton Counties...... 1913 295 September 24 | October 1-10 

As is seen in table 90, the Long Island crop was harvested nearly a 
month before that of any of the other regions, the average date of planting 
being correspondingly earlier in this region due to climatic conditions. 
With the exception of Irish Cobbler and other early varieties grown in 
Nassau County, the crop in this district is usually mature before it is 
dug. These early varieties are often harvested and marketed before 
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maturity in order to reap the benefit of the early-market prices. Further- 
more, growers of early varieties in Nassau County harvest early in order 
to be able to follow the potato crop with a crop of vegetables or root crops 
for the fall market. A harvest of Cobbler potatoes in Nassau County, 
in the middle of July, is shown in figure 130 (page 1152). It can be noted 
that the foliage, as separated from the tubers, is not yet mature. On the 
following day this same field was ridged for turnip planting. 

As is evident from table 90, the Long Island crop is seldom affected by 
a killing fall frost. The Long Island growers aim to market their crop 
as soon after maturity as is possible, in order to supply the New York 
City market before the earliest crop of other sections of the State is ready 
to harvest. For the years concerned in this study, the crop in the other 
three regions was harvested at an average date earlier than the average 
date of the first fall frost because of the severe blight epidemic of Steuben 
County, the early and severe frost in Monroe County, and the early 
frost in Franklin and Clinton Counties. Partly because of the tempering 
influence of Lake Ontario, the average date of harvest and the average 
date of the first fall frost in Monroe County are considerably later than 
for the other regions. Similarly, because of the influence of Lake Cham- 
plain, the growers located around Peru, in Clinton County. harvested their 
1913 crop BD DEO ately two weeks later than did other growers in the 
county. 

METHOD OF HARVESTING IN THE FOUR REGIONS SURVEYED 

The factors that ordinarily determine whether potatoes shall be dug 
by hand or by machine are, size of acreage, available labor supply, and soil 
conditions affecting the efficiency of machine diggers. The author (Har- 
denburg, 1915a) found, for Steuben County in 1912, that when the 
potato acreage per farm was at least 5, the saving in labor cost by machine 
digging more than outweighed the interest, depreciation, and repair costs 
of digging by this method. Since the minimum acreage of potatoes per 
farm recorded in these studies was 5, the factor of economy in the use of 
machines for digging is probably of no concern in any of the other three 
regions. There are many farms in Steuben County with fields so steep 
as to limit the use of heavy elevator diggers. In 1912 the writer (Harden- 
burg, 1915a) found the average slope of potato fields dug by hand to be 
somewhat steeper than that of machine-dug fields. A special type of 
digger, known as the Boss, or Keeler, which removes the tubers by a rotating 

reel, has been adapted to the hilly sections of Steuben County because of 
its exceptionally light draft and its adaptation to slopes too steep for elevator 
diggers. A study of the influence of slope of field on the type of digger 
used in 1912 in Steuben County revealed the fact that the fields dug with 
the reel digger had a higher average slope than those dug with the elevator 
type (Hardenburg, 1915 a). 
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The method of harvesting, and the average potato acreage per farm, for 
the four regions surveyed, is shown in table 91. It is evident that the 

TABLE 91. Mernop or Harvestine, AND AVERAGE Potato ACREAGE PER FARM, IN 
THE Four REGIONS SURVEYED 

Franklin and 
Long Island, . Steuben Monroe Clint 

1912 County, 1912 | County, 1913 | q bey 
, ounties, 1913 

Method of pot 5 ee 
harvesting Per Ageeage Per Aaa Per mn Per K 

cent = cent = cent verage | cent bts 
a potato af potato nf potato AG potato 

ieee NOES farms | 2°T@22° | arms | 2¢TC@8e | farms | Breage 

Elevator digger....| 84 24.3 11 17.0 71 12.9 15 8.0 
Reel digger....... 5 21.8 48 14.9 (Th rel ie emake 1 od 
Shovel plow shaker! 5 19.1 i 13.4 11 10.7 COs Mere 
Hand arom 1 41.6 23 15.4 3 9x2 76 6.9 
Viarlousscen ac tants Oy algae terns Gihalicaee te 15 all sear as Sin") aeneeie 

Atveraigel se. sea. iiesh 24.8 eis ALE De ail neeoaN 12.4 Leas woe 

reel digger is not popular outside of Steuben County, probably decause this 
digger leaves the tubers in a more or less bruised and scattered condition. 
As indicated by the figures for both Long Island and Monroe County, 
the elevator digger was used extensively in these regions, where the soil 
is relatively light and the fields vary from rolling to level. Growers in 
Franklin and Clinton Counties have not used the elevator digger exten- 
sively because of relatively small acreages per farm and an abundance 
of large boulders, which make the use of such a digger next to impossible. 
More than three-fourths of the crop in this region was dug by hand 
in 1913. 

As a whole, the figures in table 91 show that the average acreage dug by 
hand was smaller than that dug by machine, and that the average acreage 
dug by the elevator digger was greater than that dug by any other type 
of machine. In cases of close planting and heavy top growth, it is often 
desirable to remove the tops from the tubers before picking them up. 
In figure 151, a view taken in Franklin County, two men are shown using 
forks for this purpose, behind an elevator digger drawn by four horses. 
This illustrates the necessity of using more than two horses because of 
the heavy draft of these machines. 

Three types of carriers were found in common use in the regions visited — 
the standard bushel slatted crate, a hamper basket, and fertilizer bags 
of various sizes. On Long Island, the commonest carrier in Suffolk 
County is the fertilizer bag, and that in Nassau County is the fertil-zer 
bag supplemented by hamper baskets of about a bushel capacity. These 
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er 

Fie. 151. REMOVING VINES FROM TUBERS TO FACILITATE PICKING UP THE CROP 

hampers as used in Nassau County, with the owner’s initial painted on 
them, are shown in figure 152. This illustration shows also the common 
practice in this region of throwing from three to five rows together before 
picking up the tubers. The prime tubers are then picked up first, the 
culls remaining until later, as illustrated. Most of the crop of Nassau 

County — which is marketed directly from the field — is taken, either in 
these baskets or in bags, by wagon or motor truck, to the Wallabout 
Markets of Brooklyn, as shown in figure 153. In Suffolk County the crop 
is taken from the field mainly in bags and is hauled in them to the car or 
the storehouse, where the potatoes are dumped on the grader if they were 
not already graded when they were picked up, and are thence emptied 
into the car for shipment in bulk. 

The commonest carrier used in the other: three regions is the bushel 
crate, in which the crop is taken to storage, and there it is either dumped 
into piles or stored in the crate. By far the greater part of the crop is 
stored in bulk. In these three regions, the crop is taken to the car either 
loose in wagon boxes, or in bags, or both ways, with the bags piled on top 
of the load. 
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AL i EEE 2 Peas 

Fic. 152. THE BUSHEL HAMPERS COMMONLY USED FOR BOTH PICKING UP AND HAULING TO 

MARKET IN NASSAU COUNTY 

Fic. 153. A NASSAU COUNTY ROAD WAGON, LOADED FOR THE WALLABOUT MARKETS OF BROOKLYN 
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TYPES OF STORAGE IN THE FOUR REGIONS SURVEYED 

Since Appleman (1912) has shown the importance of low temperature 
in proper potato storage, it is of interest to note the types of storage used for 
the crops concerned in these studies. In no case was any grower’s crop 
kept in a refrigerated storage. The proportion of the total stored crop in 
each region which was stored in various types of storage facilities is given 
in table 92. The reason for the larger number of farms indicated in Steuben 

TABLE 92. Typrs or Porato StorAGE IN THE FouR ReGions SURVEYED 

Number Per cent of stored crop stored in 

Region of = 
farms ; House | Barn | Special | Barn Pit 

cellar cellar | storage | shed | storage 

oneislands lO]. ata te 231 61 22 12 3 2 
Steuken County, 1912........... 378 85 11 S ee 0 1 
Monroe County, 1913.°......... 320 72 24 3 0 1 
Franklin and Clinton Counties, 

OMS eaeyeee rte wk eran Aree Stee. 300 98 1 1 0 0 

and Monroe Counties than were actually visited in the survey, is due to 
the fact that a number of the growers in these regions stored their crop in 
more than one type of storage. 

Practically all of the Franklin and Clinton County crop of 1913 was stored 
in the house cellar. In fact, this was the principal type of storage, tho 
to a lesser extent, in the other regions studied. The next most popular 
type of storage was the barn cellar. As a rule, both house and barn 
cellars were constructed with stone walls and dirt floors. Wherever a barn 
cellar was used, it was generally in close proximity to the stable, advantage 
being thus taken of the animal heat therefrom to prevent freezing. This 
was not considered a safe practice in Franklin and Clinton Counties because 
of the greater severity of the winters in that region. A number of special 
storage houses were found on Long Island. Since only a small proportion 
of the Long Island crop is held for more than a few days, these special 
storages were built not so much to store the harvested crop as for a place 
of storage for the seed supply brought in from the North to be held until 
planting time. 

LENGTH OF STORAGE PERIOD 

In determining the length of time that the crop was held by the growers 
in each region, the actual date of sale of all or of parts of the crop was taken 
as an indicator of the storage period. It was found that a large part of 
the crop in all four regions was marketed either directly from the field, or 
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after only a few days of holding for proper grading and bagging at the 
barn. In table 93, the proportion of the crop so handled is considered as 
not stored. 

TABLE 93. Leneru or STorAGE PERIOD IN THE FouR REGIONS SURVEYED 

Per cent of crop stored 

Region For For For For For For For 
None | one two three four five six seven 

month | months | months } months | months | months | months 

Long Island, 1912.) 88 5 0 3 2 1 0 1 
Steuben County, 

LOW DE ho pers: 64 6 12 6 8 3 1 0) 
Monroe County, 

AGUS iar 38 3 11 21 11 10 5 1 
Franklin and Clin- 

ton Counties, 
5 1 WONG Sse oer: 42 1 12 21 17 1 

As is indicated in table 93, a larger proportion of the crop is stored for 
one or more months in the three regions of western and northern New York 
than on Long Island. Except on Long Island, the general practice is to 
market at least that part of the crop for which there is insufficient storage 
capacity, at harvest time, the remainder being disposed of as prices warrant 
and as weather and country roads permit. Much of the crop in Steuben 
County is grown under contract for local buyers. The grower’s delivery 
of this crop mainly at harvest time accounts for the relatively high propor- 
tion of the crop not stored in this region. 

SUMMARY 

Climate, elevation, and soil, as factors influencing yield, were found by 
this study to be so closely and inseparably related as to make difficult the 
determination of the influence of each one. The study of available data 
shows that, whereas the climate for potatoes is generally best at the 
highest elevations, soil fertility is generally the greatest at the lower eleva- 
tions. Ina year of blight, farms at high elevations are likely to show the 
best yields; while in years of no blight, better yields may be expected from 
the more fertile soils at the lower elevations. 

The value of potato land as appraised by the growers, proved to be corre- 
lated with yield up to the point at which the land was affected by real-estate 
valuation. This point was reached for a few farms located in close proxim- 
ity to cities or villages. The appraised valuation of these farms was 
evidently beyond the valuation justified by their productive ability. 
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From information obtained in the survey of the four regions, it has been 
possible to determine the status of many factors which, tho not studied as 
to their influence on yield, have nevertheless a vital relation to production. 
Among these may be listed the time of plowing, the home-mixing of 
fertilizer, the analysis of fertilizer, the use of lime, the source of seed, the 
chemical treatment of seed, the date of planting, the method of planting, 
the date and method of harvesting, the type of storage, and the length of 
the storage pericd. 

Both biometrical and tabulation studies have shown the amount of seed 
used and the value of manure and fertilizer per acre to be the most influen- 
tial factors as relating to yield of all the factors studied. Second to these 
are depth of plowing, frequency of cultivation, and frequency of spraying. 
The influence of these five factors, expressed biometrically in terms of r, 
is summarized for each region in table 94. For obvious reasons, based 

TABLE 94. Summary oF CoEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR Five FAcTORS IN THE 
REGIONS SURVEYED 

Franklin and 
Long Island, Steuben County, Monroe County, Giinton' Gouhics 

; 1913 : Factor 1912 1912 
— = _——— — — 

Depth of plowing) r= 0.159 + 0.036 r= 0.190 + 0.034 r = 0.006 + 0.039 r— 0.028 + 0.039 
Value of manure 

and fertilizer...| r—0.244 + 0.0385 | r=0.289 +0033 | r=0.258 + 0.036 | r—0.169 + 0.038 
Bushels of seed 

CAST e00 Ieee ae r= 0.275 + 0.034 r= 0.374 + 0.031 r = 0.247 + 0.037 r = 0.367 + 0.034 
Frequeney of cul- 

GLVATION., 4 5 y r =-—0.087 + 0.037 | r= 0.231 + 0.034 | r=0.169 + 0.038 | r—0.055 + 0.039 
Frequency of bor- 

deauxasprayines || m1— OSs r= O15 || eee ett cee ee T0084 S=\OVOST sa ia See cults 

chiefly on environmental differences between the four regions, consider- 
able variation in the value of coefficients is shown in the table. In a single 
case, that for frequency of cultivation on Long Island, the coefficient’ is 
negative. Five coefficients out of the eighteen given are too small to be 
significant, the probable reasons for this being, in most cases, explained in 
the foregoing text. In but two cases is the probable error greater than 
the coefficient, these being the probable errors of the coefficients for depth 
of plowing in Monroe County and in Franklin and Clinton Counties. 

Probably a more reliable measure of the true influence of these five 
factors on yield may be obtained from the tabulation studies for each 
region. In view of the proved importance of these factors, a compari- 
son of the averages of some of them for the fifty highest- and the fifty 
lowest-yielding farms in the four regions is given in table 95. In general, 
the values given in this table confirm the results shown in the discussion 
of these factors. 
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TABLE 95. Comparison oF Frery HigHEst- anD Firry LoweEst-YIELDING FARMS OF THE 
Four RercGions SURVEYED, IN AvbpRAGE YIELD, Potato AcREAGE, SHEED USED, AND 
FERTILIZER Usep, AND PERCENTAGE OF GROWERS SPRAYING WITH FUNGICIDE 

H Average ( Per cent of Average Average Average 
yield potato arena value of sr CNET 

, per acre acreage SS Ecne manure and eet as 
Region (bushels) per farm (bushels) fertilizer fureiide 

High- ) Low- | High- | Low- | High- | Low- | High- | Low- | High- { Low- 
est est est est est est est est est, est 

Long Island, 1912..| 254.6 95.6 29.8 18.2 43.6 11.6 |$35.35 |$29.56 50 16 
Steuben County, 

LGUDE it eee: 204.6 72.4 ilsyaal 12.0 Wiley 9.0 | 13.65 7.78 16 0 
Monroe County, 

TOMS oto eco 205.1 64.0 13).2 12.8 13.6 I S7) | L412 9.08 20 22 
Franklin and Clin- 
ton Counties, 
OMS. cptestoenee 247.8 | 114.8 U0) (6a) 13.6 10.7 | 15.09 | 11.78 0 2 

Factors of less, but by no means negligible, influence on yield, as 
developed by these survey studies, are: method of applying fertilizer, 
varietal type of potatoes, sun-sprouting of seed, interval between cutting 
seed and planting, dusting cut seed, type of seed, system of planting, 
depth of planting, system of cultivation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The foregoing study of crop production by survey methods has, wholly 
apart from the facts brought out, shown the broad possibilities of this 
method of research. It does have limitations, however, as is evidenced 
by certain conflicting data and by the occasionally inconclusive results 
reported herein. It cannot be used as a substitute either for the present 
carefully executed research of the state and federal experiment stations, 
or for more generally localized controlled experiments. On the basis of 
faets and indications revealed in this study, however, the survey method 
can and should play a more prominent part in supplementing the present 
scope of research. In general, too much emphasis has been placed on 
conclusions drawn from limited experimentation without due attention 
to their application to local conditions. Too little research of regional 
application has been done. Cooperative experiments have been tried, 
but they have not been sufficiently extensive in duration. 
A crop survey, to be of greatest value, should be replicated in a given 

region, depending on the normality of seasonal conditions. The year 
1912, while possibly normal for Long Island, was a year of severe loss 
from blight to the potato crop in Steuben County. The year 1913, while 
possibly normal for Franklin and Clinton Counties, was a year with an 
extraordinarily early killing fall frost in Monroe County. ‘These factors 
have doubtless vitiated to some degree the results of the present study 
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of the influence of certain factors on yield. A larger number of records 
for each region, and replication of the survey, may be suggested as the 
best and probably the only means of obviating these conditions. Whereas 
sufficient records were not available for the detailed study of some factors, 
the number used has, on the whole, afforded means for fairly definite 
conclusions. For as extensive a study of details as has been pursued in 
the present investigations, not less than three hundred, and preferably 
four hundred, records should be used. Aside from the relative influence 
of various factors on yield as revealed in these studies, it has been possible 
to correct, as well as to verify, many popular ideas of long standing. Altho 
the ‘‘ what,” the “‘ why,” and the “ how” of crop production have for 
years been projected to the farmer, the regional study of actual cause 
and effect by survey methods has at least contributed to the knowledge 
as to the “ how much.” 
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Sorting and bagging in cellar........ 

Hauling to storage.............0.00... 

Hauling to market............... Se eth cect Cer Oe SI DeCC| LEEPER CEA psal Bearer PrP aa BERET oR 

Hauling from storage to market...... Keteracteeisvestat Usasiav|| Ceeexueasdasssicscepeinne pespeesty sevesetsh dons) brtenaearemenes eee ree reste 

Work on equipment Hosaka Pin cosa a aN La SARL oy SSRN oct a ei | ee ier ccd wo bia rate no | eRe ee . 

Work on storage... Es ? ee ~ \. 

Total ae | 

‘MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS 

Manure. Kind used.......0000000-0ccce mesa eh datas cassth OTIS POL ACK Can vasas ath vcesespeshs Source, if bought Westies 

Where applied Sst atneles » oNamme of: spreader; af used \...2..s1 ascot scien te eeecee ee How 

often in rotation.......... Piled or spread... sedpdehvvavstetstsntiueltesessstesc MOWOCLML OF MAPTOWOG |. 35 c-crccseseonaosa 

Value of residual manure on potatoes, 1912 per cent 

Plowing. Depth of plowing... 

Seed Treatment. Corrosive sublimate. 

SatisfactOny: 2s xisssescecarestesstcrsecters Consequent injury, to vitality (2.02 ..sceccecscacensecstececvdeotncservevainstervens vasedeee coca Wieagy “ 

Starting Sprouts. Increase in yield noted... Increased earliness MOted. oo... ccc eee 

Cutting Seed. Amt. Cut....oocccccecceececeeeeee Name of the cutter, i any... cee 

Satisfactory ?o.0..00...00........... Type of seed planted : 

Small whole................. , 

Medium whole. 

Large cut, 3 or 4 pieces 

Medium cut, 2 or 3 pieces........ 

No. eyes to piece... é 

How long cut before planted. ey cite coey GUE SCOUT CUBCED core atthe nan einre tar Aree a nace 

Fertilizer. Amt. per acre Formula ; Brand eit. keane 

Source of N._.. Lava tekasives etcar east iaacs e DOULCE OlW brescee ay winseeesaets. OUrce Of K 

Home mixed..... cesses. Ingredients used... 3 fle atta setocsssasec PAIN Co neeveescuavieesses 

oP ey 



Time of application......... 

Above, with or below seed... 

lace and frequency in rotation 

Planting. Date, Early.............. 

planter.......,... Ree het 

How covered........ ...Depth planted 

Cultivating. Type of cultivator.... 

No. times in row at each cultivation............... 

Hilling. Checkrowing, ridging or level culture 

Spraying. Type of sprayer used 

Fungicide used 

Insecticide used... 

Spray injury meet Peet miattytensicthn Increased yield noted... 

Yield on unsprayed...........0.ccccceees Date of first spraying... 

veasannneeed Name of digger............. Digging. How dug..........0000000.... 

What kind would you buy.............. 

Sorting. Sorted directly into boxes, cee table, or sorter. Ree Oe er OTeEey .....Resorted ? 

Reason... 

Bagging or Barreling. Type of carrier used. 

Marketing. Commission rates.............. 

Shipping rates....,......... cae 

Storage. Type of ators Pe 

Diseases Evident..... 

Effect of manure or lime on diseases 

Labor... ie Peers 

Wages per senith. 

Wages per month aad hoard 

Wages per day and board..... 

Work done by women and children 

..In hills, broadcast, fert. drill, planter, or strung ? 

wr bes) Dates. 

What kind would you buy 

Amt. lime per acre..... 

“12, By hand or planter: ? 

Fassaate pesca rerrn ee Marker used 

Distance apart Of rOWS.....0.......-000 Distance apart in rows.............. 

Shacesreatineiccen Deep or shallow................. 

...Cultivated both ways or one... 

4 Gas of marketing 

Where shipped................ 

Description of storage 

ene Wages per day. 

...Board 

FACTORS ON 1912 COST OF PRODUCTION 

Total acreage 

Crop Acres... cseseccas 

Per cent in crops. 

Acres in potatoes. ; : 

Per cent of crop acres in Npotatore 

Value of land per acre............... 

Rental value of land per acre 

Crop index... P i 

Value of potats crop per acre 

Potato crop index................... 

Total potato production, 1912... 

Average yield per acre...... 

Total man hours per acre 

Total horse hours per acre.. 

Cost of fertilizer per acre 

Cost of manure per acre 

Cost of cultivation per acre 

Cost of spraying per acre... 

Cost of digging per acre... 

Cost of special equip. per acre 

. |Cost per bun... 

| Receipts per acre... 

|Cost per acre..... 

| Profit per acre...... 

|Profit per man hour 

| Profit per horse hour. 

}erout per bushel. 

| Per cent of cost, man labor 

Per cent of cost, horse labor...... 

Per cent of cost, land labor... 

| Per cent of cost, manuring 

Per cent of cost, fertilizing........ 

|Per cent of cost, cultivation. 

Per cent of cost, spraying...... 

|Per cent of cost, digging... 

Per cent of cost, special equip. 

Remarks : 
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